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A theoretical and numerical study of several models for the
thermal oxidation of metals is presented. Fromhold's coupled current
approach is utilized with diffusion in discrete lattices assumed for the
ionic transport and thermal emission and quantum mechanical tunneling
assumed for the electronic transport. The derivation of the field-
assisted diffusion equation is presented with special consideration
given to lattice discreteness. The discrete formulation for negligible
space charge yields a very simple result and illustrates the advantages
of the discrete approach over a continuous one. The more general case
of diffusion in the presence of space charge is considered, but the com-
plexities of this case prevent a complete analytical solution. The
treatment presented does appreciably reduce the complexity of the problem
and yields a formulation amenable to numerical investigation. The
i
electron thermal emission and electron tunneling transport mechanisms
are carefully examined and the equations appropriate to the metal-oxide-
oxygen system are derived and discussed. The expressions developed for
electron transport and ion transport contain the capability of current
equilibriums, so the possibility of a virtual current equilibrium during
oxidation as suggested by Mott is inherent in the equations. The-
numerical investigation of the model based on ionic diffusion and elec-
tron tunneling shows that a virtual electronic current equilibrium exists
in the early phases of growth and that the growth rate is limited by
?iffusion. In the later phases of growth, a virtual ionic current
equilibrium exists and the growth rate is limited by the tunneling of
electrons. The transition between these two extreme growth conditions
is carefully examined. The kinetics in the early phase of growth are
of the Mott-Cabrera type and primarily dependent on the ionic transport
pacameters. The kinetics in the later phase of growth are direct
logarithmic and primarily dependent on the electronic transport D&rameters.
An analyticl formulation for the growth kinetics under a virtual electron
current equilibrium is given; a tabulation of the universal expression
is included. The oxidation model based on ionic diffusion and thermal
emission also exhibits regions of virtual current equilibriums. When
the temperature
	 low, the ionic mobility high and the metal-oxide
work function large, the system is in a virtual ionic current equili-
brium and the growth is limited by Schottky emission of electrons. The
transition to a virtual electronic current equilibrium is favored by
higher temperatures, lower mobilities and smaller metal-oxide work
functions. An analytical formulation for the growth kinetics under a
ii
virtual ionic current equilibrium is given; a tabulation is included.
iii
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I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical prediction of the experimentally observed rate of
growth of oxide or other dielectric films on metal surfaces when exposed
to a gaseous environment is a fascinating and challenging problem. Some
of the most noteworthy theories are given below.
Wagner Theory (1933)
The growth rate of the oxide film dL(t)/dt is determined by the
transport of electrons and ions through the oxide film by diffusion. 1.,2
The assumptions of charge-neutrality for each volume element, of the film
and a net zero charge transport through the film represent the deter-
mining  factors for the rate of growth. The conclusion is that L (t)4t.2,
where L (t) is the oxide film thickness and t is the time, and the pro-
portionality factor is determined by the relevant transport parameters
for the system.
Mott Theory (1939)
The growth rate dL(t)/dt for film thicknesses less than about
0
50 A is determined by ionic diffusion through the oxide film, but
tunneling of electrons through the film limits the rate for thicker
films. 3,
4
 
The conclusion is that growth iS rapid and L(t ).ctl/2 for
thin oxides, but growth is slow and L(t)-cloget for the thicker films.
In the latter phase of growth, the metal-oxide work function X 0 is the
predominant factor for the growth rate, since this parameter represents
1
^s
2the height of the barrier which the electrons must penetrate by quantum-
mechanical tunneling.
Mott Theory (1947)
Thermionic emission of electrons over the metal-oxide work-function
barrier is considered easier than ionic diffusion, so that an equilibrium
of the electrons between the Fermi level in the metal at one interface
(x=0) and the 0 electron levels in the adsorbed oxygen at the opposite
interface (m-Q of the oxide can be establ.ished. 5 The resulting electro-
static potential(VM%W
 -1 volt) impressed across the thin oxide film
(L < 100 R) results in extremely large surface-charge electric fields
(E 9 106 V/cm) in the oxide. These fields modify the activation
0
barriers for charged-particle diffusion appreciably over distances as
small as one lattice constant; they depress the activation barriers for
forward ionic motion at the metal-oxide interface and within the oxide
sufficiently to yield large ionic currents even when the temperature is
insufficiently high for appreciable thermal diffusion of ions. The
nonlinear dependence of ion current J
i 
on electric field,
Jiacsirh(ZieEoa/kBT), (e is the magnitude of the electronic charge, Zie
is the effective ionic charge, a is half of the ionic jump distance,
kR
 is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature) plus the
decrease in field with increase in oxide film thickness cause the resulting
growth rate to be initially very rapid, but this is followed by a sharp
leveling off to a very slow stage for thicknesses of the order of
0
50 to 150 A.
3Cabrera-Mott Theory (1949)
The Mott-Cabrera theory  represents an extension of the Mott theory
of 19+7 in at least one important respect: It considers the possibility
that electron tunneling as well as thermionic emission may provide an
effective electron-transport mechanism for the establishment of V M. An
approximate integration of the growth-rate equation is given for L5150 R;
the result is known as the inverse logarithmic law (L 1=A BM loge
 t),
where the constants M and B
M 
are determined by the temperature, ionic
current parameters, and the electronic energy configuration of the
metal-oxide-oxygen system.
Fromhold Theory (1963)
Fromhold7 '$
 proposed a nonequiM rium coupled-currents approach to
thermal oxidation which includes space-charge effects. The essence of
the proposed method is the emphasis on the macroscopic electric field as
ccmputed from Poisson's equation at each point in the oxide film, and
its role in coupling the transport equations for motion of charged species
through the film. The over-all metal-oxide-oxygen system is considered
to be charge neutral, but there is no a priori assumption of 'pointwise
charge neutrality. Instead, the surface-charge and space-charge densities
are considered to adjust continuously as the film grows in accordance
with the transport equations. This approach is significantly different 9110
from approaches based on thermodynamic equilibrium and pointwise charge
neutrality 1'2 and from approaches based on the hypothesis that rate is
limited simply by transport of a low mobility species. 3 6 The approach
is sufficiently general so that it appears to include all possible charged
11
particle transport mechanisms;
	 examples are linear and nonlinear
diffusion of interstitial ions or ionic vacancies of any component species,
linear and nonlinear diffusion of electrons or electron holes, thermal
excitation of electrons into the oxide conduction band, and electron
tunneling.
The general formulation? of Fromhold for the case of diffusion
currents of both the ionic and the electronic species includes no:y-
steady-state effects introduced by the moving boundary of the growing
oxide film. These effects were shown by numerical computations to be
small for transport in non-zero as well as zero electric fields as long
as the growth rate is not extremely large. Formal series solutions7
were obtained and utilized to deduce the time constant for rearrangement'
of non-steady-state concentration profiles to their steady-state values.
This time constant was shown to be small relative to time for growth of
a monolayer of oxide.7 Complementary phy-ical arguments were offered7
t& show why this is true. On the basis of these numerical, analytical,
and physical justifications, the "steady-state approximation" for the
oxidation process was proposed by Fromhold.7 His coupled-currents
approach within the framework of this approximation is a theory in which
the macroscopic electric field continuously adjusts itself at each point
in the growing oxide film to equalize the magnitudes of the charge
currents of the oppositely-charge species. Practically, this means
also that the particle current of each defect species has zero divergence
and is therefore homogeneous (uniform) through the oxide film. This
latter conclusion follows directly from the steady-state approximation
and the equation of continuity.
Fromhold developed his approach to thermal oxidation from a
mathematical standpoint in several directions, and applied it to a
5variety of transport mechanisms. Due to the difficulty in attaining
exact analytical solutions to diffusion equations including space charge
8
effects, he proposed the "homogeneous field approximation." This
approximation is one in which space charge is neglected relative to the
effects of concentration gradients and surface charge. The beauty and
utility of this approximation lie in the fact that the coupled transport
equations can be integrated separately; the coupled currents criterion
of equal magnitudes of the homogeneous charge currents of the oppositely
charged species then yields the homogeneous electric field in the film
as a function of film thickness, which represents one of the primary
determining factors for the kinetics. This field is then substituted
into the expression for the ionic current, which is related to the growth
rate of the film by the constant volume of oxide formed for each ionic
defect transported through the film. Integration of the growth equation
then yields the kinetics. 	 ^
Application of this approach to the case of oxides growing by
diffusion of both ionic and electronic species resulted in an entirely
new parabolic growth law. 8,12 Fromhold extended this parabolic law to
include the effects of concentration-dependent mobilities and temperature
gradients. He showed that the parabolic law is expected for diffusion
currents which obey the linear diffusion equation whenever the concen-
tration profiles (i.e., concentration as a function of position x) for
different film thicknesses L(t) superimpose when normalized to x/L(t).
The parabolic law of Fromhold differs from the parabolic law of 1,agne-r1
insofar as the concentration profiles of the several defect species are
given by solution of the diffusion equation for a homogeneous field and
U
6
thus are not generally in stoichiometric ratio, whereas Wagner imposes
the condition that the defect species be in stoichiometric ratio.
Fromhold maintains that this condition of Wagner is thermodynamically
untenable in general and that it reduces the problem to the diffusion
of charge-neutral "molecular vacancies" or "molecular interstitials."
In a sense the Wagner parabolic law is based on the hypotheses of a
strong particle-particle coupling between the oppositely-charged dif-
fusing defect species due in part to the assumption of chemical equi-
librium between species, and in this sense, it can also be termed a
"coupled currents" approach. The coupling is such, however, that the
results are very similar to the parabolic law obtained by considering
the growth rate to follow directly from solution of Fick's first law
for diffusion of uncharged particles. The difference between stoi-
chiometric and non-stoichiometric defect ratios must be reflected in
the respective rate constants for growth. In his development of the
parabolic law, Fromhold deduces that a constant electrostatic potential
is developed across the growing film, which is an important factor in
the rate-constant. (In the present work, the term "kinetic potnetial"
is utilized to designate this potential.) This electrostatic potential
was found for the case of two oppositely-charged diffusing species to
have a value lying between the equilibrium potential corresponding to
zero current of one species and the equilibrium potential corresponding
to zero current of the second species. It acts to enhance the growth
rate over that predicted from the diffusion rate of the less mobile
species, and thus gives rise to an "enhancement factor". The
concept of the limiting case of growth under one or the other of the
extreme values of the kinetic potential (i.e., one of the possible
7
equilibrium potentials) was introduced by Fromhold and applied to the
case of growth by two diffusion currents and to the case of growth by
ionic diffusion and electron tunneling. 8 (The phrase "growth under a
virtual current equilibrium" is utilized in the present work to desig-
nate such limiting cases.)
Three different approaches to the problem of deducing space charge
effects in thermal oxidation have been utilized by Fromhold; these
include numerical, perturbation, and averaging techniques. Numerical
solutions^3 were utilized to investigate the general behavior of the
concentration profiles of the multidiffusion model under conditions of
large space charge for various surface charge fields. Series solutions
were presented simultaneously. 13
 The numerical scheme utilized was
inadequate to obtain accurate computations 7 for the growth kinetics
under large space charge conditions. For this reason, first-order 14,15
and second-orderly perturbation treatments were developed to study the
modifications in the concentration profiles and in the growth rates
which resulted from space charge. By the very nature of perturbation
techniques, the range of validity includes only the domain in which
forces due to space charge fields are small relative to those of the
surface-charge field or else small relative to the driving force of
the concentration gradient. Fromhold concluded that space charge could
either enhance or retard growth relative to growth under homogeneous
field conditions. The first-order effect 14,15 was found to be linear
in film thickness, while the second-order effect was found by Fromhold
and Graf 15 to be more complicated. No positive prediction vas mace for
any given set of diffusion parameters, however, since the perturbation
equations involved the electric field which could only be obtained by
8the additional "coupled currents" criterion of equal magnitudes of the
current for the oppositely-charged diffusing species, corresponding to
a net zero charge transport. For this reason, predictions were made
only for the limiting cases of a constant field and a field varying
inversely with film thickness. An averaging technique was also de-
veloped for the space-charge problem. This approach proved complementary
to the perturbation technique in many respects, and yielded quite similar
predictions. The simplicity of the averaging technique made it feasi-
ble to apply it to a variety of cases of diffusing and non-diffusing
space charge species.
In addition to the above-mentioned work, there are other develop-
ments by Frcmhold in the field of oxidation kinetics which have not
been sti=A rized above since they are not so directly relevant to the
present work. These include a proposed method^7 for observing the
effect of electric fields on oxidation, a critique 18 of the Uhlig
thermal electron emission model, and a structure modell9 for.oxida-
tion kinetics.
Fromhold and Cook (1967)
The present work consists in (1) an analytical development based
on a discrete lattice model 20 of nonlinear diffusion including space
charge effects, and (2) the utilization of this equation in Fromhold's
"coupled currents" theory i.; the limit of the steady-state for obtaining
numerical solutions for oxidation kinetics for cases of ionic transport
by diffusion and electronic transport by diffusion, thermal emission., 21,22
or tunneling. 21,24 The cases of thermal emission and tunneling, which
are treated in the hcmogeneous-field limit only, include a study of the
9
theories of Mott 3-5 and Mott-Cabrera.6 The case of electron transport
by diffusion represents a calculation of oxidation kinetics for two
coupled diffusion currents in the moderately large space-charge limit.25
A substantial portion of the present work on the models involving ionic
diffusion coupled with thermal electron emission or electron tunne ling
has been used in fulfillment of a previous thesis requirement.
II. FOR I ATION OF EgW1OWS
Coupled Currents
The formation of a coherent oxide film on a metal by thermal"oxida -
tion27 requires the transport of at least two oppositely charged species
through the oxide. This is contrasted to anodic oxidation 28 in which
one of the species, usually the electronic, is shunted around the oxide
by an external circuit, and only one species need pass through the oxide.
This fundamental difference requires altogether different approaches to
the treatment of anodic and thermal oxidation. Thermal oxidation is the
concern of the present work.
The method employed for the determination of the kinetics of
thermal oxidation is that developed by Frcmhold. 7 The basic assumptions
are: (1) the transport mechanisms are coupled through the macroscopic
electric field in the oxide, (2) the electric field has a magnitude and
distribution so that the charge currents are equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction, and (3) the distributions of the mobile species
are essentially in the steady state at any time during the oxidation
process.
A fuller understanding and appreciation for these concepts can be
obtained from the following qualitative arguments. Assume a growing
oxide as diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1 and suppose that ions
and electrons diffuse through the oxide from the metal-oxide interface
(s--0) to the oxide-oxygen interface ("L). The details of the transport
10
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mechanisms are unimportant for the present. Further asetwe that, the
distribution of these mobile species is such that the space-charge
contribution to the macroscopic electric field may be neglected, so 	
>
only a surface-charge field need be considered. At the oxide-oxygen
interface, the metal ions and oxygen ions react to form new oxide which
is necessarily electricalij neutral. The following situation is envi-
sioned: At time to, there exists an oxide layer of thickness Lo and
there is no surface charge and consequently no surface-charge field.
When this system is "turned loose" and oxidation is allowed to proceed,
a surface charge mill build at the interlaces since the mobile species
are initially transported at unequal rates. The surface-charge density
at the x-0 interface co(t) is given by
doQ(t)/dt _ - e(ZiJi + ZeJe},	 (2.1)
where a is the magnitude  of the electronc charge, Z ie=qi and Zee
are the charges on the ionic and electronic species which diffuse from
one interface to the other, and Ji and Je are the particle fltmes of
the ionic and electronic species. The surface-charge field at the
metal-oxide interface is given by
1
90(t) _ 14mQ0(t )/e ,	 (2.2)
where a is the static dielectric constant. The surface-charge field
thus created tends to retard the more mobile species, so doo(t)/dt
decreases in magnitude. When the surface-charge field achieves the
steady state, doo(t)/dt=0 and the charge currents aro equal in sag-
nitude and opposite in sign. This simple example clearly shows how
the coupling of the transport mechanisms through the surface-charge
13
field results in an equalization of the charge currents. The same process
occurs when space-charge effects are included. However, the distribution
of the space charge as well as the surface-charge is effective in equal-
izing thr- currents.
There is one important consideration which must be justified to
employ the above argument: The oxide is continuously increasing in
film thickness, and the changes in the currents due to film thickness
increases might be sufficiently large that the surface charge could
never approach a steady-state. To resolve this question, it is suffi-
cient to consider the time required to achieve equal charge currents and
compare this time to that required to increase the oxide film thickness
appreciably, e.g. a monolayer. The magnitude of the surface-charge
field wbuld be expected to be less than atomic fields and less than
the fields required to initiate electrical breakdown in the oxide. This
places an •xpper limit on the surface-charge field of approximately'
1x107
 V/cm. This corresponds to a surface-charge density of 5.5x10 c 7
if the dielectric constant is taken to be 10. The number of particles
required to form a monolayer, however, is on the order of 101 5 cm-2.
The maximwn surface-charge field requires only 5% of the particles in,
the mondlayer to be charged This implies that the time required to
equalize the charge currents is somewhat less than 5% of the time
required to form a monalayer. Thus, the surface-charge field is essen
tial]y in the steady state for the majority of the monolayer growth time.
A simil r argument shows that air re-arrangement of the distribution of
the mobile species within the film, i.e„ the space-charge densities,
occurs even more rapidly than does the surface-charge density. This is
essentially the content of Framhold's7 steady-state approximation.
14
These considerations lead to a ;aactical prescription for deter-
mining the.oxidation kinetics. The ascumption that the steady-state
charge currents are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign produces the
equation
ZiJi + zeJe = 0 .	 (2.3)
This condition is termed herein the "kinetic condition" to emphasize the
importance of the coupled currents in the determination of the kinetics.
Equation (2.3) may be solved for the unknown macroscopic electric field.
The macroscopic field is then substituted into either of the current
equations to obtain the growth rate
dL(t) f dt = RJ
	
(2.4)
as a function of the film thickness L. Here R is the volume of oxide
formed per particle. Equation (2.4) is then integrated to obtain the
film thickness L as a function of time. In practice, the rate-limiting
current should be substituted into Eq. (2.4); any nearly balanced current
depends too sensitively on the exact value of the field to be used.
Al'.hough this rule is mandatory when making analytical approximations,
it is not critical for numerical evaluation provided a sufficient number
of significant figures are used in the calculation.
Diffusion Currents in the Absence of Space Charge
There are a number of situations for which charged-particle trans-
port is effected by a combination of electric fields and concentration
gradients, so current vs. voltage is aonohmtc. In addition, whenever the
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electric field is particularly large the current no longer varies linearly
with the field, even in the absence of a concentration gradient.
For example, a nonlinear-dependence of ionic current on electric
field is experimentally observed in anodic oxidation 28-35 for fields
of the order of 106 V/em. This phenomenon was originally observed by
Gunterschultze and Betz and explained by Verney in terms of a signifi-
cant difference in the potential barriers for forward and reverse
ionic motion introduced by the large feld.5
 The distance between
potential minima deduced from the above hypothesis is not always equal
to the lattice constant; this is sometimes interpreted as evidence for
a spectrum of jump distances. Alternatively, it has been postulated
that the effective charge of the diffusing ion differs from a multiple
of the discrete electronic charge because of the partially covalent
bonding. The - dependence of jump distance on field has been explained
by Bean, Fisher, and Vermilyea 30 as a shift in the maximum of the
barrier with electric field in the region of the film adjacent to the
interface. This is much the same as the corresponding shift in the
position of the Schottky barrier maximum for interface-limited-electron
emission from a metal into a semiconductor or insulator.36
Concentration gradients of ions in the oxide are expected for
both anodic 28 and thermals oxidation for the case of bulk diffusion-
limited currents 37-39 with chemical reaction at the interfaces. These
gradients became quite important relative to the electric field in the
r-nge 10 4-10 6 Vfcm. A differential equation including the effects of
such gradients in large electric fields.has been presented in the
literature, 28 although an integration of the equation is not given.
The purpose of this section is to derive an alternate equation based
16
on a model including the effects of discreteness of the lattice. This
equation is then coczpared with two integrated forms of the contirnxum
equation.
Derivation for discrete model.--Consider the potential energy
diagram of Fig. 2 for charged-particle motion. With no macroscopic
electric field E in the film, a given potential barrier is of amplitude
W for thermally activated motion of a charged particle in the x direction.
The separation distance between barriers in the x direction (i.e., the
lattice constant) is 2a, where a is taken to be the distance between the
barrier maximum and the adjacent-barrier
 
mininnnn.
 The ionic jump dis-
tance is thus 2a. The net particle flux Jk
 in the x direction over the
kth potential barrier located at xk can be considered to be given by the
difference between a forward current Jkf) in the positive x direction
over the barrier from the k-lst potential well located at xk-a and a
reverse current Jk(r) in the negative x direction c, the barrier from
the kth well located at Va;
Jk
 = Jkf) -Jkr)	 (2.5)
With zero applied field,
Jkf ) = nk-lv exp(-W/ "BT) ,
Jkr) = nkv exp(-W/kET) ,	 (2.6)
where nk-1 is the number of ions per unit area in the y-z I =ane at the
k-lst potential minJUmm, nk
 is the corresponding number of ions per
unit area in the kth potential min inim, v is the frequency with which
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the charged particle attempts to cross the barrier, k E is the Boltzmann►
constant, and exp( WA T) is the Boltzmann probability thA an ion in
thermal equilibrium with an environment at temperature T has an energy
greater than W so that it can jump the barrier. Boltzmann statistics
are presumed to hold, as would be generally expected for the case of
ions, and also for electrons in the nondegenerate limit.
Define the macroscopic electric field E in the medium as being a
forward field if it tends to produce a particle (or defect) current of
the species in the positive x direction. With a forward field E k, the
kth potential barrier at x, is lowered relative to thz k-1st potential
minimum to first order by a amount SW,
SW = ZeEka ,	 (2.7)
and raised by'a like amount relative to the kth potential minimum. The
quantity Ze is the effective charge per particle of the diffusing species
for migration in the polarizable and partially covalent medium in which
the macroscopic electric field is Ek. Equations (2.6), with the modi-
fications of Eq. (2.7), become
J(f)
 ) nc-iv exp{-(W-ZeEka) fkB}
J (kr) = rev exp{-(W+ZeEka)/kBT)	 (2.8)
These expressions are in essence the ones generally found in the liter-
ature. 28 Equations (2.8), when substituted into Eq. (2.5), yield the
'net current over the kth barrier;
Jk = v exp( WNT) [nk-1 exp(ZeE,.a/^T)
- nk exp( -zaka/y ) ] ,	 (k=1,2, • • .,N-1) .
	 (2.9)
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It is assumed that there are N diffusion barriers and N+1 po^ential
minima, so that the total distance L through which diffusion occurs is
M. Equation, (2.9) represents a set of N-coupled equations involving
3N+2 variables: the n^jk=0,1,•••,N), the Ek(k-0,l,•••,N), and the
Jk(k=1,2,..."N).
The field Ek depends upon the nk
 and other space-charge densities
through Poisson ' s equation
AEk = 4ne(Znk+ck)/e ,	 (k=0,1,0••)N-1)1	 (2.10)
where a is the static dielectric constant, and ak is the space charge
exclusive of that due to the diffusing species. The notation of the
calculus of finite differences -42 is used; the inclusion of discrete
effects naturally leads to finite -difference equations rather than dif-
ferential equations. The .first difference of a discrete function fk
 is
given by
"fk = fk+l - fk	 (2.11)
and is related to the derivative by
df(x)/dx = Limit{Afk^h) ,	 (2.12)h 
where h is the difference between adjacent values of the independent
variable x. In this notation, definite and indefinite integrals are
replaced by definite and indefinite sums. The surface-charge field E
0
is presumed to be determined by the external constraints on the system,
such as an applied field or the kinetic condition in oxidation kinetics
determination. This reduces by one the number of unknowns to be deter-
mined for the system.
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In the steady state there is no particle buildup in the film, so
/	
= 0	 (k=O.'11....-N)	 (2.13)
The equation of continuity then yields the additional set of N equations;.
nct+41k=0,
Jk = J ,	 (k=1,2,• 2N)	 (2.14)
lore J denotes the homogeneous current. The interfacial reactions serve
to determine the densities of particles at the two extreme positions of
the diffusion path and provide two boundary conditions for the problem.
Thus* no
 and N are also considered to be established by constraints
external to the diffusion system. It is immaterial for the remainder of
the development whether or not these constraints are L-nuenced by the
diffusion currents or if they happen to vary slowly with time.
The three given quantities Eo, no, and 
nN and the steady state
condition reduce the number of unknowns to 2N, so that the 2N equations
given by Eqs. (2.9), and (2.10) can in principle be solved simultaneously ,
to yield the nk(k=1,2,•9•,N-1), Ek(k=1,2,•••,N), and J. The problem
of solving the system of equations is simplified enormously if the
right hand side of Eq. (2.10) representing the field due to space
charge can be neglected with respect to the surface-charge field Eo.
This approximation, designated the homogeneous field approximation,8
has the effect of setting all the Ek equal to Eo and reducing the
number of unknowns to N, J and nk (k=1,2 j • ,N-1). It is hereby employed
in order to obtain an analytical solution to the system of equations.
Substitution of Eq. (2.14) into Eq. (2.9) then yields
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J = v eap( W/^T) -1^2 ca-^2]
where
a = exp(2ZeE a^T) .
o
(k=122,...21q) .9 (2.15)
(2.16)
The right-hand side of Eq. (2.15) may be reduced to an exact first
difference by multiplying Eq. (2.15) by v -1 exp(wAJ)a-(k-1/2);
Tv-1 exp(W/kBT)a-(k-1/2) = nk-la-(k-1) -a-k
	
_ - A{nk-la-(k-1)) 	 (2.17)
Equation (2.17) may be summed;
II^-la-(k-1)) = np -J - no
k=1	
_ - Jv -1 exp(W/kET)a^2 a-k .	 (2.18)
k=1
The remaining sum in Eq. (2.18) is recognized as a geometric progression
and is readily evaluated. The concentrations nk are given by
nk = x{110 - Iv-1 exp(W/kBT) a- (k-1/2)(O k - 1)/(a. -l)) . (2.19)
When the index k has a value of N. this equation yields an evaluation
of the homogeneous current J in terms of known quantities;
At
J = v exp(-WABT)(a^2 - a-1/2 )i N - noa )/(1 - a )	 (2.20)
Using Eq. (2.16) and the definition of the hyperbolic sine function,
Eq. (2.20) can be written in the following form;
J = 2v exp(-WART) sinh(ZeE0aABT)
X
[% - no
 exp(2ZeEa a/kBT)]	 (2.21)
_
Cl - exp(MeEONa/kgT) ]
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Elimination of the homogeneous current from Eq. (2.19) produces an
expression for the concentrations 
k 
in terms•of known quantities;
nk = no + (N - na)(1 - ak)`(1 - a) ,	 (k-:011,•••,N) . (2.22)
Note that the net current is zero whenever the field has the value
Eo = {kBT/2NZea} loge(nN/no) .	 (2.23)
This field has a direction that opposes the particle transport produced
by +'rue concentration gradient and is the largest field which can be
created by the diffusing species. When this field exists across the
oxide film, the diffusing species is in a current equilibrium. This
means that at a y point in the film the current in one direction.due to
the concentration gradient is equal to the current in the apposite
direction due to the electric field; the net current is zero. The field
given above is referred to as the "equilibrium field" and the associated
potential as the "equilibrium potential". The concentrations for an
equilibrium can be obtained from Eq. (2.22) by using Eqs. (2.23) and
.	 (2.16);
nk = no
 exp( -ZeVA ) ,	 (2.24)
where the potential Yk is simply given by
Vk = - 2kaEo	(2.25)
since space charge has been neglected. Equation (2.24) is known as the
Poisson-Boltzmann distribution. 9,10
The discrete formulation of the diffusion process has thus produced
the following results for the case of negligible space charge: (1) an
expression for the concentration profiles (Eq. (2.22)) and (2) an eanres-
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sion for the homogeneous current (Eq. (2.21)). The reason for using the
discrete formulation over a continuous formulation is not immediately
obvious, since the treatment of difference equations Im not as well
developed as the treatment of differential equations. A corresponding
development of the equations for diffusion utilizing the continuum
approach, however, illustrates the necessity for the d ivrete forr ,xla-
tion for the thin-film limit.
Derivation for a continuum mddel.-
-Let C(xk) denote the
average concentration of ions at the position xkp the average
taken over the region xk
-a to Xk+a equivalent to one lattice con-
start 2a;
C(xk) ( nk-1 + nk )/4a	 (2.26)
Considering C(x) in.the limit of a continuous function, the concentra-
tion of ions in the potential minima on either side of the potential
raximum at xk
 can be obtained by a Taylor's series expansion around,Xk;
C(xk±a) = C(xk) ± a[cC(xOxlx=xk
+ a2/2! [a2C(x)/^c2]
x	
+ ... .
=xk
The first two terms of the series are adequate provided that
(a/2) dx loge
 k(x)/axl << 1 .
Then
(2.27)
(2.28)
nk-1 = 2aC
(xk-a) = 2aC (xk) -.2a 2 1 ac W /*;-)x I x==N
nk = 2aC(xk+a) = 2aC(xk) + 2.a 2 [^(x0x]x_	 •
xk
(2.29)
.	 24
Substituting these expressions intojEgs. (2.5) and (2.8);
J = 4av exp(-WABT) {C(x) sinh(ZeEoaABT)
- a[aC(x)/^x] cosh(ZeE0aABT)) •
	
(2.30)
In the limit of a homogeneous field (i.e., neglecting the space
charge so E(xk) is independent of xk), Eq. (2.30) can be written in
terms of the constants µ' and D',
J d - D'[aC(x)/^x] + µ'Eo ( x) ,
	
(2.31)
where
µ' = (ukBT`ZeEoa) sinh(ZeEoaA T) ,	 (2 .32)
D' = D cosh(ZeE0a/kBT) ,	 (2.33)
and
D = 4a2v exp(-W/kBT)	 (2.34)
The parameters p and D are the ordinary mobili-4 and diffusion coefficients,
related through the Einstein relation43
µ/D = ZeABT .	 (2
.35)
Note that as the field E0 µapproaches zero, ' and D' reduce to µ and D .
In other words, µ and D are the small-field motility and diffusion coef-
ficients. By requiring the xceady state, i.e., dJJdx=O, and integrating
the resulting differential equations, expressions for the defect concen-
tration profiles,
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C(x) = C(0) exp(µ'Eox/D') + (J/µ'E°)(1 - exp(µ'Eox/D')) , (2.36)
and homogeneous defect current,
w	
[C(L) - C(0) exp(;i'E L/D'))
J = µ'E0
	
	 (2.37)
[1 - exp(p'E°L/D'))
are obtained.
An alternative equation for the nonlinear transport presented by
Young 8 can be obtained from the discrete formulation by taking the
continuous concentration C(x) to be
C(x) = nk/2a , x = xk + a	 (2.38)
rather than that given by Eq. (2.26). This relation between the discrete
and continuous concentrations assumes that all the particles in the kth
well are uniformly distributed over a lattice spacing centered at xk+a,
whereas the "ormer definition assumes -.hat the concentration at the
point xk is the average of the discrete concentrations in the two adjacent
wells uniformly distributed over a lattice spacing. Although this
distinction 10 minor, the results are significantly different in the thin-
film limit where a distance of one lattice constant is an appreciable
fraction of the film thickness. Both continuum definitions yield expres-
sions that are equally valid for small surface-charge fields or in the
limit of a continuum, i.e., when the lattice spacing becomes small
compared to the total film thickness. On the other hand, both continuum
results are incorrect for extremely thin films. The first continuum
definition, however, yields a somewhat better approximation to the
discrete formulation, as will be demonstrated later.
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Considering C(x) given by Eq. (2.38) to be a continuous function, the
concentration at x-2a can be obtained by a Taylor ' s series expansion
around x;
C(xt2a) = C(x) + 2a [aC(x)/dx
+ (2a)2/2:[a2C(x)1*Ox2 1 ± ...	 (2.39)
Assuming the first two terms of this series are adequate, substitution
of Eq. (2.39) into Eq. (2.9) with k k+l yields the expression
J = 4av exp( -W/kBT){C(x) sinh (ZeEaABT)
(a/2)[aC(x)/ax] exp(ZeEaA T)}
	
(2.40)
I- current J(x) at the point x. This . result differs from Eq. (2.30)
insofar as cosh(ZeEa/kBT) is replaced by 1/2 exp(-ZeEaABT). In the
limit of the steady . state and a homogeneous field, the preceding treat-
went is applicable provided D' defined by Eq. (2.33) is replaced by D";
D" = (D/2) exp(ZeEo/kBT) .	 (2.41)
The expression for the concentration is
C(x) = C(0) exp(µ'E0x/D„) + (JIµ'E° )[1 - exp(µ'E0x/D" ) ] ,
	
(2.42)
and for the homogeneous current
[C(L) - C(0) exp(µ'E L/D "))
J =µ'E	 °(2. 43 )
°	 [1 - exp(µ'E0 /D")^
Copparison of discrete and continuum equations .- -According
to Fig. 2, the position of the kth potential maxim= in the discrete
model is given by x=xk=(2K-1 ) a, and the position of the kth
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potential minimum is given by x=xk+a=2ka. Consider the interfaces of the
continuum to be at the potential minima located at x=xl-a and x=xN+a,
which are the positions x=0 and x=2Na=L, respectively. The discrete
equation Eq. (2.21) may be written in terms of the continuous concen-
tration C(x) by using the definition of Eq. (2.38). Then no corresponds
to 2aC(0) and nN corresponds to 2aC(L), and the current becomes
J = 4av exp(-W/kBT) sinh(ZeEoa/kBT)
X [C(L) - C(0) exp(ZeEo ,kB)]	
(2.44)
[1 - exp(ZeEoL/kgT)]
Similarly, the discrete equation Eq. (2.22) for the concentration becomes
[C(L) - C(0)][1 - exp(ZeEox/kBT)]
C(x) = C(0) +	 (2.45)
These equations differ from the continuum Eqs. (2.36), (2.37), (2.42),
and (2.43) only by the arguments of the exponential terms. The factors
µ'/D' and µ'/D" occurring in the continuum equations lead to the terms
involving hyperbolic and exponential functions in the arguments of the
exponential terms, whereas the corresponding terms in Eqs. (2.44) and
(2.1+5) resulting from integration of the discrete equations are
(ZeE0x/kBT) and (ZeEo/kBT). The difference arises from the approximation
made by retaining only the first two terms in the Taylor's series
expansions of Eqs. (2.27) and (2.39). Application of the criterion
given by Eq. (2.28) for this approximation to the correct expression
for C(x) given by the discrete Eq. (2.45) yields the inequality
IZeEo/2k$T < 1 .	 (2.46)
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In this limit, tanh(ZeE 0a/kBT) is approximately equal to its argument,
so the continuum equations reduce to the exact expressions given by
Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45). In this limit, however, sinh(ZeE0aABT) is
approximately equal to its argument also, so that both the continuum
and the discrete equations for the current reduce to the form
N	 [C(L) - C(0) exp(ZeE ^T))	
(2.47)pE 
°	 [1 - exp(ZeEo ^kB )]
with µ defined by Eqs. (2.34) and (2 .35). This is simply the integrated
form  of the ordinary linear-diffusion equation
	
J = - D[aC(x)/^x] + 90C (x)	 (2.48)
as can be seen by comparison with Eqs. (2.31) and (2.37). An alternate
technique which yields Eq. (2.47) from the discrete Eq. (2.21) is to
take the limit as the number of potential barriers increases to infinity
simultaneously as a decreases to zero, in such a way that 2Na=L remains
constant.
To summarize, Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) (or alternatively, Eq4; (2.44)
and (2.45))correctly describe the current and concentration profile for
all values of the field, whereas the approximation for the current given
by Eq. (2.47) is valid only in the limit defined by Eq. (2.16). Repre-
sentative zalues of a=2 R, Z=1, and T=300 0 K in Eq. (2.46) yield the
criterion that E  be much less than 2.5x106 Vfcm for validity of Eq.
(2.47).
On the other hand, for very large . fields according to the criterion
IZeEo ABTI >> 1 ,	 (2.49)
^9
sinh(ZeE0aAB ) in Eq. (2.43) can be closely approximated by
1/2 exp fl ZeE oa/kBTI}. The dependence of current on the field is nearly
exponential in this limit, as has been pointed out in the literatLre.5,30
A comparison of the several equations is given in Fig. 3 for two
values of the film thickness (6.5 A and 42.5 A) in order to illustrate
the effects of discreteness. The curve designated by the symbol D is
computed from Eq. (2.44) for the discrete model, and in all cases is
considered to give the correct result. The curve designated by Y
represents the integrated form of the continuum equation given by Young,
Eq. (2.43), M represents the integrated form of the modified -continuum
equation, Eq. (2.37), and L represents the integrated form of the
linear approximation, Eq. (2.47). Values used for the parameters are
a=2.125 A, v=10
12
 sec i , T=3000 K, W=o. 65 eV, C(V) =101` cm3,
C(L)=1015 cm-3 , and Z=1. The C(0) and C(L) correspond to no=4.25x10102
and nN 4.25x107 cm-2 . The other numbers correspond to D=2.17x10 -14 cm/aec
and p=8.39x10-13 cm2/V-sec.
Figure 3 shows that there are three distiice regions: positive and
negative fields greater in magnitude than 10 4 V/cm, and fields smaller
in magnitude than 104 V/cm. In the latter region there is very little
effect of the electric field on the current; the equation for diffusion
in zero field provides a valid approximation, so the curves D, Y, M,
and L are superimposed for a given film thickness. For positive fields
between 104 and 106 Vfcm, the discrete, modified, and linear curves are
nearly the same, and these curves represent slightly larger currents
(13% at E 0	 0
=4x105
 V/cm for the 8.5 X film; 3% at E =6x104 V/cm for the
42.5 A) than predicted by Young's equation. For fields in excess of
106 V/M, the three nonlinear computations give the same results, but
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it can be seen that these results differ considerably from the linear
approximation.
It is in the large negative-field region, however, where discrete
0
effects are most prono4accd. For the 8.5 A film, the nonlinear continuum
curves Y and M in Fig-3 v-•QnLct the physically unrealistic result of
sharply increasing positive currents as the opposing electric field is
increased. On the other ',and, the discrete curve D yields the expected
behavior for this situation. Although the linear current is smaller
than the discrete current (24% at E o=1.6x106 V/cm), the linear curve
L is nearly superimposed upon the discrete curve since the curves are
rising sharply.
The several curves for the 42.5 R film in the 'large negative-field
region (see Fig. 3) are not so markedly different as for the 8.5
film, although Young's equation still yields results which differ
considerably in magnitude from the other three equations. For example,
currents represented by D and M differ by only 6% at Eo 2 	
5
.5x10 V/cm,
whereas D and Y differ by more than a factor of 2. This illustrates
that the approximation of a continuum is not a good one even for this
thickness.
It is significant that the modified equation follows the discrete
equation more closely than Young's equation over the entire region of
electric-field strength. This is emphasized by a computation (not
shown in Fig. 3) for a 12.2 A film, for which Young's equation yields
the unrealistic result noted for the 8.5 R film in Fig. 3, while the
modified equation predicts a realistic behavior for the current, tkbough
the magnitude of the current_• is not correctly predicted.
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The computations have been extended into the region of negative
currents, corresponding to larger negative fields than are plotted in
Fig. 3. The currents rapidly get into the region of an exponential
dependence of current on field. Since the curves are qualitatively
the same as the curves in the region of large positive electric fields
illustrated in Fig. 3, they will not be discussed further.
Diffusion Currents in the Presence of Space Char&e
The .basic formulation of the discrete model presented above may
be used to examine the effects of the space charge. For the present, it
is assumed that the space-charge densities exculsive of the diffusing
species under consideration are contained in the terms a k of Eq. (2.10).
This space charge may be the result of another mobile species or of a
fixed or immobile charge distribution. Equations (2.9) and (2.10) of
the preceeding treatment give the currents and the electric fields in
the film, and these equations are the starting point for the space-
charge considerations. The expression for the electric potential in
terms of the finite difference variables is
k
V  = V  - 2a 
X 
Ej ,	 (2.50)
3=1.
or alternatively
E  = - AVk-l
/2a .	 (2.51)
=:e potential is arbitrary to within an additive constant; the requirement
Vo=O may be imposed. The total potential V  is presumed to be deter-
mined by constraints external to the diffusing system, such as the
kinetic condition. Equations (2.9) and (2.10) become
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Jk = v eacp(-W/kBf)[nk-1 exp(-Ze6Vk-1/2kBT)
- nk exp(ZeAVk-1/2kBT )]	 (2.52)
and
A(A k-1 ) _ A?Vk-1 - 7k 	 (2 .53)
where
	
7k = (8nea/E ) ( Znk + a k ) -	 (2.54)
Equation (2 .53) is the finite difference form of Poisson's squation.
Consider the reduction of Eq. (2.2). The following quantities
are introduced for convenience:
	
ak == exp(-ZenVk-3 /kBT) ,
	 (2.55)
k
F=	 a, = exp(-ZeVk/kj) ,	 (2.56)
k i_ i
= v - J exp (W/kBT )	 (2.57)
M
where J is the homogeneous current; the system is assumed to be in the
steady state. The auxil iary condition F o=1 is imposed. Substituting
these quantities and multiplying; byak/ 2/F`k ,Eq. (2.52) becomes
1/2	 ^	 ^ /^
yak
 /Fk nk-]. ak'
/
'k - '^c'`k	 (2'58)
The right-hand side of this equation is an exact first difference as is
readily verified from the definitions of Eqs. (2.55) and (2.56);
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1/2	
(2.59)halt IF 
	
- ^(nk-l^k-1) .
A aummation produces the expression
^(1 t-lAk-1 ) = niIFJ - no = -	 'k"/2/Fk	 (2.60)
k=1
	
k=1
Using Eqs. ( 2 .55) and (2 .56) and introducing the quantity S^
i	 3
Sj _	 a1/2/Fk = Y exp[Ze(Vk
 + Vk-1)/2kBTJ ,
	
(2.61)
k=1	 k=1
an expression for the concentrations results:
n^ _ (no - tS 3 ) exp(-ZeV j/kBT)	 (2.62)
An evaluation of ^ in terms of the boundary concentrations and the
potentials can be obtained from this equation by letting the index
3 have the value N:
S = [no - nN exp(ZeVN/kBT)]/SN .	 (2.63)
The homogeneous current ^ follows from Eq. (2.57);
J = v exp(-W/kBT)[no - N exp(ZeVjkBT)]ISN 	(2.64)
Note from Eq. (2.64) that the homogeneous current J is zero
whenever the total potential across the film has a value
	
VN = (kBT/Ze) loge (n./r^) .	 (2 .65)
In other words, whenever this potentia^'exists across the film, the
diffusing species is in equilibrium. Furthermore, this potential is
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identical with that obtained for the zero-space-charge case, Eq. (2.23),
since the total potential in that case is VN=-2NaEo . This result shows
that the condition of equilibrium is dependent only on the total potential
and not on how this potential is established; it is immaterial whether
the potential results from surface-charge fields or from space-the-ge
fields or from combinations of the two. Equation (2.26) reduces to the
M
Poisson-BolL=ann equation whenever J vanishes.
The concentration profiles and homogeneous current expressions
developed above are expressed as functions of the potentials in the
film. In general, these potentials are not known and are, in fact,
functions of the distribution of the diffusing species as given by
Poisson's equation Eq. (2.53). In principle, Poisson's equation Pnd
Eqs. (2.62) and (2.E+) must be solved simultaneously for the quantities
J, nk, and V  (k=1,2,•••,N) in terms of the quantities no , nN, VN, and
a  (k=0,1, " ',N). It is, however, beneficial to reduce Eq. (2.53)
partially before attacking the solution of this system. Two successive
summations of Poisson's equation yield anexpression for the potentials
in terms of the concentrations and two summation constants:
2
^ Vk-1 = Z Vv - AV-1 =
J
- ), Yk ,	 (2.66)
k= k=0
and
P-1	 P-1 j
AV^ == Vp - Vo = p6V-1 -
	
rk	
(2.67)
J=O
	
j=0 k=0
The summation constants are lw-1 and Vo. The constant V  was previously
assumed to ba z^ro. The constant AV -1 can be evaluated by let*ing the
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index p have the value N in Eq. (2.67):
N-1 j
	
OV-1 = (11N) VN +
	^ Z yk .	 (2 .68)
j=0 k=0
The potential then becomes
	
N-1	 p-1
V
p 	 N
= (PIN )V + (PIN) 1,	
k
(N-k)y - Y Ip-k 
)Y k	
(2.69)
	
k=0	 k-0
The aforementioned system of equations may be reduced to a system
involving the potentials alone by substituting Eqs. (2.62) and (2.64)
into Eqs. (2.54) and (2.69). Hence the space -charge problem will be
complete once this system of N-1 equations is solved for the N-1
unknowns V (k=1,2, " ',N-1).
k
There are a few special cases which may be solved analytically.
One case is that in which the terms yk in Eq. (2.69) may be neglected.
This is, of course, the zero -space -charge case considered in detail
earlier. By setting yk=0 in Eq. (2.69), Eqs. (2.62) and (2.64) reduce
to Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). Another case is that in which the space-
charge densities are constant throughout the film. Then Eq. (2.59)
becomes by letting yk=y
N-1
	 p-1
V = (PIN )V +(PIN )	 (N-k) -	 (p-k)ly..	 (2.70)p	 N	 L'
k=O
	 k-0
The sums in this equation are recognized as arithmetic progressions
and are readily evaluated. The potential becomes
V = (F/N) N + F,(N-P ) y/2 .	 (2.71)
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The expressions for the homogeneous current and the concentrations
cannot, however, be evaluated analytically. Conseqaently, the problem
cannot be carried to completion anal-Lically. It is obvious from these
arguments that space-charge considerations will require numerical inves-
tigation. The numerical methods must be adequate to solve the set of
simultaneous nonlinear equations for the potentials. Unfortunately,
the numerical treatment of simultaneous nonlinear equations is not well
developed, and there is no general algorithm 46 for their solution.
Since the space-charge case is consider=ably *pore complex than the
zero-space-charge case, it is appropriate to examine the twc, current
expressions and establish a criterion for determining which expression
should be used for the oxidation kinetic determination. There are,
however, difficulties in establishing a definitive criterion since the
space-charge effects are extremely complex.
One approach is to compare the currents for the situation of
equal kinetic pot.;ntial across the film. Let the zero-space-charge
potential at the pth potential minimum be denoted by Vp0) . Then
V(0) = (p/N) N(2.72)
follows frown Eq. (2.69) . since yk 0. The current from Eq. (2.64) becomes
J(0) = v exp ( -W/kB )[no - nN exp(Zev ABT )]/SNO)	 (2.73)
-There SNO) is the sum given by Eq. (2.61) with ukO) replacing k. This
expression is equivalent to Eq. (2.21) as is readily verified once the
(0)
sum S 
	 is recognized as a geometric progression. The potential for
the space-%harge case may be written as
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Vp
 = V(0) + 8Vp
	
(2.74)
where
N-1	 p-1
8Vp
 = P
	 {1-(kIN)}yk -	 T1-(k/P)}yk ,	 (2.75)
k^	 k=0
which follows from Eq. (2.69). The ratio of currents with and without
space charge is then
J^^(0) = SN0)/SN	 (2.76)
Consider the special case where the space charge is everywhere
positive. If 8V^ denotes the maximum of the quantities "Vp, then
	
0 s 8V  s 5V	max(2.77)
sincey 
P 
>0 and the individual _..s of Eq. (2.75) are monotonically
increasi .g functions of the upper summation index. If the diffusing
species i > positively charged (Z>O), then each term in the sum
S  Eq. ('':hl) is greater than the corresponding term in the zero-
space -charge case, so
exp(-Zesk
BT) 5 SNO)/Srl 5 1
	
(2.78)
The ratio of currents satsrles the inequality
exp(-7e5V jk T) s J/^O) `
	
max B	
-- 1	 (2.79)
In other words, a posit'-1ve space charge,reduces the magnitude of the
current of a positively civ-ged species relative to that rf the cor.
sponding zero-space -charge case. On the other hand, if the diffusing
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species is negatively charged (Z<0), and the space charge remains
positive, then each term in the sum S  is less than the corresponding
term in the zero-space-charge case, so
1 s S(0)ISN s erp(-ZeBV AT)	 (2.80)
max B
The ratio of the currents satisfies
1 s TI-(0) s exp(-Ze8V ABT) .	 (2.81)
max
Thus, a positive space charge enhances the transport of a negatively
charged species relative to the corresponding zero-space-charge case.
Similarly, it will be shown below that a negative space charge enhances
the transport of a positively charged species but retards the transport
of a negatively charged species relative to the corresponding zero-
space-charge cases.
It must be kept in mind that the above conclusions depend on the
assumption that the kinetic potential is independent of film thickness.
It is shown by the numerical computations to be presented in Section V
that this indeed is closely approximated when either of the currents
approaches a current equilibrium situation, but is not such a good
assumption for intermediate cases. It furthermore hinges on the assump-
ton that the sign of 8Vp is the same throughout the film, which is not
always the case, since the numerical computations show that under some
conditions the sign of the space charge is different in different
regions of the film.
A loose estimate for 8V
max 
may be . obtained by assuming a uniform
space-charge density. Letting a denote the value of the space-charge
density, the quantities 8V  become
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8V
p 
= p(N-p)4naeQ/e ,	 (2.82)
according to Eq. (2.71). The maximum devia Uon occurs when p--N/2 and
the quantity 6 max has a value
5V max = N2naea/E	 (2.83)
or
8V
max 
= 7rOea/4ac	 (2.84)
since L=2Na.
A numerical example of the above estimates is provided by an
exact calculation of the space-charge effects of a single diffusing
species. For a film 10 monolayers thick with a total potential of
-0.5 volts, no 4x1011 cm 2 , N=4x108 cm-2 , a=2 1^, v=1012 sec-1,
E=10, Z=1, and T=300 0 K, the quantity max was found to have an exact
value of -0.027 volts whereas the value estimated by Eq. (2.84) is
-0 .036 volts for a=Z n0. According to Eq. (2.79) the space-charge
current should then satisfy
4.83x1012 s J s 1.08x1013 cm 2-sec -1 	(2.85)
The exact value was found to be 8.2x1 1,112 cm-2-sec-1.
A similar argument for the case of a negative space charge yields
the following inequalities:
sv
min	 p
5 sv 5
1
 0 ,	 (2.86)
8
where 8V 
minis 
the algebraic minimum of the quantities BVp. if the
diffusing species is positively charged (Z>0), then
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1 s S(0)/S s exp[-ZeSV /k T] ,
	
(2.87)
	
N N	 min B
and the currents satisfy the inequality
	
1- s JIJ(0) 9 exp[-ZeSV
minA
BTj	 (2.88)
If the diffusing species is negatively charged (Z<0), then
O)exp[-Zeb min^ kg ] s SN1ShT s 1 	 (2.89)
and the ratio of the currents satisifes the inequality
exp[-Zeb min/ /
—BT] s j1j	 5 1	 (2.90)
Hence a negative space charge enhances the transport of a positive
species and reduces the transport of a negative species relative to the
zero-space-charge case. A crude estimate for bVm In may be obtained by
assuming a uniform negative space-charge density a;
8V	 = jcL eQ
/
 ^+aE	 (2.91).
	mi	
2
n
To summarize, the above arguments show that the current for the
space-charge case is reduced relative to that for the zero-space-charge
whenever the sign of the space charge and the sign of the diffusing
species are the same. On the other hand, when the sign of the space
charge and the sign of the diffusing species are of opposite sign, the
space-charge current is enhanced over that for the zero-space-charge
case. Whenever the diffusing species is also responsible for the
space charge, then the space charge and-the dLCfusing species have the
same sign and the current should be reduoed.
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If the space charge is assumed to be uniform throughout the film
and the space-charge density is taken to be
o = Z' <n) ,	 (2.92)
then the extremum deviation of the space-charge-potential from the zero-
space-charge potential as given by both Eqs. (2.84) ar.i (2.86) is
sV = rd,2Z' e (n) I4ae .	 (2-93)
According to either Eq. (2.79) or (2.90), both of which correspond to
the case of like signs for the diffusing and the space-charge species,
the ratio of the currents then becomes
exp[-nZZ'e2-L2(n>/(4ackBT) ] s JI30(0) s 1 .	 (2.94)
In this case, ZZ'>0. When the argument of the exponential term becomes
small, the exponent may be expanded to yield
- nZZ'e20<n)l(4aEkBT) s IT - J(0) }I o) s 0 .	 (2.95)
According to either Eq. (2.81) or (2.88), both of which correspond to
the case of unlike signs for the diffusing and the space-charge species,
the ratio of the currents for the approximate potential given by
Eq. (2.93) is
1 s JIJ 0) s exp[-nZZ'e2L2(n>l(4ackBT)]	 (2.96)
In this case, ZZ'G0. Again expanding the exponential term in the limit
of small arguments, this reduces to
0 g {J - J(0) }Ij(0) s - nZZ'e2LCn>I(4aEkBT) .
	 (2.97)
4=^
Although these results are approximations, they do show that the space-
charge effects depend quite strongly on the film thickness. This film-
thickness dependence is similar to that obtained by Fromhold in h-s
treatments of the space-charge case using the perturbation end averaging
techniques. 
1+ ,16
The above analysis is no;; applicable in cases where the space
charge is not of the same sljn hrou 4^nout the film, as mentioned
previously. For certain distr.butions of .bis `,.ype, the potential
oscillates about the zero-space-charge potential. The overall c^ffec
on the sum S  and consequent l y on tL,.: homogeneou, current may be; quite
small; the reduced potential Ln one region is partially compensated by
the increased potential in thy other. In other words, large local
space-charge densities are not as si&,nificant a factor as the tote-
space charge iza i he film.
Thermal Emission if Electrons
The rA,te of ther, .ai emission tf electrons from a metal into the
vacuum is given by Richardson's equation
Jef) = AT2 exp[4L2kBT'
	 (2.98)
where 0M is the maximum value of the forward electron potentialmax
barrier as measured from the metal Fermi level, A is deduced from the
free electron theory to ben mk'%h 3=7.5x100 electrons^cm2-sec_oK2,
h is Planck's constant, m is the electronic mass, and kB
 is Boltzmann's
constant. The experimental values of A are commonly smaller than the
theoretical ,ralue by a factor ranging from 0.62 for tungsten to 0.25
for nickel. Equation (2.98) is also applicable for the case >f thermal
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emission of electrons from a metal into the conduction band of an oxide
in contact with the metal. The primary difference involves the appro-
priate identification of the quantity ©(ax'
Figure 4 illustrates the relevant electron energy diagram for a
metal-oxide-oxygen system for the case of no image potezitial.s and no
applied field. The metal-vacuum cork function is o
0 
(subscript desig-
nating x=0) and the metal-oxide work function is X o . The latter
quantity is the energy difference between the conduction band in the
oxide and the Fermi level in the metal. The difference between the
vacuum potential and the 0 level in the adsorbed oxygen is represented
by 
0L (subscript designating x=Z). The corresponding energy difference
between the conduction band in the oxide and the G level is represented
by XL. The width of the filled portion of Ve conduction band in the
metal is designated by c-F , and the band gap u, the oxide is e G . For
the emission of electrons into the vacuum for the highly idealized
case depicted by Fig. 4 1 the quantity 0(f) is identified as O o , whereasmax
0 (f) is given by Xo for emission into the conduction band of the oxide.
max
The additional t-c-nsi rierations of an applied electric field, the
electron image potential in the metal and the plectron "dipolar image"
in the adsorbed oxygen yields a considerably modified electron potential.
The applied fie'i modification of the electron potential energy is
simply
Of 
= - eE 0 x ,	 (2.99)
where a is the magnitude of the electronic &arge, E  is the homogeneous
electric field in the oxide (space-charge effects are neglected) and x
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is the position in the film relative to the metal-oxide interface. The
image in the metal results in a modification of the form 47
	
V" = - e2/4Ex ,	 (2.100)
where E is the static dielectric constant. The dipolar image potential
's obtained by considering a planar array of physically-adsorbed neutral
oxygens of surface density 
cox 
and molecular polarizability 
7mol in
the free-space region immediately ad.-acent to the x=L interface. By
the mE„uod of images, 47 an  electron in the oxide produces an electro-
static potential 0"' in the free-space region x<I:
	
`3 "' = - 2e/(E+l)r	 ,	 (2.101)
where r is a vector from the electron to the point in question. Sii,,,pose
that an oxygen atom is located at r. The electrostatic field at the
oxygeni due to the electron in the film is directed anti-parallel to r :
	
E = -{2e/(E+l)r3}r	 (2.102)
This field polarizes the oxygen and thereby produces an electric dipole
moment directed anti-parallel to r :
Pox = ymolE - - {2ey=01/(E+l)r3 }r .	 (2.103)
The electric field at the position of the electron due to the induced
dipole is also anti-parallel to r. Thus there is an attractive force
betTWeen the electron and the dipole. Z, calculating the magnitude of
this force, the presence of the dielectric boundary must be carefully
included. By the same met-od of images, 4, each of the equal and
opposite charges of the dipole can be considered to establish a
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potential in the oxide. The resulting dipo.Lar potential and the electric
field in the oxide at the position of the electron are
Odip = - 2Pox/( e+l )r2 ,
Edip = -{4Pox/(c+1)r4 ',r	 {8eYmo1/(f+l)2r6}r	 (2.104)
The resulting force between the electron and the dipole is attractive:
	
F = - eE dip = {8ey ol/(e+l)2r6}r	 (2.105)
Since an infinite planar geometry of adsorbed oxygen is assumed, the
forces parallel to the interface add to zero, and the total force on the
electron is given by the integral of the normal component of the force
over the entire plane:
r	 r °°
FT = fi y' v F' dA = 4i J Qo^n• 2nz dz ,	 (2.106)ODDI- 0
where z=(r2 -d 
2
), d is the normal distance from the electron to the
x=L plane, and n is an outward-directed normal to the x=L interface.
Integration yields
	
- {4ne27moloox/(e+1)2d3}fi .	 (2.107)
For the coordinate system of Fig. 4, d=L-x so the potential energy of
the electron at x is
x
0(x) = - f F'dx = -{2 ire 27molaW (e+l)2}(L-x)-2.	 (2.108)
do
The total electron potential energy at -the p-int x relative to
the metal Fermi level is thus given by
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0 (f) (x) = X  + eEox - e2/4Ex
- {2,re27mol(7ox/^E+1)2}(L-x)-2	 (2.109)
The corresponding energy diagram fo g- zero applied field is in Fig. 5a,
the case for a negative field (electron emission-aiding) is shown in
Fig 5b, and the case for a positive field (electron emission-retarding)
1s shown in Fig. 5c.
In order to find the value of the barrier maximum 4 (f) for use in
max
Richardson's equation, Eq. (2.98), it is necessary to ascertain xm,
the position of the maximum in the barrier. The equation derived from
[aO (f) (x)fax] = 0
	
(2.110)
serves to determine x . This yields a fifth order algebraic equation
M
requiring numerical methods for solutL n.
A reverse electron current i (r) from the x=l, interface to the
e
x=0 interface must also be considered. This current bec ernes important
when the electron system is tending to approach a current equilibrium.
The reverse current is produced by the thermal excitation of electrons
from the filled 0 levels of the adsorbed oxygen over the electron
potential-energy barrier. The barrier 0 (r) (x^ in the reverse direction
is referred to the 0 level and differs from that given by Eq. (?_.109)
insofar as X o must be replaced by XL and eEox must be replaced by
-eEo(L-x). Thus
m (r) (x) = X - eE (L-x) - e2`4Ex
L	 o
- {2ne27
mol ox
v /(E+1)2)(L-x)-2	 (2.111)
METAL X=0
	
OX`DE	 X=L OXYGEN
(a)
tb1 (C)
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VACUUM POTENTIAL
Fig. 5.--Energy level diagram for the metal-oxide-oxygen system
incl•,ading the Coulomb image in the metal and the dipolar image in the
adsorbed oxygen. (a) Zero surface-charge field. (b) Metal negatively
charged. (c) Metal positively charged.
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The position of the maximum of this barrier is the same aG the position
of the maximum in the forward barrier given by Eq. (2.110) since both
represent the s=e barrier, though viewed from opposite directions.
Hence the value of the barrier maximum in the reverse direction is
m (r) = ^ (r) (xm). The reverse current is thus given by
Jer)
 = n0-ve exp[-O (r)/kBT] ,
	
(2.112)
where v
e 
is the attempt frequency of the electrons in the filled 0
levels and n0- is the surface density of filled.0 levels at the x=L
interface. For positive fields, the parameter n0- is related to the
surface-charge field through the relation
n0- = EEO/(47re) = - EVA47reL) , V < 0 . (2.113)
The form involving the potential is correct since space charge has
been neglected. For negative surface-charge fields, the quantity
r.0
- is zero. The net particle current is the difference between the
forward and reverse currents
J = J(f) - J(r)	 (2.11+)e	 e	 e
A true electronic current
-equilibrium is the situation in which
the forward and reverse electron currents are equal, so that J
e 
=0.
This is in accordance with the Cabrera-Mott 6
 concept. The electrostatic
potential for this equilibrium case, denoted by VE 
q , 
is obtained .j
substituting Eqs. (2.98) and (2.112) into Eq. (2.11+) for the case
J =0. By utilizing Eqs. (2.109), (2.111), and (2.113),
e
VEq = e-1(X 
o 
-XL	
q
? - (kBT^e) loge {-4,rL(t)AT`/ Eve }	 (2.115)
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This expression requires numerical methods for solution. The electron
current-equilibriud potential postulated by Cabrera and Mott 6 is
V 
M 
=e-1{Xo-XL} and is designated herein the Mott potential M. It can
be seen from Eq. (2.115) that VE 
q 
departs from the Mott potential by
a factor which is approximately logarithmic in L; this factor approaches
zero as the temperature approaches zero.
Since Eq. (2.115) diverges in the limit L ­6 0 and becomes invalid
whenever V E q requires a value of n0_ greater than that corresponding to
a monolayer, it is necessary to ascertain the practical limits of valid-
ity of this expression. Clearly L must be restricted to values greater
0
than one monolayer (L>4 A), so divergence in the limit L -* 0 is elimi-
nated. Ionization of a monolayer of oxygen. atoms (n 0_= 101' cm-2)
yields :.he exceptionally large value of E 0 from Eq. (2.113) of 108 ,/Cm
for a dielectric constant of 10. Even for Las small as 4 R, the
corresponding pu.,..,.1a1 would be on the order of 4 volts, much greater
than the expected values of VE q . Hence there is no practical limitation
on the range of validity of Eq. (2.115).
An estimate of the departure of VEq from V  may be obtained by
noting that the argument of the logarithmic term is equal to AT2/n0_ve.
For values of n0- in the expected range of 1012 to 1014 cm-2 , the
resulting conrc.ribution to the potential is several-fold kBT/e; the
sign is such that V
Eq M
	 Eq	 M
-V is positive. Thus V differs from V by
an amount which is of the order of 0.1 volts in the present example.
This is in general much larger than the effects predicted by Grimley 849
on the basis of equili5rium adsorption isotherms for oxygen pressures
above 10-4
 
Torr.
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The dependence of the thermal emission current on the several
factors is presented in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. The values of the parameters
are A=3.75x10 23% electrons/cm 2-sec-oK2, 
x
  0.80 eV, XL=1.00 eV, <=10,
and T=3000 K. The values of the film thickness L. the electronic
frequency factor ve , and the product ymolQ
ox 
vary with each set of
curves.
Figure 6 illuftrates the effect of the dipolar image on the
thermal current. The curves marked A represent the thermal emission
currents with the dipolar image included While the curves marked B
are the currents without the dipolar image. The results shown are for
two film thicknesses; curves 1 and 2 are for films 10 and 1000 R
thick, respectively. The value of the produce y
mol ox
6 for the
A curves is 1.+x10
-8 
cm. The electronic frequency factor v  is
1x1015 sec-1 for both curves A and B. Note that in all cases the
current increases when the dipolar image is included. This is readily
understood from Eq. (2.108) which shows that the dipolar image reduces
the value cf the potential maximum and thereby increases the thermal
current. Note also that the effect is much greater for negative poten-
tials than for positive potentials. This is due in part to the fact
that the barrier maximum occurs nearer the x=L interface when the
potential is negative (Fig. 5c) than when it is positive (Fig. 5b)
The dipolar image contributes more strongly because (L-x m) in Eq. (2.108)
is smaller when the potential is negative. A similar argument explains
the observation that the dipolar image is more effective in increasing
the emission current in thin films than in thick films. Finally, Fig.6
shows that the equilibrium. potential (dotted lines) is independent of
the dipolar image, but dependent on the film thickness.
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Fig. 6.--Thermal emission current versus potential for t•.:o
film thicknesses. Curves A, dipolar image included; Curves ;3,
dipolar image neglected; Curves 1 and 2, L=-.10, 100 R, 1%^- -:^ actively.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of increasing the film thickness. Curves
0
1, 2 1 and 3 are for 10, 100, and 1000 A films, respectively. In these
calculations, the dipolar image is neglected and the electronic fre-
quency factor is taken to be 1012 sec-1. The most pronounced effect is
the marked decrease in the equilibrium potential with increasing film
thickness. This is the b:havior predicted by Eq. (2.115).
Figure S shows the dependence of the current on the electronic
frequency factor. Again the dipolar image is neglected. The values
of the frequency factor are 1017 , 1015 , and 10 13 sec-1 for curves 1,
2, and 3, respectively. Note that the current is independent of v 
for positive potentials in accordance with Eq. (2.113). Note also that
the equilibrium potential is dependent on the frequency factor. !:-gain,
this dependence is given by Eq. (2.115).
When a large positive potential (electron emission-aiding) exists
across the oxide film, the dipolar image term may be neglected, and
,the forward electron current deduced above reduces to the equation
describing Schottky emission. 50 Schottky emission is usually considered
to be thermionic emission of electrons over a.reduced work-function
barrier resulting from the combined effects of the image potential and
applied field. Emtage and Tantraporn36 first reported experimental
ouservation of Schottky emission from metals into dielectric contact
layers. Typical conditions are temperatures of the order of 3000 K
or higher , electric fields of the order of 10 5 V/cm, and dielectric
layers thick enough to preclude electron tunneling. Schottky emission
is less likely to occur in semiconducting oxides which have small band-
gaps than in larger band-gap oxides which are insulators. In insulating
oxides, the metal-oxide work function is more likely to be the smallest
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energy gap for electron transport. The usual equation for the electron
particle current J due to Schottky emission 50 is
e
.,,	
Je = AT  exp(-X o Blk T) exp[(-e^	
B
	
o
E /c) 1/2 T] ,	 (2.116)
where A is the Richardson constant. This equation is applicable for
dielectric layers with thicknesses greater than
L > (-e/4cE0 ) 1/2
 ,	 (2.:17)
which is the position of the potential barrier max Whenever L is
less than the right-hand side of the above, the electronic current is
	
Je = AT  exp(-Xo/kBT) exp^Ee2/4(:L - eEoL)/kBT1	 (2.118)
This is the case where the barrier maxi= occurs at the x=L interface
rather than within the oxide film.
There are systems for which thermal emission of electron holes
may be more favorable than the thermal emission of electrons. If tL-iw
neutral adsorbed oxygen atoms at the x=L interface can be considered
to be neutral pairs consisting of an oxyger_ ion and a positive hole,
then a Coulomb potential opposes the separation of charge resultil.g from
thermal excitation of the positive hole from the pair into the valence
band of the oxide. This Coulomb potential has a more i=portant effect
on positive hole emission than pola_rizaticn of the neutrP.l adsorbed
oxygen because it represents a longer-range force. The addition of
a negative surface-charge field then results _n a Sc ottsy e=ssio.1
barrier for the positive hole as it travels i. the negative x direction,
except for the fact that YL replaces X. (cf. rig. 5) . This Schottky-
emission barrier for positive holes is not readily apparent fr= the
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shape of the valence band illustrated in 'Ti3. 5 because the potentials
for a positive hole are of opposite sign than that for the electrc , and
charged particle motion is from x=L to x=0 instead of vice-versa. Caen
the positive Lole reaches the metal interface after t _ing thermal—ly
excited over the Coulcmb barrier in the valence band, {. can be consider
ered to represent the abstraction of an electron from the Fermi level
of the metal, thus leaving the metal positively charged. The 0 ion
remaining at the x=L interface assures that the overall metal-oxide-
oxygen system remains charge neutral. The analog of the reverse cr.:^rent
is then the thermal excitation of the positive holes from the Fe=..i
level of the metal into the valence band over the barrier •y , O appro-
priately modified by the image potentials and the surface-charge _field.
The density of holes is related linearly to the surface-charge field
existing in the oxide. in this manner, the formulation given above
can be modified to treat the case of thermal emission of positive
holes.
Quantum Mechanical Tunneling of Electrons
A very important aspect of quantum m;-chanics is that it predicts
that particles with total energy E have a finite probabilities o f
 pene-
trating a potential barrier 0(x), when E-o(x) is locally negative. This
situation is interpreted as particles tunneling their way through the
barrier-without "going --ver the top". This corres ponds to :articles
being in a region where the potential ener LV is greater than the to^..l
energy and corresponds to a negative kinetic energy, a corcep . v:i v o::-^
physical significance classically. Quantum-mechanically this effect
arises from the requirement that the wave function and its derivative be
continuous throughout the region where o(x) is firite.51-55
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A metal-oxide-oxygen tunneling structure may be viewed for purposes
of formulating the tunnel transport equations as two electron sources
separated by an insulating reg.-n. The tunnel current or the rate at
which electrons tunnel through the barrier may be calculated from the
densities of states and the distribution functions of the sources, and
the potential energy barrier of the insulator. For the preser,ccasid-
erations, one source is taken to be a metal with the density of states
gMe and a distribution function f . The second source is taken to be
Me
the adsorbed oxygen with a density of states 
`bx and a distribution
('unction fox . The oxide constitutes the potential barrier and is
described by the electron potential energy function :(x). The energy
level diagram of Fig. 4 is an idealized representation of that appro-
priate for tunneling considerations. In the absence of image effects,
the potential energy function G(x) is simply Xo . Image effects, as
discussed in the previcas section, actually round the sharp discon-
tinuities at the interfaces and C(x) is then given "ray Lq. (2.109).
However, the tunnel current is not szrongly dependent on the actual
barrier function as will be shown, and the diagram of Fig. 4-is suffi-
ciently accurate for the present development.
Consider the flux of electrons incident on the oxide from the
metal. she quantity gMe (E,px) dE dpx gives the number of electronic
states in the metal with total energy E between E and E+dE, and x
component of momentum (normal to the metal-oxide interface) between p 
and p
x
 a-dp x . The product
pxm 1 gMe (E,px) fMe(E) dE dpx	(2.119)
Agives the flux of electrons on the barrier in the energy and momentum
range considered. The probability that an electron penetrate the
potential barrier is denoted by P, so
AP-
1 
 gMe (E,px) ^ (E) P dE dpx	(2.120)
.e
represents the maximum flux electrons which may penetrate the barrier.
The actual flux may be smaller than this quantity since an electron_ may
not be considered through the barrier unless there is an unpopulated
level on the oth, r side to accept it. if the probability of finding
an unpopulated level in the oxygen is denoted by A ox(E), then the flux
of electrons from metal to oxygen in the energy and momentum range
under consideration becomes
pm 1 gMe(E,px) f,^e (E} P Aox(E) Qdpx	(2.121)
An integration over energy and momentum yields the forward current from
metal to oxygen:
m	 ^
Jef) =	 dpx J	 rIE px -1 ^e (E ' pX) f^Ie(E) P Aox(E),(2.122)Jo 	 EX
Ex = px2/2m .	 (2.123)
This same argument may be used to formulate the reverse current
from the oxygen to the metal. The result is
m	 ^
Jer) 	 dpx ( dE 
px'
-1 g
ox (E ' px) fox( ' ) P ^ie(E)	 (2.12=-)
o	 E
x
The probability of penetrating the barrier P is the same in Eqs. (2.122)
and (2.12+) since the barrier is the same when viewed from either side
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provided the energy is referred to the same level. The net electron
tunnel current is given by the difference in Eqs. (2.122) and (2,,1.24.);
	
J = JM - J (r)	 (2.125)e	 e	 e
The expression for the probability of penetrating the .irrier
may be obtained by the WKB method- 53-55 This approximate methoc
produces the expression
	
2	 1/2
P(Ex) = exp{-2(2m)1^2	
x
i-1 r rix [4(x)-Ex ]	 } , (2.1.26)
xl
where xl and x2 are the classical turning points satisfying
0(x) - Ex = 0	 (2.127)
-Z!he potential function 4(x) in Eq. (2.126) is referred to the bottom of
the metal conduction band : , s are all energies in the present develo-=ent.
When the potential has a simple form, the integral in Eq. (2.126) is
easily evaluated. However, the potential is generally not a si=—'e
function and approximate evaluations of the integral are required.
Several approximate methods for evaluating the tunnel probability
have been proposed; the methods of Stratton' s and Si=ons77 ' 78 are
particularly well suited to the present co.:siderations.Stratton's^
method is based on an expansion of the integral in Eq. (2.126) about
.ae Fermi energy EP of the metal. The result is
log {P(E )} _ - a - P(E^, - E ) + ... , 	 (2.128)
e	 x	 r	 x
where
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x2
a _ 2(2m)1/2fl-1 
Y. 
dx [wkx)-EF11/2
1/ -1
	 xdx [4(x)-EF]- 1^`2(2m)	
JX	
(2.1.29)
1
The justification of this expansion is based on the fact that the
electrons in a metal obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. For values of the
energy greater than the Fermi energy E  by a few factors of k.,T, the
distribution function fMe is approximately zero. Consequently, the
error introduced by the expansion for values of E x much greater than
E  is suppressed. by the distribution function. The tunnel probau ility
decreases quite markedly with decreases. in E x, so the more energetic
electrons are most liiely to penetrate the barrier. Consequently, the
electrons that tunnel through the ba.2--er originate primarily from
levels with energies near the Fermi energy of the metal. Stratton's 56
expansion Eq. (2.128) is most accurate in this energy range. This
method does not eliminate the integration over the barrier function
but does reduce the expression for the tunnel probability to one which
involves integrals independent of Ex. Therefore, the integration of
Eq. (2.129) need be preformed only once for each barrier.
Although Simmons' 57,58 treatment is primarily concerned with the
tunnel current between two metals, his development contains an approx-
imate treatment of the tunnel probability that is useful in the present
considerations. Simmons' approach assumes that the actual barrier may
be replaced by an equivalent rectangular barrier. 57 The procedure for
determining this equivalent barrier is best illustrated by co:isidering
i^
the integral
0
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x2
I = J dx Fl/2 (x) .
xl
The average value of F, defined as
r
x2
<j) _ (x2-x1)-1 Jf dx F(x)
xl
may be used to write Eq. (2.130) as
I _ ^> 1/2 - dx 1 }
`F	 J x,	 0 J
By expanding the integrand in a power series,
I = <F)1/2 't. dx ii 1 F (x) -<F>
x
1 L
	 2	 <F^
-1 r(..)-F
8
(2.110)
(2.131)
(2.13P.)
(2.133 )
and integrating term by term, the expression
1/2	 x2	 2
	
I = <F) 1/2 (X2_X1) _-,	 f dx h `-)-<">	 + ... (2.134)
	
8	 x
1	 <F>
is obtained. The second term integrates to zero by use of the de-
finition of the quantity <F> . Applying this result to the penetra-
tion probability, it follows that
F%Ex	 <Q>-E) = exp{-2(2m) 1/2Ti-lLx^ 1/2 (x2 -E 	 ,	 (2.130
where the average barrier 0 i-
X
r 2
	
0 = (x2-xl)-1 J dx 4(x)	 (2.136)x
1
Here it has been assumed that the actual barrier does not differ too
much from the average barrier, so that the first tern of Eq. (2.134) is
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sufficient. This result indicates that the penetration probability is
exponentially dependent on the thickness of the barrier, (x 2-xl). This
dependence is quite strong and attenuates the tunnel current rapidly as
the barrier increases in thickness. For example, when 4> -EX 4 eV, the
penetration probabilities for films of thicknesses of 1, 10 and 100-R
are 2.+x10 -1, 5.5X10-7 and 2.8x10
-64
, respectively.
As an example of Simmons' integration scheme, consider the po-
tential function developed for the thermal emission of electrons. Using
Eq. (2.109), the quantity <0> is given by
rx
<0> (X2-xl)-1 J dx [X. - e2%hex)
1
2
{2,rc27molao ^(E+1) }(L-x)-2 + eEox^
The result of the integration is of the form
0 = <X) + eE L/2
0	 0
where
(x2
J
dX (X	 (e2/4ex)
X	 LL o
1
{2ne27molaox/( E+1 ) 2} (L-x
) -2 ] .
X^ = (x2-xl)-1
. (2.137)
(2.138)
(2.139)
In the second term of Eq. (2.138), the classical turning points are
taken to be x1=0 and x2=L. The quantity Q may be evaluated from
Eq. (2.139) but the result is of little importance since ^X o> is only
slightly dependent on the film thickness in the expected -range of L and
is to a good degree of approximation constant. The irilportant feature of
this result is the dependence of 0 and, consequently, the tunnel
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current, on the homogeneous electric field Eo in the film.
The approximations of Stratton 56 and Simmons 57, 58 are complimen-
tary in that Simmons' integration scheme may be used in Stratton's ex-
pansion. The combination of these approximations has the advantage of
being readily evaluated as well as containing the proper temperature
affects. Furthermore, the effect of an electrostatic potential across
the oxide or equivalently, the electric field, is easily included.
An explicit expression for the tcm el current in a metal-oxide-
oxygen structure may be obtained by speci'ying the densities of states
and the distribution functions. The density of states for the metal in
the free electron model50
 is easily shot-m to be
9 M (E , pX ) 	
4, "a/1,3
= 0 ,
E ￿ r
E<E,
X
(2.140)
where Ex
 is given by Eq. (2.123), and the distribution function is
the Fermi-Dirac function,
fine (E) = {exp[(E-Er )ABT] + 1}-1 ,	 (2.141)
where energy E is referred to the bottom of the metal conduction band.
The probability of finding an available oxygen level is
	
Aox =1 ,	 E?Eox,
	= 0 ,	 E < E
ox ,
	 (2.142)
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where Eox is the energy of the oxygen level referred to the bottom of
the metal conduction band;
	
Eox = E  + X  - XL • eV .	 (2.13)
The form of Eq. (2.1+2) assumes that the excess energy E-E0,1 is absorbed
by the vibrational modes of the adsorbed oxygens. The quantities in
Eq. (2.1+3) are those shown diagramatically in Figs. 4 and 5, and the
quantity V is the total electrostatic potential across the oxide. The
current from metal to oxygen becomes from Eq. (2.122)
ec	 o0
Jef)  4,-3 J dEX P(Ex) J dE {exp[(E-F,)^43l]+1}-1
Eox Ex
_ 
4nraki 3kBT 
^E 
dEX
 P(7X) log e {1+expC(Er L x);kLT]}. (2.144)
ox
By using the first two terms in Stratton's expansion, Eq. (2.128), the
oxygen current becomes
	
CO
i(f) = 41=h "k T exp( -a) J dE exp.p 	(E -E ) ]e	 B	 E	 4.1F x 
ox
	
X log e {1 + exp[(EF-Ex)/kBT]}
	
(2.145)
The remaining integral maybe simplified by dividing the integration
range into two ranges:
r 
CO 	 I
CO	
Yo
 ox
^X{ }= 	 X{ } _	 dEx{ },	 (2.1ko')
OX
The first integral on the right-hand side may be transformed to
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co	 CO
dEx
 { } = kBT JI	 ^(^kBT-1)loge(1 +o	 ^
0
^ 0 = exp (--EFABT) ,	 (2.147)
by the change of variables
^ = exp [ (Ex-E
F 
)/k 
B 
T ] -	 (2.1 8)
Since the Fermi energy is of the order of several electron volts and
kBT is less than 10-1 eV for normal temperatures, the lower limit of
the integral may be approximated by zero. An integration by parts then
yields
m
dE { } n{P sin(^kT)} -1
	(2.149)x	 B
provided OVkBTsl. The tunnel current from metal to oxygen then becomes
J (f) = 4=h-3kBTP -2exp(-Cx) ^ sin(r^kBT)-1
-^2J Eox	 l
o
dE exp[-P(EF-Ex)] log es {1 + exp[(EF
 E )/k3 ]}1.(2.150)
Electrons residing in the 0 - levels of the aasorbed oxygen at
the x=L interface constitute the electron source for t:^.e o:nfgen. Since
the electrons in the deeper lying levels are much below the metal con-
duction band, these electrons do not contribute to the tunnel current.
In the absence of space chr^rge, the number of filled 0- levels is relatea
to the total potential across the oxide:
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n
0-
= - eV/I+neL	 ,	 (V < 0)
= 0 ,	 (V ? 0)	 (2.151)
The distribution of these levels in energy can probably be approxim.ted
by a Gaussian function with a. relatively small spread which is of the
order of kBT. However, for simplicity, this energy spread is neglected,
.:nd the distribution is assumed to be Y delta function. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the momentum is concentrated in the x direction so
pm 
1 g(E 'p) f (E).	 ox	 x ox
_ - [eVveA7reL(t)] 8(E-Eox) 5(E-Ex) 	 (V < 0)
= 0	 ,	 (V < 0)	 (2.152)
where v  is the attempt frequency (i.e. the number of times per second
that an electron attempts to penetrate the barrier). The number o_'
available states in the metal is takan to b:
Abe=1-fMe(E) ,
	 (2.153)
where fMe is the Fermi-Dirac function. When these quantities are sub -
stituted into Eq. (2.12 1+), the expression for the current of electrons
from oxygen to metal becomes
J(r) =-[EVv /4ireL(t) ] exp ('a ) exp[-1 (E -EF ox) ]
X {1 + exp[-(Eox-EF)ABT]}-1 ^ (V = 0)
= 0 ,	 (V > 0)	 (2.15 ^)
The net current is obtained from Eqs. (2.150) and (2.i5:). The
result is quite involved and numerical methods are recuired to obtain
a value of the tunnel current for a given value of the potential across
6;
the oxide. In this regard, note that the potential enters tr:rc:. f: the
barrier shape 0(x) which occurs ir, a and 5 and rough the quantity ct:
Simmons' approximation may be used to evaluate the in egran-s in a, and . .
It is appropriate to investigate further ap1moximations in wn
attempt to achieve a somewhat simpler ex pression for the t.r:.el c am_^
The energy diagram for the metal-oxide-oxyger. system, _ io. Y ; is .._....lar
to that for the metal-oxide-metal system. the major difference is that
the 0 level of the adsorbad oxygen is replaced by 	 of
the second metal. Because of the similar energy „iagra^s, ^__.^_ c',;xrent
expressions for the two systems can be developed in t:.e same
Simmons, for example, has developed an approximate but co a;ati-:ely
simple expression for the current in a metal-oxide-Metal syste:=	 at
the absolute zero of temperature. From the stardpoin t of c}:idati: a
kinetic calculations, this simplicity is a definite advantage. _..as,
a careful examination of Simmons 
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equation is in order.
The 0 0  situation for the tunnel current it w ^etal-c: ide etc
system is especially simple since it represents a pY.ysical situation
which Fermi-Dirac statistics allow tunneli..:g to occur on-ly _rc= th e
filled portion of the conduction band in one metal electrode in tc ^ e
empty portion of the conduction band in the other electrode. l m ­-_a diate-
ly upon affixing the second electrode, there is tunneling ir. one dir:c-
tion until the Fermi levels are exactly e q ualized, and t hr:e n no s •kLse _aen t
tunneling occurs unless the temperature is rased or a bias voltage
applied. This 0 0  metal-oxide-metal syste::. is iden it cal	 -,he  °I
metal-oxide-oxygen situation. If XZ>Xe , there is	 :rcM the
filled portion of the conduction band of the meta ,chic = __c.. G-::c•:e
0- level to the oxide-oxygen interface, ;:..•'r^7j being ccnserVed by
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excitation of normal modes of the adsorbed oxygen. There is no tunnel-
ing from the portion of the conduction band lying below the 0 - level.
When the 0 - level and metal Fermi level are exactly equalized, the
current drops to zero and the system is in a state of egailibriux with
a contact potential A equal to e -l (Xo - <L) existing across the film.
In passing, it should be noted that the argument just presented
is essentially the one used by MOO in his second model of oxidation.
Mott postulated that the contact potential established by an ecuilibriumm
of electrons wr s the primary driving force for the ions and therefore
the principle determinir;. factor is oxidation. It is this postulate of
Nott's that is of particular interest and explains the emphasis placed
on equilibrium in th, ae4 "Iopment of electronic transport equations.
If the present inivAigation is to properly examine fott's theories, 3_ `'
r
thn	 lition of electronic equilibrium must be carefully included a
the transport equations.
The equations of Simmons 58 are based on the assumption that the
Fermi levels of the two metals have equalized before the external
potential is applied. In other words, before the application: of an ex-
ternal potential, the system is in equilibrium with the corresponding
equilibrium potential VEq across the oxide. The application of an
external potential VEx forces the system out of equilibrium thereby pro-
ducing a net positive electron current and reducing by VFx the actual
potential across the oxide. Stated another :ray, the quantity VEx
appearing in Simmons' equation represents the deviation of the actual
potential across the oxide from the equilibrium potential. =he potenVal
of interest in oxidation kinetics determination is the actual potential,
or as it is referred to in the present work, the "kinetic potential".
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Therefore, if Simmons' equation is to be used for the metal-oxide-
oxygen system, VEX must be replaced by K- K=e-1(Xo-XL)-V. With this
transformation, Simmons' equation becomes
J  = (8n tL2}-1 [{2Xo eVK} exp{-2ml/ t_'L [2Xo-eVK11/2}
{2Xo eVK} exp{-2ml/ ti 1L [2Xb+eVK] 1/2}] (2.157}
Note that when the kinetic pecential VK has a value VM, the tunnel
current is zero as required.
The situation in which XL is larger in magnitude than Xo
V
M 
is negative and E  positive) may be reversed for some metal-oxide
systems. Should the 0 level actually lie above the metal Fezni level
(Xo
 > XL) for a particular case, electrons could not tunnel from metal
to oxygen unless thermally activated or a potential large enough to lower
the 0 level to the metal Fermi level was first established by ionic
diffusion.
Before Simmons' equation can be adopted for oxidation kinetics
J
calculations, a full understanding of the differences between Si.z:ons'
equation Eq. (2.155) and the results of the more exact formulation
must be achieved. The primary differences are associated with the
effects of a nonzero-temperature. The nonzero-temperature case is more
complex for both the metal-oxide-metal and the metal-oxide-oxygen
situations, since tunneling in both directions occurs simultaneously.
The effective . flux of electrons impinging upon the barrier at the
oxide-oxygen interface must then be included in the derivation for the
metal-oxide-oxygen case. This is given by the product of the number
of filled 0 levels n0- and an electronic vibration frequency v e , where
n0- is related linearly to the surface-charge field Eo . The reverse
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tunneling during an electron current equilibrium phase shifts the
equilibrium potential away from V  by a small amount IV  which is of
the order of ST/e. This is es-titially the result of the kB spread
in the occupation probability about the Fermi level. The exact shift
depends on v  and n0- ; it therefore varies somewhat with film thickness
since E0
 varies with L(t). The effect on the kinetics is small, even
considering that the dependence of the nonlinear ionic current on V 
is exponential. The growth rate is modified by a factor of the order of
exp{-Ziea&Tm/kBTL} = exp{-ZiaVQ) } .	 (2.156)
For monovalent cations diffusing in a film 5 monolayers in thickness,
for example, Zia/L(t)=0.1, and exp(0.1)=0.90j; this factor represents
a decrease in the ionic current of less than 105 for this situation_.
Because of the slight dependence of the equilibrium potential on L(t)
as well as T, the kinetics of oxidation under an electronic equilibrium
are expected to differ somewhat from those obtained by assuming the
equilibrium potential to be identically equal to the Mott potential.
These conclusions are readily verified numerically. In Fig. g,
the forward currents (Eq. (2.150) and denoted by f) and the reverse
currents (Eq. (2.15+) and denoted by r) are plotted as a function of
the potential across the oxide film. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are for films
0
10, 15, and Q A thick, respectively. Note the slight dependence of
the equilibrium potentials (indicated by dotted lines) on the film
thickness. Further, the Mott potential appropriate for these curves
is -0.25 volts; the equilibrium potential deviates markedly from the
Mott potential. The values of the parameters used are -10.0 eV,
Xo 1.0 eV, X^=1.25 eV, ve=1015 sec-1, e=10, and T=300 OK.
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Besides the shift of the equilibrium potential away from the :ott
potential there is the usual dependence of the electron tunnel current
on temperature. To first order, according to Eq. (2.150) the -ratio of
the current J(T) at absolute temperature T to the 0 OK current J(0) is
given by
Je(T)/Je(0) = APk$T/sin( -,:^3kBT),	 (2.157)
where 0 is a parameter determined from the potential barrier, Eq.
(2.129). For the square barrier illustrated in Fig. 4,
p = (2m)1/2L(t)/X01/2fL .	 (2.158)
For the effective mass m equal to the free-electron mass m0 and for a
potential barrier height X  of 1 eV, P/L(t)=0.512 (A-eV) -'. A film
25 A in thickness under these conditions would have ^=12.8 (eV) -1, so
that J(780K)/J(OoK)=1.01 and J(3000K)/J(OoK)=1.20. These ratios decrease
toward unity for smaller film thicknesses, smaller effective masses, and
larger barrier heights.
The ratio J(300oK)/J(78oK)-1.19 may be contrasted with the corres-
ponding ratio exp(-Xo/kBTl)^exp(-Xo/kBT2 )^exp(110) which ;could be ex-
pected for the mechanism of thermionic emission over the barrier for
this example. The theoretical prediction of the relatively small tempera-
ture dependence for tunneling has been verified experimentally; for ex-
ample, Hartman and Chivian59 find only a 30 to 50% increase in current in
Al-Al 203
-A1 structures with oxides approximately 26 A in thickness upon
increasing the temperature from 78 to 300 OK. This dependence of the
forward tunnel current on temperature is a relatively small effect, and
therefore is neglected in the numerical computations.
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The dependence of the tunnel current on the temperature is illus-
trated in Fig. 10 which gives the tunnel current through a 10 ti fi?.m, as
a function of the potential across the oxide for two temperatures. ine
solid curve is for a temperature of 300 oK while the dotted curve is
for T=O OK. Note that there is very little difference in the two curnres
for potentials away from the equilibrium potential. This is in agreement
with the predictions of Eq. (2.157). The most pronounced difference is
the shift of the equilibrium potential awway from the Mott potential
(VI =-0.5 volts) for the 300 OK curve. This is primarily due to the l'
spread in the Fermi-Dirac function at the elevated temperatu-re. The
values of the parameters are EF=5.0 eV, Xo=2.0 eV, X
i 
=2.5 eV, ve=10`5
 sec 1,
and a=10.
Another effect which is also neglected is a spread in energy of
the 0-
 level, corresponding to a variation in )^. This would res azlt in
an effect similar to the kg spread in occupation probability about the
Fermi level of the second metal electrode in a metal-oxide-metal strUc-
ture. The corresponding change in potential woald depend- primarily on
the width .I p- of the energy distribution, and to a lesser extent, on
the nature of the distribution function and the applicable statistics
for the 0 levels.
It has been presumed throughout the above discussion that there
is enough adsorbed oxygen at the o__xi.de-oxygen interface to supply a s; i-
cient number of 0 states for establishing the Mott potential. The Mott
potential corresponds to approximately 1% ionization of a monolayer of
neutral oxygen atoms, so this is reasonable. The present treatment pre-
sumes that the surface density of neutral physically adsorbed oy--- is
essentially continuous; otherwise, geometrical factors du: to the
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Fig. 10.--Tunnel current versus potential for T= 1^00 oK(solid) and T=O OK (dotted).
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absence of adsorbed oxygen directly opposite a certain fraction of the
metal-oxide interface would have to be introduced. However, an adsorbed
monolayer is a cccm on observation even at pressures as low as 10 Tcrr.
A direct numerical comparison of Simmons' equation and the :ore
exact expression clearly delineates the differences discussed above.
Figure 11 shows such a comp^xrison; the solid curves give the dererdence
of the tunnel current on the total potential across the fi,-. while the
dashed curve gives the result of Simmons' equation. The parameters
used were Xa 2.0 eV, XL--2.5 eV, Er =5.0 eV, c=10, v =1015sec-1 and a
e
film thickness of 10 A. The Mott potential V„ is -0.5 volts. --he
all
curves show that Simmons' equation provides an excellent appro_--_J*_
-aticn
for positive potentials, whereas the greatest differences occur for po-
tentials near the Mott potential and for potentials less than tie equi-
librium potential. However, the potential across the groins oxide
should never be less than the equilibrium potential, for this , .-d pro-
duce a net negative electron current and would require a decomposition
of oxide. Consequently, the rather marked difference in the t,.o curre.t
equations for potentials less than the equilibrium potential,should have
no effect on the oxidation kinetics. The differences noted near the
equilibrium potential should have little effect on the kinetics since the
transport of the ionic species is the deterndning  factor in this region.
0n the other hand, oxidation under a positive potential is dete m---ed
by tunneling of electrons and in this region Si=,O,.aS` expression is an
excellent approximation.
In summary, Simmons' equation is a satisfacto .1 approximation for
the tunnel current, and contains the essential first-order featu res of
the
,
 more enact formulation. Furthermore, the result is easily evalu°ted.
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Fig. ll.--Comparison of Simmons' expression (dotted) and
exact expression (solid).
III. OXIDATION KINETICS FOR ELECTRON
TUNNELING AND IONIC DIFFUSION
In 1939 Mott3 ' 4 proposed a model to explain the limiting-thickness
behavior of the growth kinetics of thin oxide films on metals. The
model was for low-temperature oxidation; the thermal excitation of
Electrons from the metal into the conduction band of the oxide was thks
considered to be unimportant, so that electrons could penetrate the film
only by the quantum-mechanical tunnel effect. The electron current J
e
could thus be large only for oxide films less than a few tens of angs-
troms in thickness. The metal ions were considered to diffuse throw
the oxide film, however, so that the temperature had to be high enough
to allow some thermal motion of the ions. Therefore, the limits of
aW .cability of this model are that the thermal energy kET must be
sufficiently low relative to the metal-oxide work function to elimizneue
thermionic emission but large enough relative to the activation energy
for'ionic diffusion to allow thermal motion of'ions. This requires in
general that the electron metal-oxide work function X. for the system be
larger than the activation energy W for ionic motion, assuming no drastic
differences in the pre-exponential factors.
Neglecting the effect of electric fields, the ionic current for
this model according to Mott is given by
Ji = -Di [aCiNOA- 1 .
	
(3.1)
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, which in the steady-state decreases inversely with increasing film thick-
ness L(t). The corresponding electronic current according to Mott is
given by
	
J  = A' exp [-L(t )/Lc l ,	 (3.2)
which decreases nearly exponentially with increasing L(t). The para-
meter A' is a slowly varying function56-59 of L(t) which has a value of
the order of 1026 particles/cm2-see, and Lc represents a critical thick-
ness (of the order of several angstroms) at which the film begins fo
attenuate the electron tunnel current markedly:
	
A' = Xo/[4 2M2 (t ) I ,	 (3.3 )
Lc
 = ,i/[smXo ] 1/2	 (3 .)
This form of the tunnel equation may be obtained from Simmons' equation,
Eq. (2.155), by neglecting tunneling from the oxygen to the metal and
el, ctric field effects.
The growth rate dL(t)/dt was considered by Mott to be given by
R J , where J is the smaller of the two currents. The parameter R is
c c	 	 c
defined as the volume of oxide formed per particle of the rate-limiting
species which reaches the oxide-oxygen (x=L) interface. The picture of
the growth kinetics which emerges from this model is quite simple: The
thermal diffusion of ions limits the growth rate for films so thin that
the electron tunnel current J  is larger than the ionic diffusion current
Ji, and this stage of growth is parabolic (L(t)dt)1/2. On the other hand,
the electronic current J. limits the growth rate in thicker films, for
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which Je is smaller than Ji, and this stage of growth is nearly direct-
logaritlimic (L(t ).Cloget) .
Mott formulated a second models (published in 1947) which was
subsequently expanded and elaborated upon by Cabrera and Mott 6 in 1949.
This second model; often referred to as the Mott-Cabrera theory, is some-
what less restrictive in range of temperature and film thickness since
it is based on thermionic emission of electrons (or perhaps electron
tunneling, according to Cabrera and Mott) and ionic diffusion. The
following two characteristics distinguish the second model. from the'
first model:
a) An electric contact potential VM was considered to be establish-
ed between the metal and the adsorbed oxygen by an equilibrium of
electrons.
b) A large uniform electric field both in the oxide and at the
metal-oxide interface due to the contact potential V M could produce a
nonlinear dependence of the ionic current on the field.
Figure 4 is the energy level diagram envisioned by Mott for
electrons in a metal-oxide-oxygen system. Mott argued that electrons
traversed the film either by thermionic emission or by the tunnel effect
more rapidly than the ions could diffuse through the filsa. This initial
difference in transport rates results in a transfer of electric charge
which results in a raising of the potential energy of the adsorbed
oxygen. When the oxygen level coincides in energy with the Fermi energy
of the metal, the electron current from the oxygen to the metal is approx-
imat,ly equal to the current from the metal to the oxygen and ar equili-
brium is established. The resulting potential across the oxide V*. , the
if
Mott potential, is given by the initial difference in the metal Fermi
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level and the oxygen 0- level
Vjf = e-1 (Xo-XZ)•	 (^•^)
It is negative in sign whenever the J - level lies below the ermi. level.
The resulting electric field is posItivc (ion-aiding) and has a value
Bo = VMJu(t) in the absence of space charge.
Cabrere'O has shown that electromagnetic radiation corresponding
to energies as large as Xo
 and XL can shift the electron equilibrium,
so that an electrostatic potential somewhat greater La magnitude than.
VM can be established across the film. This is essentially due to the
fact that the effective densities of electronic states for photon excita-
tion are different at the two interfaces. Cabrera 
00 
has also deduced
that a flux of molecular oxygen from the gas phase suff_cient to main-
tain VM during oxidation requires oxygen pressures of the order of 10-I"
Torr or larger. In add i +ion, Griml.eyL8 ' 49 has argued t_:at equil:"grium
adsorption isotherms require that V 11 should be temperature and pressure-
dependent, although,these effects are predicted to be rather sma2 at
ordinary temperatures and oxygen pressures.
The equation of Mott for the nonlinear diffusion of ions under'r_e
aiding potential VM is
Ji = 2ni^i exp(-Wi/k) sinh(-2ieaV jkETL),	 (3.0)
where ni
 is the number of ions per unit area which are in a position to
Jump the rate limiting energy barrier W. Equation (3.6) is equally valid
whether the rate-limiting barrier W is at the metal-oxide interface or
inside the oxide film. If W is considered to be the activation energy
for diffusion in the bulk o)d le, then Eq. (3.6) may be obtained from the
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discrete formulation, Eq. (2.21), by neglecting the concentration gradient
contribution, i.e., letting no `N'
The growth kinetics for Mott'6 second model are determined sUlely
by the nonlinear diffusion of ions under the Mott potential which is
assumed to be constant throughout the grotrth of the oxide. The oxide
film thickness vs.time relationship obtained by Cabrera and Nott6 is
•	 e
1=wn as the inverse logarithmic law (1/L(t)dC-loge t) ai.d is frequently
used to fit experimental kinetics. This type growth is initially very
rapid with a sharp leveling off to a very slow stage for thic^ker fi?r!s.
A more detailed examination of Mott-Cabrera growth is given in a later
section.
The present treatment represents a synthesis of the two theories
Of Mott3-5 (and the theory of Mott and Cabrera 6 ) in the domain :,where
electron transport occurs by tunneling. All essential features are
included; in addition, the following are incorporated into the model.:
a) The effect of the ionic concentration gradient on the nonlinear
diffusion current.
b) The effect of the ionic diffusion potential on the electron
tunnel current.
c) The capability of an electrical current equilibrium for either
of the two charged species.
Furthermore, the hypothesis that the Mott potential exists across the
oxide throughout the growth of the film is relaxed. In the present
approach, the potential is determined by growth conditions, and like t o
oxide film thickness, is calculated as a function of time. Numerical
analysis of the model has been performed; the results presented illustrate
the predicted kinetics of growth and delineate the effects of the several
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parameters in low-temperature oxidation phenomena.
Before presenting the numerical results, it is appropriate to
present a collection of the pertinent equations. The transport of ions
is obtained from Eq. (2.21) of the discrete formulation;
Ji = 4aviexp(-w.A. ) sinh(-ZieVKafkBTL)
X C ( L) - C;(0) exo(-ZieV kLT) .
{:•7)
1 - exp(-ZieVK^kBT)
Space charge effects should be unimportant since the oxide fih- kst bz
very thin (7<50 A) so that the tunnel current gives appreciable grcvt .
The bulk concentrations C i(x) in this equation are reL .:d to the discrete
concentrations by
nk = 2aC i (x).	 kJ vll^
An equilibrium (Ji 0) of the ionic species occurs whenever the diff.asion
potential exists across the film:
VD = -(kBT/Zie) loge {C,(L)/Ci(0)}	 {^•9)
The tunneling of electrons is described by Simmons' equation, Eq.
Je = {8372 L'}
-1
 [{2Xo-eVK} exp{-2m1I2t L(2Xo-^:VK)1/2}
- 
{2X +e u} eXp{-2mI $-1.L(2X	 )1J/2!
L ._	 L e K 	 {'D._0)
An equilibrium of electrons (J e=C) occurs whenever the Iv ott potential
exists across the oxide:
r
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VM
 = e-1(Xo-XL)•
	 (3.11)
Numerical Methods
The technique used for obtaining the oxidation kinetics is that
of coupled currents discussed earlier in which the surface-charge field
is effective in equalizing the charge currents. Substitution cf the
transport equations, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.10), into the kinetic condition
Eq. (P.`) yields an equation for the kinetic: potential V  (or equivalant-
ly t4,-- aurface-charge field Eo ) for each value of the film thickness L.
Newton's method 45:61 may be used to obtain a solution. By writing the
kinetic condition as
F(VK) = ZiJi(VK) - Je (VK)	 (3•)
the kinetic potential may be obtained by successive application of the
equation
VK(i+l) = VK(i) - {F/[ oF/oVK]}Vk=VK(i) •	 (3.13)
The superscripts refer to the order of the approximation. The deriva-
tive in Eq. (3.13) has a non-zero value throughout the range of the phy-
sically realistic values of VK ; there is no possibility of divergence.
In general, convergence is excellent and only a few iterations are re-
quired to obtain an accuracy of better than 0.1%.
The kinetic potential thus determined is substituted into either
of the current equations to obtain the growth rate
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dL(t)1dt = RcJc (L)	 (3.14)
In the numerical evaluation of the growth-rate equation, J. is taken to
be the current equation Eq. (3.7) and R c the volume of oxide formed per
ionic defect except when the kinetic potential V  is near (a few percent)
the diffusion potential given by Eq. (3.9). For this situation, the net
ionic current .s small compared to either the forward current due to the
concentration gradient or the reverse current due to the field. Ti:e
difference cannot be determined with the required accuracy since a
limited number of significant figures is carried in the calculation.
When this occurs, c should be taken to be the electronic current,.,,-
(3.10), and R. the volume of oxide formed per electron Re=Ra.^ziI.
The integration of the growth-rate equation, Eq. (3.14), yields
the film thickness as a function of time. The i ntegration may be per-
formed numerically by using a fourth-order Runge Kutta scheme. 62 ' 0.) The
method is based on successive application of the equations
Li+l = Li + (Kl + 2K2 + 2K3 + K4)/6
ti+l =ti +h 	 s	 (3.15)
whc^ e
Li = L(ti)
K1
 = hR Jc (Li ) ,
K2 = hR Jc (Li+Kl/2) ,
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Each integration step requires four separate solutions of the kinetic
condition, one solution for each of the film thicknesses L i , Li+Klf2,
Li+K2/2, and Li+K3 . Error control in the numerical integration scheme
is obtained by comparing second-order and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
results; if the difference is non-negligible, the time increment h must
be reduced and the integration repeated.
Numerical Results
Dependence on Mott potential.--Figure 12 (lower part) is a linear
plot of the growth curves obtained for several values of the .'. ;, Ott po-
tential. The numerical values for the parameters are listed irn, the
figure caption and Table 1. For values of VM of the order of -0.75 to
-0.50 volts (curves 4 and 3), which is of the order of the values postu-
lated in the literature, the film initially grows very rapidly; this
phase is followed by a more or less abrupt reduction in growth rate. As
VM decreases in magnitude (e.g., curve 2, VM = -0.25 volts), growth
becomes less rapid in the early phase, which eliminates the scarp "knee"
in the curve just prior to the reduced growth-rate phase. Note that
growth under the concentration gradient alone is relatively slow (curve
1, VM=O).
The corresponding kinetic potential V  across the film during
growth is also shown in Fig. 12 (upper part). Note that initially V
K
has the value of the Mott potential VM, but that it drops away as the
film increases in thickness. It decreases to zero and then changes sign.
A more complete picture of the kinetics is obtained by observing
the film thickness and kinetic potential versus logarithm of time in the
lower part of Fig. 13 for the same growth curves. The variation of
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TABLE 1
PARAMETERS FOR NUMERICAL EVALUATION
OF THE ELECTRON TLMMLING MODEL
Figure
Symbol Units 12-14 15 16 17 20
x 
eV 2.00 a 2.00 a o.64
XL eV a a 2.50 a 0.64
M volts a -0 .50 -0.50 a 0.00
T OK 300 300 a 300 ?00
W eV 0 .65 0.65 0.65 s a
2a A 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.00
-1 1012 1012 1012
103-2 10i2vi sec
Z. none 1 1 1 1 2i
Di 10-14cm2/sec 2.17 2.17 a a a
Ai 10-14cm2fV- sec 83.9 83.9 a a a
c i (0) cm-3 1018 1018 1018 1018 1018
C.(L) cm-3 1015 1015 '10^5 10^5 1012
1
VD volts 0.179 0.179 a 0.179 0.179
R 
cm3 19.19 19.19 19.19 19.19 20.9
a Varied with curve in figure.
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respectively. A factor of 2 increase in VD results in an increase in
the current (and corresponding oxide growth rate) by factors of 2.0,
4.7, and 7.0 for the 30, 35, a;.1d 40 R films, respectively. This effect
can be compared with a factor of approximately two for the corresponding
increase in electron tunnel current due to the intrinsic temperature
dependence arising from a spread in values of the occupation probability
around the Fermi Level. In general, then, the increase in rate and the
temperature dependence resulting from VD are important enough to be
included in the rate constant for the later stages of gro-vrth.
Dependence on metal-oxide work function. --The effect of varying
the total barrier height Xo , keeping VIM 	 is shown in Fig. 15.
The relevant parameters are again listed in Table 1. The early stage
growth is unaffected by changes in Xo , as expected because of the vir^;ual
electron current egailibrium; however, the later-stage growth rate de-
creases with increasing X o. This reflects the fact that barrier pene-
tration is impeded by the increased barrier height, thus yielding a
lower growth rate in the electron .rate-limiting stage.
In curves 1-5 of Fig. 15 (as well as in the preceding figures),
the electron effective mass m is considered to be the same as the free-
electron mass mo. The dashed curve, however, is the same as curve 1
except that m is considered to be only 405 as large as mo. Note that
;he greater penetrating ability of the lower mass particle yields a
remarkable increase in the film thickness (-;:50% j for the later stages
of - growth. Therefore rate can be limited by electron tunneling even for
film thicknesses as large as 100 R.
Figure 15 also shows the accompanying kinetic potential curves.
Since no parameters are varied which cause a net variation in V  and
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VD , there exists little difference between the curves. The transition
does occur somewhat sooner in time for the larger X  curves, since the
increased difficulty in achieving barrier penetration shortens the
virtual electron current equilibrium phase of growth.
Comparison with Mott-Cabrera theory .--Figure 16 illustrates a
sequence of curves which compares the coupled-current results rith
theoretical Mott-Cabrera6 curves deduced from the nonlinear ionic
diffusion current of Eq. (3.6) assuming a constant V M. The parameters
for this sequence of curves are again listed in Table 1. The several
curves correspond to different values of the temperature, which affects
the zero-field ionic diffusion coefficient and the nonlinear contribu-
tions to the current exponentially, as shown in Eqs. (3.6) .Zd (3.7),
and modifies VD in a linear manner for fixed boundary concentrat:.ons as
given in Eq. (3.9). The Mott-Cabrera type curves (primed) are charac-
teristically concave upward on the semilogarithmic plot of Fig. 16.
These curves follow the coupled-current curves (unprimed) very closely
during the virtual electron current equilibrium phase of growth. -This
shows that Eq. (3.7) reduces very closely to Eq. (3.6) for large forward
ionic currents, as expected. At the point where the kinetic potential
breaks away from tha constant Mott potential V M, however, they change
drast.ical.ly . Because of severe attenuation of the electron tunnel
current, the Mott potential can no longer be sustained. It gives way
to the ionic diffusion potential, and rate is determined by electron
tunneling under this potential. Instead of continuing to be concave up-
ward, the curves become asymptotic to a straight line on the semilogar-
ithmic plot of Fig. 16. The Mott-Cabrera type curves, however, continue
to rise on the :Logarithmic-type plot.
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The difference in the results of the two approaches as illustrated
in Fig. 16 has serious implications regarding the magnitude of the
limiting film thickness, its temperature dependence, and the sign of
-uhe electrical potential across the film when it has ceased to grow.
Clearly, the limiting thicknesses following the transition are predicted
to be significantly larger on the basis of the Mott-Cabrera picture
than is predicted by the coupled-currents approach. In addition, the
potential is generally expected to be negative (i.e., positive fields)
according to the Mott-Cabrera theory, 5,6 while the potential is positive
following the coupled-currents transition.
The differences in time and film thickness at which the transition
occurs can be seen in Fig. 16 to vary with temperature. This poses the
question of whether or not the transition is expected to occur on the
basis of a reasonable laboratory time scale.f or a given metal-oxide
system. The present results show that the time and film thickness of
the transition depend oritically on the zero-field ionic mobility
µii and therefore on the temperature. Figure 16 illustrates that.the
ki•ietic potential decreases rapidly in magnitude once the break-away
from the Mott potential takes place. The transition point(LM , tM )
is defined for convenience (although arbitrarily) in the present work
as the mint at which the kinetic potential differs from V  by 5 .
Figure 17 illustrates the dependence of the time t
M
needed to
reach the transition (lower solid curves) and the transition thickness
LM (upper solid curves) on µ i . Note from curves 1-3 that LN and
loge
 tM decrease nearly linearly with increases in log e µi . The only
difference between curves 1 and 2 is the electron barrier height
(curve 1, Xo=1.5 eV; curve 2, Xo=2.5 eV; VM -0.50 volts). Note that
ioi
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Fig. , .--Time t to reach the transition and the transition ti:.m
,hiclress L as functions of the zero-field ionic mobility.
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for a given mobility the logarithm of the time to the transition is
decreased only a relatively small amount by the increase in X o , while
the'transition thickness is decreased significantly. For example, for
µi=10
12
 cm /V-sec, LM is decreased from 23.7 to 19.0 R by an increase
in X0 from 1.5 to 2.5 eV. The only difference between curves 2 and 3 -s
the Mott potential (curve 2, VM=-0.5 volts; curve 3, Vm=-1.0 volts;
Xo=2.5 ex). Note that this change exerts a small decrease in LM , but
a relatively large decrease in loge t  . For a given mobility, then,
the logarithm of the time needed to reach the transition is not too
dependent on Xo , although the transition film thickness varies somewhat
with Xo . Alternatively, the transition film thickness does not depend
too critically on VM, although the logarithm of the time to the transi-
tion does vary somewhat with VM.
The dashed curves in Fig. 17 represent transition thicknesses and
times based on different criteria for the transition point. Curve A
is the same as curve 1 except that the transition point (Lo , to ) is
chosen to be the point at which V  is zero. Similarly, curve B is.the
same as curve 1 except that the transition point (Ib , tD) is chosen to
be the point at which VK=0.95 VD . Note that for a given µi , the incre-
ments -between the transition thicknesses LM, Lo, and Lo, 
D 
are arrpoxi-
mately	 Therefore, the entire transition takes place over a range
of approximately 10 ^, which is a large part of the final thickness of
the film. The time difference between curve 1 and curve A is a factor
of 10, while there is approximately a factor of 100 separating curves
A and B. Thus the entire transition covers approximately 3 orders of
magnitude more time than is initially required to reach the transition.
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It is perhaps helpful to delineate the range of mobility over
which the transition can be expected to occur on a laboratory time
scale. The area to the left of the curves in Fig. 17 is the pretran-
sition (Mott-Cabrera) region, while the area to the right of the curves
is the post-transition (coupled-currents) region. For µ 
i
.>10-10 cm2/V-sec
in Fig. 17, t  is less than 10 sec for the three curves illustrated,
and L * is less (generally much less) than 20 A, while for µ.C10 -16
M
cm2^V-see, t * is greater than 106 sec ( ='12 days) and LM is greater
than 22.5 R. The simple techni , ue used to deduce the phase diagrams
of Fig. 17 is described in the following section.
Analytical Approximations
The growth rate equation can be written in a separated form which
is useful for actual evaluation of L(t) versus t:
t
 _ Jo
L(t)
{R J } -1 dL	 (3.17)
 c c
The early-stage (L(t)<L * ) growth rate is given to a good degree of
approximation by the nonlinear ionic current expression of Eq. (3.6),
in which the concentration gradient is ignored and the potential
across the film is simply VT1 . Since (-Z ieaVjkBTL) is of the order
0
of unity at 300 OK for the VM= -0.5 volts across a 50 A film with lattice
0
parameter 2a=5 A and an effective ionic charge of e, it is generally
a good approximation for films less than this thickness to replace the
hyperbolic sine function by one-half the corresponding exponential
function. In this limit, Rhodir_64 has pointed out that the growth-
rate expression Eq. (3.17) can be integrated in terms of the tabulated
exponential integral 65 E1 h),
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Ca	 CO
El(^l) = J
T1
-1 exp (-5) d5 = f 5-1 exp (-^1 ) d^	 (3.18)
The resulting growth rate expression L(t) versus t is
At = L(t) exp[-L/L(t)] - L E l [L^L(t)] ,	 (3.19)
where
A = Riniv i exp(-wi/kBT)
	
(3.20)
and
L = - ZieaV,,,/k 
B 
T ,	 (3.21)
provided V  is negative. The parameter R  is the oxide volume increase
per ionic defect transported to the oxide-oxygen interface.
If the hyperbolic sine cannot be replaced by the corresponding
exponential function, or else if the concentration gradient cannot be
neglected, then Eq. (3.7) instead of Eq. (3.6) must be used in Eq. (3.17).
The evaluation of the resulting integral then yields an expression for
the growth kinetics. 66 Making these substitutions, Eq. (3.17) becomes
L(t) 
'j -1	 '1
J	t =	 (2A')	 csch(L/^) dS	 (3.22)0
where
A' = 2: iav i
 exp(-Wi/kBT)
[C i (L) - C i (0) exp(-ZieV
AY ^l)]
	
x	 (3.23)
[1 - exp(-Z.eV^k T)]i .a B
and ^ is the integration variable. (Note than when C i (0) -+ C,(0),1
J
i.e., when the concentration gradient contribution vanishes, A' becomes
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N
A.) Expansion of the hyperbolic cosecant into an il.finite series,
ao
csch(L/^)
	 2	 e ^-(2F} 1 ) fA ;	 (3.2 )
p-0
and a change of variable F=L(t)/s, produces the following exact
expression for the oxidation kinetics:
A't = I'(t)	 E2`(2p-,)L/L(t)1
	 (3.25)
P=O
iraere E2 ( ;) is the second-order exponential iateZral'S `Ah' ch is de °fined
as
E
	
S -G exp ( - -,j^) d^	 (3.26)
2	 "1
The series iii E q . (3.25) converges quite rapicly and usually only a few
terns are required. For example, the first term is sufficient to
o7otain an accuracy of better than 1,,, whenever L(t)
	
is less than 0.5.
For largLr values of L(t )/L, more terms are required.
It is Listruc.tive to show the relation between the result just
obtained which is rigorous for the model in question and the approximate
results of Rhodin04 and of Cabrera and Mott. 6 If L(t)/"L is sufficiently
small so that the first tern of the series is adequate, then
Af t = L(t) E 2 [L/L(t)l	 (1.27)
The recursion relat.on for the exponential integrals65
E2 (x)	 exp(-x) - x E1(x)	 (3.2e)
reduces
	 (3.27) to Rhodin's expression Eq. (3.19) in the limit where
IV
there is no i onic concentration gradient across the film (i.e., A'=).
lo 
Cabrera and Mott's expression may be obtained from Eq. (3.`7) by fuxter
approximation. If L(t)rL«l, then the argxrent of the exponential in-
tegral is large and an asymptotic expansion 65 may be used;
E2 [L/L (t )] =. 'iL(t)/Lf exA[ L/L(t)1
r^^^	 2,X [1 - 2{L(t)/} {- 6LL(t, ^t
	
...	 (3.29)
Assuming that the first term is sufficient, the grc,th kinetics are
given by
A't = LL2 (t)/L} eXp [- /L (t ))	 (3.30)
Cabrera and Mott6 assume that the film thickness derenderce of the
exponential factor predominates in the range of experimental film
thicknesses, so the prenu_J.tiplvrin.g thickness factors may be replaced
by a critical fil-. -thickness L1,
Ll = - Z ieVMa/(-'ji -39k3T ) •	 (3.31)
This -represents the thickness for which the growth rate is approxi.:a.tely
10 -5monolayers per second, which is interpreted as the thickness at
:•rnich further gro:rth is negligible on a laboratory time scale. Cabrera
and idott's expression then becomes
L
Ifto
/L(t) _ - log e(A'L/L1)- 	 loge (t ) •	 (3.32)
This is the well known inserse logarithmic growth e quation. Because
of its approximate nature, it should not be used to interpret experi-
mental data.
The exact oxidation kinetics obtained for the case where the
rate-limiting species is transported by nonlinear diffusion under a
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constant aiding potential V
Id are termed the "Mott-Cabrera kinetics."
A universal equation for these kinetics may be obtained from Eq. (3.25)
by introducing a dimensionless film thickness X and dimensionless time T;
X = L(1)^L
T = A't/Z	 (3.33)
Then Eq. (3.25) becomes
00
T = X X E2 [ (2I+1)Ai	 (3.34)
P=O
This formulation allows a single tabulation of X versus T to be used
for all possible values of the parameters. The actual kinetics are
obtained from the universal tabulation by scaling the variables
according to Eq. ( )3.33). A tabulation is given in Appendix A.
In the limit in which uonlinear effects may be neglected, the
growth kinetics predicted by Eq. (3.25) are parabolic. This is identical,
to Fromhold's8 ' 1P parabolic law when the potential V  appearing in
Eq. (3.25) is replaced by VK, the potential determined by the equalization.
of two diffusion currents. This situation: can occur in either of two
trays; the Mott potential may be small or the film thickness may be large.
In this limit, the hyperbolic sine may be replaced by its argument,
and the growth-rate equation becomes
dL(t)/dt = -42ia v iZ ieVM exp(-Wi/kLT)/{k31L(t)}
[C i (L) - C^(0) exp(-Z^eV,/kBT)]
X	 (^•3^)
[1 - exp(-ZieVr^kBT)]
In terms of the parameters A' and L,
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dL (t )/dt = 2A ' L/L (t ) .	 (3.31
Integration of this equation yields the Frcmhold parabolic lam `''
12 
of
oxidation,
2	 -v
L (t; - Yti'Lt,	 (3.37)
which in terms of the universal variables is given by
	
T = X2/4 .	 (3.38)
' the ionic concentration gradient across the film is negligible,
then A' reduces to A. The parabolic law given by Eq. (3.37) then
reduces to the field-controlled parabolic gro-oth law proposed by Cabrera
and Mott.o
A comparison of =-. universal Mott-Cabrera and the parabolic
kinetics is shown in Figs. 18 and 19. For small values of t're universal
f; m thickness, (Fig. 18) there is a considerable difference in the
^h of the two zrith the Mott-Cabrera orovring faster. This reflects
the fact that the nonlinear u_'fects are more pronounced for thin films.
As the film thickness increases, the two curves converge, indicating
that nonlinear effects are less important for thick films and that
=_eld-induced ionic transport is becoming a lin--ar function of the
electric field. The parabolic law deduc(-d by ;Lott and Cabrera differs
from the one obtainad by Fromhold, since the effect of the concentration_
gradient i ^ not . .cluded in t;_;, considerations of Mott and Cabrera.
These early-stage parabolic growth laws are not generally expected -^o
occur in the case o^: the electron tunneli_r^ g model (:where the films are
very thin), since any appreciable value of `v
M
will. intrcduce nonline x
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effects into ionic diffusion. Thus, Eq. (3.25) should be used for
0
L(t)<50 A. On the basis of the present model of oxidation kinetics
based on electron tunneling, the transition to the electron-tunneling
rate-limiting phase of growth occurs before the film: become thick
enough for nonlinear effects to be neglected, unless the Mott potential
is unusually small. Curve 1 of Figs. 8 and 9 is an example of parabolic
growth in the pretransition region, since the Mott potential in
computing these curves was chosen to be zero..
The transition thickness LM for a given set of parameters can
be ascertained from phase diagrams such as those illustrated in Fig.17.
These can be generated quite readily by substituting Eq. (3.10) for the
electronic current and Eq. (3.7) for the ionic current into the kinetic
condition, Eq. (2. n ), idth ti given by 0.95 V`1 . For a given value of L(t),
this equation given immediately the value of v  exp(= i/kET) necessary
to satisfy the kinetic condition, which can then be used to compute the
value of pi from Eq. (2.34) and (2.35). By choosing a series of values
for L(t), a chase diagram for LX* versus µ. such as illustrated in the
upper solid curves in Fig. 17 can be plotted. The curves L0 versus
µi and L  versus iii can be deduced in a similar manner, the only
difference being that the value of V  is chosen to be zero and 0.95 VD,
respectively, instead of 0.95 Vv.
The transition time tM corresponding to each particular value of
AMI 
can subsequently be obtained from Eq. (3.19) to a good degree of
approximation, since the deviation of V
K	 r+'i
from V is not important for
the chosen ttansi',,ion-point criterion V -0.95 Vy. Thus a phase iagra:
for t 
M 
versus µi can be plotted similar to the solid curves illu trated
in the lower part of Fig. 17. The curves to versus µ i and t D * versus
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µi illustrated by the lower dashed curves in Fig. 17 cannot be obtained
so readily; it is necessary to do an exact integration of the growth
curve to the points L o ann LD , respectively, using the coupled-
currents approach.
During the later-stave growth (L(t)>LD ) foLlLo;:ring the transition,
the growth law is almost direct-iogariuhmic (L(t)oC loge t), as can be
noted in Figs. 13, 15, and 16. This car. also be ascertained analfti-
cally by substitutingVD for Vr in Eq. (3.10) for the -rate-limiting
electron tunnel current. The forward tunnel current (i.e., the
portion involving Xo in Ea. (3.10)) they. has the same functional depen-
dence on L(t) as the current given by Eq. (3.2). (The reverse current
(i.e., the portion involving XL ) can be ignored to a good degrae of
approximation.) The result is identical to Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) with the
substitution of (2Xo-eVD ) for 2X0 . Since the major film-thickness de-
pendence for L(t)>LD is given by the exponential term in Ea. (3.2) i.^?-
stead of the L(t) -2 factor of Eq. (3.3), it is acceptable to approximate
L(t) in Eq. (3.3) by (LD)
-2
 in the preset case. The above apprgxi-
orations for Je reduce the growth expression Eq. (3.17) to an especially
simple form;
L(t) = L^ loge {exp(:b 	 + "Re (' -
 
L)/Lc} I	 (3.39)
where
LC = Ta{4m(2Xo - eVD )} -1/2	 (3.40)
and
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A" = (2X0 - eVU ); ^8r,2n(.L^)2)	 (^•Ll.'
The parameter Re=Ri/IZif is the oxide volume incre'?T _ per electronic
defect transported to the oxide-oxygen interface. The rate constant in
the logarithmic por'Cior of the growth curve is 4vherP-";,rL- dependent on
the diffusion potential VD , a: -rel_L as the electron ei,.fecrive mass m and
the metal-oxide : pork `unctin—i X0.
Con.p'r- sun.. Z^ri^n -: ^ eri-rer_ta'... _,ata
The r-.,servatic)n of initi e-Ily rapid ', err:.al oxidations followed by
very slogs oxidation. with fective 7 Imizing lhi cknessc- ire the ra_r,^;e
0
20 to jO A, is vE.t-y nn^- n_: :;:_^^ * t jC GC,'. T.rris behaviGL has been observed
G	 2	
r
ever. for tt—)eratures 3.6 high as 3011	 7 the kinetics have been re-
ported in Lom- e cases to be of the Kott-Cahn .361^sn6-°^ 	 +-!	 (Pre-t rans ^^ one
form, in other cases to be of the i_^act-] oga:^itiznuc 70-7L
 (post-tra!lsi-
ti os.) f o m, while in still other; (e.g., pota,s aiun, 7J copper, 7 6 and
scdium77 ) neither fora is fvuid to be adequate. In the case of copper,
epitaxially-induced strains in the oxide have been experimentally observ-
ed;7'8
 these strains surely ^.odi'y the growth kinetics.
Perhaps the most convincin„ of the data reportedto be of the ?'ott-
Cabrera form are those of Vermilyea69 for the oxidation of polycrystal-
line tantalum between 150 and 3,30 oC. Oxide film thicknesses ;•sere L.
0
the range 10 to 140 A, and were measured frith a capacitance technicue.
Although the scatter in the data is appreciable, the computed curves fit
the data within experimental error; mores Ter, the temperature dependence
is self-consistent with one set of values ..'or the relevant parameters.
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The corresponding data taken at 50 to 100 0C, however, deviate from the
Mott-Cabrera form, and in fact, are better fit with a straight line on
linear thickness versus logarithm of time plots. This behavior at 50
and 100 0  is not explained by the present approach, since according to
Fig. 16, the transition is expected to occur sooner at higher tempera-
tures. Also, thermionic emission may play a more important role than
electron tunneling in establishing the :Mott potential for the X00 0 
0
curve, since the 140 A thickness provides a formidable barrier for
tanneling even if the effective mass of the electron in the oxide.:-,,s
relatively low.
Rhodin64,67 measured the kinetics of oxidation of carefully pre-
pared monocrystals of copper at temperatures 1— the -range 78-353 o_
»sing a vacuum microbalance. The rel rely close agreement between
0
the measured and computed curves for fi i^  thicknesses below 30 A has on
occasion been offered as evidence for the validity of t:; Mott-Cabrera
theory. V"ermilyea69 has pointed out, hDwever, that the data and computed
curves are inconsistent with the Mott-Cabrera e quation because the
slipe on the linear thickness versus logarithm of time plots decreases
with increasing time. An attempt has been made to -reproduce the co=sited
linear thickness versus linear time plots of Rhodin. Although the
analytical expressions are correct and the values of the parameters are
correctly deduced, 64 the early-stag: oxidation occurs much too sloT-rly
to be consistent with the short times in i-r'nich the films reach a limit-
i ng thickness. In addition., the temperat,:ire depende ce ,ras net found to
be self-consistent with a single set of values for the relevant _arw-
meters. It must therefore b^ concluded that these interesting data4,'7
rrovide no quantitative support fo: the Mott-Cabrera theory. Like:rise,
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these data do not provide quantitative support for the present cotpled-
currents approach because of the relatively large tei:.perature effects
observed in the later stages of grosrtl,.
Dignam et al. 60 found with the aid of a vacuum microbalance that
the growth kinetics of amorphous oxide films 30 L	 L^o c6 0 A in thickness
formed on polycrystalline alu.:,inum bet-v een 450 and 500 oC could be des-
cribed well by the Mott-Cabrera equation.. Values for the parareters
were derived from a comparison between e1_periment and theory. Likewise,
the observations of Roberts 68 using a volkmetric technique for the for-
mation of iron oxide o to 12 monolayers ir_ thickness for temperatures
0 to 120 0C have been interpreted as ir_dicating the validity of s=e
fea'ures of the Mott-Cab_era -.1, eory. . e most co--only observed e1 eri-
mental feature z•rhich is in agreement t•rith the Mott-Cabrera theory seems
to be the linear dependence of the reciprocal of the limitirb oxide-
Lrile thickness on Lemperal,u_re• 64,67-69
Mhe experimental data supportin g the thin-fi lmirect logarit:s.dc
equation are in general mach less subject to question than the data
suppo^^zing the Mott-Cabrera equation. Kruger and Yolken 70 have measured
the oxidation kinetics at 30 0  on single-crystal and polycr ,
 Aline
iron ..,ith an ellipsometer, and find that films 2^ ++030 9, in thickness
grow logarithmically over three orders of magnitude in time. Data ob-
tained by Mertens73
 with an ellipsometer for the growth of aluminum
0
oxide films 13 to 21 A in thickness for. ed at 30 _ )C are direct-
logarithmic over four orders of magnitude in tirae. Haaffe and Ilsc,mer72
^cote measurements by Scheuble for the oxidation of nickel at 200 oC;
0
growth from 10 to la A is direct-logarithmic, and covers bet:-ee: one
and two orders of magnitude in time. Cr-r74 :aas studio,: -he temperature
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dependence of the oxidation of magnesium evaporated films with the
Wagener flow method. The results between -75 and 135 0C indicate a
later-stage gro,rth which is direct-lcgaritnmic, following an initial
nucleatio:i and lateral growth phase. '_'ne o1-de films axe of the order
0
of 25 A in thic'_fness, and are insensitive to t=,,oerature and oxygen
pressure, in accordance :rith the predictions of the present ,•,ork.
Unfortunately, no e::perimvntal studies have been made which are
cc:aprehensive enou h to cover both the 	 and post-trar_sition
regions. in many cases there are factors suer as Ic-a oxygen pressures70
and nucleauion p1ienan ena74 which limit the early-stage grout rate, thus
effectively eli--inatirg the 'Mott-Cabrere. y : _sa. ir. c-..:er cases this
phase occurs so rapidly that it cannot be foLo-dew_ esent-da;, r fi 17-
thickness =oritor_ng instruments. On the other 'nand, t1ne much slo-:er
growth rate in the lo?arithm-ic p:^:ase er:ables it to be readily obse-,red.
FiQUX 20 i^lustratas an attempt to fig the lc^arit'r^mic phase of
the oxidation of iror. at 30 0C and 760 Corr oxygen: pressure ^Ih the
present coupled-currents approach. -he data are those published by
Kruger and Yo1ken. 70 Note that curve 1 fits the data suite well. Para-
meters are again listed in Table l; for convenience, the values of X 0
and V  listed are aprropriate for the si,.uation in which r=m0 . in
reality, the proper logwrithmic slope -•,a, ootained by adjusting the
quan;;ity (m^mo )(2X0-eVD ) to 1.10 eV. Smaller effective masses yield
correspondingly larger values of (2X0 _eV_) for the given slope. he
logar_th i.c portion of the calculated curve was matched to the e::?eri-
mental curve by adjusting the value for the elec-^ror: flux in t'--e metal.
The theoretical valae given by free-electron theor,T contains the per-
tinent, factor (8 7,2''^_T,2) -1 in Eq. (3.10), which if,. 1. ?^:r.1013 LLtt) i-^
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(sec-eV) -l ; it was necessarj to reduce this factor to 3.19-1c10 JL(t) }-2,
a reduction of approxir..azely six -)rders of magnitude. The value of W
chosen to compute carve 1 is 0.20 eV, and V,, is chosen to be zero for
L4
,_^onverience. Curves 2, 3, and 4 il.lustra:,e the effect of increasing W
while Keeping all other parameters fixed. For t he: e curves, 1-47=0. 4^0,
0.45, and 0.50 eV, respectivei.y. The ii.crease in W effectively decreazes
µi This perturbs the slope of the icoaritr::is region, since for the
lower zero-field mobilities the transition is
	 throughout the
measured range of fil.. thicknesse.. For very low mobilitI'es, as
illustrated by curve L, there is a sicni:iicart deviation of the theore-
tical ircm the experi::ental curve.
	 20 th.c__fc,re sho+rs that a
lower 1i:.it to the zc_o-='field is is mcc ity is -CxC :__ew by a co
son between -zheo2'y and ex-perinent
 for the CLse of : ='_xed V.,. It
fur-,he=-ore ez] hasizes the shape of the cu:- e which is predicted for
measurements taken prior 'co and dueirg the transition.
IV . OXIDATION KINETICS FOR T=j AL L1` ISSION
OF ELECTRONS AIM IONIC DIFFUSION
In Mott's second oxidation model, 5 nermionic emission of elec-
trons over the metal-oxide work-function barrier was postulated to be
the most probablj electron transport mechar__sm for establishing the
Mott potential. This transport mechanism is preferred over tunneling
at higher temperatures and thicker fiL s. The main emphasis of i^ott's
treatment is not the mechanism by which the Mott potential is establish-
ed but rather the effect of the contact potential on the transport of
the ions and the resulting kinetics. Consequently, the work of MottS
and Cabrera and Mott6 does not delineate the differences between the
two electronic transport mechanisms.
The preceeding section gave the results of the model in the
domain where tunneling was the predominate electron transport mechanism.
The most important result of that investigation was an explicit verifica-
tion of the intuitive ideas of Moti,, namely, the existant of a nearly
constant contact potential for thin films, and the transition from an
ionic diffusion rate-limiting stage to an electron-tunnieling rate-
limiting stage at thicker films. Futher ore, the quantitative
mination or the transition between the two limiting cases, phase diagrams
delineating the regions of validity, and an evaluation of the importance
of the number of factors for the kinetics produced a rather complete
r xidation model for thin fi.I ms and moderate (`BOO ov.) temperatures. In
the same spirit, an investigation of the :_inetics of g-roi:.th under the
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conditions for which thermal emission represents the predominant electron-
transport mechanism is now considered.
It is necessary to delineate clearly the conditions for which
thermionic emission will provide a more efficient tra.n^;port mechanism
than electron tunneling. The -region in film thickness where both
electronic mechanisms must tie ccnsidered simultaneously is very limited
since the electron tunnel curre:. is extre-_aly large for very thin films
0
[L(t)QO A], but decreases sharply at a scmezanat larger thickness, the
exact value of which depends on the metal-oxide work function and the
electronic effective mass in the oxide. Therefore the sepa_^ate regions
of applicabili.-cy of the two gro: .; h theories a_re rather ,.:ell defined for
any given physical. system. First, the ;j_esent treatment will ne appli-
cable even for very thin films for the e ,^­tracrdinary case in which
Xo;>XL+eVDJ' where "D is given by Eq. (3.9), since tunneling then cannot
occur. For the ordinary case X 04CZ , a measure of the boundary between
electron transport by tunneling and electron transport by thermionic
emission can be obtained by computing values of film thickness at which
the two currents are equal in zero field. Results of such computations
utilizing Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) of the preceeding section and the classical
Richardson equation for thermionic emission, (Eq. (2.98) with 4 ( ` )
 = X )
max	 0
are plotted as functions of temperature for three values of X 0 in
l'ig. 21. (The free electron value of A is used for the computation.)
0
It ca. be seen that at 300 K the transition between the two electronic
mechanisms occurs at approximately 28 A for X 0=0.5 eV, 31A for X0=1.0 eV,
and 47 A for Xo=1.5 eV. The curves in Fig. 21 decrease rapidly with in-
creasing temperas .re, so that the corresponding thic::ness values at
600 OK are 15, 20, and 24 A. For values of the electron effective mass
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m smaller than the free electron mas^ m o, the transition thicknesses are
larger by approximately (m./m) 1/2 . For the parameters utilized in the
computations for the tunnel model, the criterion that growth occur in
t;;ae electron-turieling region of Fig. 21 is generally well met.
The upper limit on film thickness for the thermal emission model
is estimated to 100 Re , where Q is the electronic_ mean free path in
e
the conduction band of the Lxide. 79 ' 80 For the case of thi.:k films,
scattering prevents the thermionically-emitted electrons from travers-
ing the oxide in a one-step process. An electron concentration gradient
is thus established and -:oth currents become diffusion-controlled. The
transition from the present work to the diffusion-controlled case de-
pends on temperature, purity, and strain in the oxide, and is therefore
difficult to estimate. In case o° severe strain due to epitaxy,19,78
e
may be as small as a few tens of angstroms, although the transition
to the diffusion-controlled parabolic law is not generally observed
a2
until the film thickness exceeds at least several hundred angstroms. 
81y8
The ionic transport mechanism for the present model is the some
as that for the tunnel model, non-linear diffusion. The appropriate
expression which includes the effects of the concentration gradient as
well as the possibility of an ionic equilibrium is given by Eqs. (3.7)-
(3.9). The transport of electrons is given by
Je = AT2 exp[-4mf^kET]
-(veeEO/l+ne) exp[-O"T1, (Eo > 0)	 (4.1)
and	 I
F
12 -4J
	J e = AT  exp[-^af kBT] , (Eo < 0 )	 (4.2)
where
f
0 max = X  + eEox
m
 - e2/4Exm
	{21re'ymoloox'(e+l)2}(L -xm) -2	 (4.3)
and
,^ = XL - eEo (L-xm) - e2/4Exm
-{23Te27 1 a ox/(E+l)2 } (L-xm ) -2 	(4.4)mom. 
and 
m 
is given by the solution to
eEo + e2	
2
/4E m - 2{2ne2yi ►olaox' (E+l)2}(L-)-3 = 0	 (4.5)
An electronic equilibrium (Je=O) occurs whenever VEq exists across the
oxide film;
	
V  
q 
= e -1{Xo-XL} - (kBT/e) loge {-4neL(t I /VEgEVe }	 (4.6)
If the "dipolar image" in the adsorbed oxygen can be neglected, Eq. X4.2)
for positive potentials may be approximated by 	 °
Je = AT  exp ( -XAT ) exp[( -e3E,/E)1/2/kBT^
L > (-e/4EE0 ) 1/2
	(4.7)
and
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ie = AT  eap(-Xo/kBT) exp[{(e2/4EL) - eEoLIAk 11
L < (-e/4EE0 ) 1/2	(4.8)
Whenever applicable, Eq. (4.7) should be a good approximation, since
the barrier maximum for that :ase occurs within the film and hence is
not modified significantly by the dipolar image. This is the well-known
case of Schottky-emission of electrons.50,55
Numerical Methods
The numerical evaluation of the thermal electron emission model
differs from the electron tunneling model in essentially two aspects:
(1) the evaluation of the electronic current,Egs. (4.1) and (4.2),for
• given film thickness and kinetic potential requires the solution of
• 5th order algebraic equation, and (2) the range of physically inter-
esting film thicknesses is greater than that for the tunnel model.
These differences increase the difficulty of obtaining the film thicknessi
versus time and kinetic potential versus time results. One of the most
interesting studies for this model proves to be the examination of the
kinetic potential as a function of film thickness. An integration of
the growth rate equation is not required for such a study, thus reducing
the amount of calculation required. The results prove to be very infor-
mative, and lead to a full appreciation of the physical mechanisms.
Further selected calculations were made to elucidate the oxidation
kinetics for this model.
Consider the evaluation of the thermal emission current for given
values of the film thickness L(t) and kinetic potential V K . The first
step is to determine the position of the barrier maximum by solving Eq.
(4.5) for xm. By defining the function F(xm)
F(x,) = -eVK/L + (e2/4E 2XM )
- 2{2,te27moloox/(E+1)2}(L- m) -3 	(4.9)
the position of the barrier maximum is given by F(x )=0. Newton's
m
method 
45,61 
may be used and the solution is obtained by successive
application of the equation
^(i+1) = ) (
m - F(YM)I[c m] n= M(4.10)
where the superscript is the order of the approximation.
The initial approximation of m must be fairly accurate, otherwise, the
iteration will not converge. It was found that
m = L - {-4neLy
mol o;.
a /(E+1) K}1/3
	, (V < 0) ,
xm = (1/2)(eL/EVK)1/2 '
	
(V > 0) ,	 (4.11) .
provide satisfactory initial estimates. Once x is obtained, the
m
thermal emission current may be obtained from Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4).
The kinetic potential as a function of film thickness is obtained
by applying Newton's 
45, 61
method to the kinetic condition;
G(VK,L) = ZiJi (VK ,L) - Je (VK,L) = 0
VK
l+1) 
= VKl) - {G(VK,L)/LaG/aVK^ }v 
=V(1)	
(4.12)
K K
Here the kinetic potential is the unknown. Note that for each approxi-
mation to the kinetic potential, the position'of the barrier maximum
126
must be calculated. Thus solution to Eq. (4.12) involves two nested
iterations so a great deal of calculation is required.
The kinetic potential versus film thickness results may be used
to obtain the oxide film thickness as a function of time whenever theme
are desired. The algorithm for the oxidation kinetics is; (1) for a
t
given value of the film thickness, the corresponding kinetic potential
is obtained by interpolation, 83 (2) the ionic current calculated,
and (3) the growth rate equation integrated. A Runge-Kutta62 scheme
may be used for the numerical integration of the resulting growth—ate
equation.
Numerical Results
The numerical values of the electronic and ionic parameters
which are used to evaluate the present model are given in Table 2.
The effective mass of the electron is chosen to be the free electron
mass and the Richardson constant A is chosen as one -half the free elec-
tron value so as to be in better accord with experiment. The attempt
frequency ve
 for the electrons in the filled 0 - levels is taken to he
10 5 sec , a factor of the order of 103 larger than the ionic attempt
frequency to reflect the smaller electronic mass. The produce 7molc
 
ox
is estimated to be 1.+x10 8 cm, which would correspond, for example, to
a close-pacxed monolayer coverage of c
ox 
=1.+x1015
 cm-2
 and a molecular
polaxizability1+7 7mo1 10-^3 CM3.
Figure 22 illustrates the results for the kinetic potential V 
as a function of time of oxidation for several temperatures. The
characteristic feature of Fig. 22 is the different functional depen-
dence of VK on L(t) at low and at high temperatures. The kinetic
127
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potential V  is essentially independent of t (and hence independent of
film thickness) for the lower temperp tures for the given time scale.
Figure 5b illustrates the polarity of the electrostatic potential for
this case. The values of V  in this temperature region are essentially
equal to the corresponding values of VD, the ionic diffusion potential,
so the system is in a condition of virtual ionic current equilibrium,
and the groyrth rate is limited by thermal emission of electrons.
When the system is in a virtual ionic: current equilibrium and
the growth-rate is limited by electronic transport, certain simplifying
approximations may be made. Since VD is positive fo:^ this case, there
is no reverse electron current according to Eq. (4.2). Furthermore,
the potential barrier maxim,:m occurs close to the metal-oxide interface
(Fig. 5b), so the dipolar image in the adsorbed oxygen may be neglected.
Therefore, the electronic current may be approximated by Eq. (4.7) or
(4.8), as the case may be. These approximations greatly simplify J.he
determination of the kinetics; the numerical methods used in the electron
tunneling model are applicable.
The kinetics for this case are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. The
shape.of the curves is very much like that observed experimentally.
Figure 23 illustrates the pronounced dependence of the kinetics on the
metal-oxide work function X o. It is seen that a decrease in X  greatly
enhances the growth rate. This factor, which reflects the exponential
der_,endence of thermal emission on the metal-oxide work function, may
provide an explanation for the observed anisotropy in the oxidation
rate of different crystallographic orientations of metal crystals.
The values of . the parameters used are T=300 OK, A=3.75x1020/cm2-sec-oK2,
W^1w
G
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E=10 1 Ri 3.92x10-^3 cm3 , and VD=0.178 volts corresponding to C(L)/C(0)=
10-3 and Z.=1.I
Figure 24 illustrates the dependence of the kinetics on the
temperature for this same case,where.the investigation is restricted to
the temperature range for which an ionic equilibrium can be maintained.
Again the curves resemble matey experimental observations of oxidation
kinetics. The strong dependence of the growth rate on temperature
results from the exponential temperature dependence of a thermally
activated process. A predominant feature of these results is the
apparent change in the oxidation growth law: The low temperature kinet-
ics are of a limiting thickness type, whereas the high temperature ki-
netics tend to be more parabolic in shape, although in fact they are not
well described by L(t)cCt1/2 as will., be illustrated later.
The kinetic potential shown in Fig. 22 deviates from V
D 
for the
higher temperatures, and it decreases with increasing time of oxidation
and hence with increasing film thickness. In this higher temperature
region, the electric field-enhanced thermal emission of electrons ,is
significant relative to the forward component _)f the ionic diffusion
current. In order to maintain the kinetic condition, the reverse compo-
nent of the ionic current must be significantly less than the forward
component, so that the ionic species departs from the virtual ionic
current equilibrium condition. The:thermal-emission current decreases
less rapidly with increasing film thickness than the ionic current, so
that the electrical potential must continuously decrease with increasing
film thickness in order to maintain the kinetic condition. In fact, it
can be seen from the 600 OK curve that the point is reached for which
the potential reaches zero and then begins to increa _-3
 in magnitude
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in the negative direction. The electric field then opposes the electron
emission process (Fig. 5c) and enhances t%e ionic current in order to
maintain the kinetic condition.
The exact point in film thickness and temperature at which V 
departs from VD depends on several parameters of the system, the princi-
0
pal ones for films greater than 50 A in thickness being X 0
 and µiCmin,
where µi
 is the zero field ionic mobility, given by Eq. (2.34) and (2.35)
and Cmin is the minimum of the two ionic defect concentrations Ci(0)
and C i(L). The parameter X is important because of the marked effect0
on the rate-limiting electronic current, and µ,
1 minC	 is important because
this product represents a measure of the reverse component of the nearly
—
balanced ionic current. It is_perhaps more informative to express the
interfacial ionic concentrations in terms of the free energy changes
J
associated with the production of ionic defects. If C
Mqx 
and Cmin are
the maximum and mininnm, values of C i(0) and C i(L) and U' and U" are the
corresponding free energy changes, then
C	 = Co exp( -U'A T)Max	 B0
Cmin = C"0 	T)	 (4.131
For ionic diffusion by a vacancy mechanism, Co and C" are simply the0
concentrations of cation lattice sites ( c' 1022 CM-3 ). The product
µiCmin becomes
41Cmin = (4a2viZie%T) exp[- (wi+u")ABT ]	 (4.14)
The advantage of this formulation is that the product µ iC i(x) is
essentially the zero-field ionic contribution to the electrical conduc-
tivity, and the quantity µ iC
min should in principle be amenable to
134
experimental determination.
The ratio of the forward electronic charge current (the reverse
component is zero since E  ) to an approximate value for the "reverse"
component of the ionic charge current,
M = aeJef)/[kBTµiCmin sinh(ZieEoa/kBT)] ,	 (4.15)
yields a good indication of whether or not the system is in a virtual
ionic current equilibrium. For a virtual ionic current equilibrium, M is
nearly zero; the value of M increases toward values much larger than unity
as the electronic current becomes large enough to shift V  away from VD.
If M is chosen to have some critical value M c
 such that when M s Mc a
virtual ionic current equilibrium can be defined to exist whereas when
M > Mc it does not, then Eq. (4.15) can be used to examine the dependence
of ionic equilibrium on the quantities T, Xo, and (W+U"). The curves in
Fig. 25 illustrate the results of the examination fog M c=10-2 and the
values of the fixed parameters given in Table 1. The solid curves show
the effects of a variation in temperature for a fixed X. of 1.25 eV,
while the dashed curves show the effects of a variation in X o for ^t fixed
temperature of 300 OK. For values of W+U" lying below a given curve, the
metal-oxide system is effectively in a virtual current equilibrium. The
L(t) dependence illustrates the possibility that an oxide initially
growing under a virtual ionic current equilibrium for L(t) > 100 A may
not be growing under such conditions after reaching some larger thickness.
The dependence of the curves on W+U" and on X  can be understood readily
from qualitative considerations: The choice of a small W+U" increases
the reverse ionic current, which increases the tendency toward a
virtual ionic current equilibrium condition, while the choice of a
+ 0.63
-.	 s
4
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Fig. 25.--Film thickness dependence of the maximum value of the
activation energy for ionic conductivity which is consistent with a
virtual ionic current equilibrium. Curves 1-3, X =1.25 eV with T=300,
400, and 500 OK, respectively. Curves k and 5, T2=300 OK with X0-1.00
and 0.75 eV, respectively.
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smaller Xoyields a larger electronic current with a corresponding ten-
dency to deviate from a virtual ionic current-equilibrium condition.
The variation with an increase in T is not En straightforward since it
increases both the ionic and the electronic currents, and thus depends
on the relative magnitudes of W+U" and X o. If the value of Mc required
for a virtual current equilibrium is denoted by 10 -n, then for a 10 A
fi]m,W+U" must be less than X  by an amount (n+l)k BT loge (10) for a
virtual current equilibrium to exist. For the present example, n=2
and X  1.25 eV, so according to the criterion, W+U" must be less than
1.07, 1.01,and 0.95 eV for the 300, 400,and 500 OK curves (solid) of
Fig. 25. This result, ur an analogous one for different values of the
relevant parameters, can be deduced directly from Eq. (4.15).
The oxidation kinetics for the high temperature region are illus-
trated in Fig. 26. The temperature is sufficiently high to yield large
electron thermionic currents, so that the system almost immediately
departs from the state of a virtual ionic current equilibrium. Shortly
thereafter the potential becomes negative; the corresponding positive
field retards electron emission and aids ion transport. Although a0
comparison of the low and high temperature growth kinetics on a linear
plot does not illustrate any drastic changes in the shape of the curves
as the system departs from the virtual ionic current-equi.libr'um condi-
tion, Fig. 27 illustrates by a log:L(t) vs.log t plot that the kineticse	
are actually different at higher temperatures following the departure
of V  from VB. It can be seen that the 450 0  curve is concave upwards,
whereas the 700 OX curve is concave downward. The kinetics can be
qualitatively described in terms of Nth-root L(t) octO growth laws
(cashed curves in Fig. 27); where N has values which range from 1 to 4.
	0 r	 1
	
0	 1	 Z
TIME	 (102 SEC)
Fig. 269--Film thickness versus time for different values of the
temperature. Curve 1 and 2, T-700 and 800 oK. respectively.
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Since increasing the temperature produces larger magnitudes for
the negative kinetic potential, and the magnitude of the kinetic poten"r.
tial cannot exceed the magnitude of the electronic equilibrium potential,
she question arises as to whether the system can approach an electronic
current equilibrium. If a virtual electronic current equilibrium can
be established, then the oxide growth rate is determined by the ionic
current, Eq. (3.7), evaluated for V  =V 
Eq 
This question can be answered
in part by studying the behavior of V  with L(t) as illustrated in
Fig. 28. (The values for the several parameters are given in Table 2).
The low temperature solid curves (curves 1, 2, and 3) again indicate
a virtual ionic current equilibrium since VK is approximately equal to
the ionic diffusion potential VD (upper dot-dash curves); the higher
temperature computations (solid curves 4, 5, 6, and 7) deviate signif-
icantly from this condition, and in fact do tend to approach a condition
which resembles a virtual electron current equilibrium. The lower dot-
dash curves represent the electron equilibrium potential as computed
from Eq. (4.6). The flat dotted curve represents the Mott potential
for all curves illustrated. The deviation of V from both V and V
K	 M	 Eq
is significant. The temperature-dependence of V  can be noted to be
t
greater than that of V  q , so the virtual electronic current equilibrium
condition should be approached at extremely high temperatures. However,
the approach to this condition is not very rapid with variation in
either temperature or film thickness. This is due primarily to the
fact that the reverse current of electrons, which is proportional to
the product no-ve
 , is small compared to the forward current since the
film thickness L is large for an appreciable VK. The fact that the
reverse current is indeed quite "weak" is illustrated by a amputation
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Fig. 28.--Electrostatic potential versus log&rithm of the film
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of V  for the 700 oK curve in the absence of a reverse electron current;
the curve is essentially identical to that illustrated in Fig. 28.
The present computations have been carried into the thick film
region to illustrate certain predictions of the model, even though this
region is of questionable validity since electror scattering processes
are most certainly appreciable. The thickness of the films in question
determines also the validity of certain approximations which may be
utilized to simplify the transport equations. The nonlinear diffusion
equation can be replaced by the linear diffusion equation for thicknesses
o	 0
greater than ahcut 50 A. In fact, even for f ilms less than 50 F in
thickness, the kinetic potential in Fig. 28 is perturbed only slightly
by nonlinear effects, due to the relatively small value chosen for Zia.
The effects of the "dipolar image" potential were studied by repeating
the computations considering the molecular polarizability of the
adsorbed oxygen to be zero. It was found that the curves for V
K 
in
0
Fig. 28 were modified only fk • film thicknesses less than about 50 A.
For example, V  for the 800 OK curve for L(t)=10 A is raised by approx-
imately 0.03 volts (el5%) whenever the second image is neglected.
It is of interest to examine the dependence of V
K 
on the para-
metars W and VM. Two effects mani est themselves in the ion rate-
limited phase: (1) V  tends to approach VE q , and (2) the growth rate
is reduced drastically. The first of these effects is illustrated by
the solid curves in rig. 29. These curves represent a sequence (corre-
spondirz to the L00 OK curse in Fig. 28) for X o=1.25 and XL=1.50 eV,
:•rith severEa different values chosen for W. It can be seer. that for
Wf0.25 eV (solid curve 1) VK has the value VD=0.239 volts, whereas
for W=0.50 and 0.75 eV (solid curves 2 and 3) V
K
 departs significantly
C2
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Fig. 29.--Electrostatic potertia! -rersus lo garitnm of the film
thickness for different values of "i and :t.CtL^Ye. 1-, 	 =1. i .:t'_
^T S 0 • ^J) =0. 70 0.7J) 1. 00 • and ? 1. 2 e : ^ re sre ct i :r2l^r. ^3Shea C1 Y•Ve s
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VLq for '`L=1•'T J, 2.0J, and 2.2-^ eV.
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from VD . This is understood in terms of the ionic mobility; as W
increases, µi decreases exponentially according to Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35),
and the corresponding reduction in the ionic current is sufficient to
drive the system fror.: a virtual ionic current equilibrium. Further
increases in W produce negative kinetic potentials (solid curve).
The kinetic potential is necessarily negati-,re ,•r'rerever the electronic
current exceeds the ionic current in zero field. The condition for a
negative V  obtained utilizing order-of-magnitude values for the relevant
parameters is that XO`=W+U'+k, l- For T=400 o_{ and U' = 0.32 eV (corre-
sponding to Cmax = 1018 cm-3 ), this yields the criterion W>X 0-0.37 eV,
which for Xo=1.25 eV gives the condition W>0.90 eV. This result is
consistent with the numerical conputati orsillustrated in ri g . 29.
An approximate criterion can be formulated for the conditions
necessary for the system to be in a virtual electronic current equili-
brium. defining M' as the ratio of the "foinward" ionic charge current
to the reverse conponent of the electron current, Eq. (2.132),
rM' = I k3TµiCmax sinh(`L ieaE- 0//xET )/aeJ ( I
e	
(4. 16)
an electronic current-equilibrium requires that M'<<!; the value of IKI
increases to values greater than unity as the ionic current becomes
large enough to shift V  away from VEq . By making the linear approx-
ration f  e ionic current, utilizing an approximate expression for
der) , and ^mp'oying reasonable order-ef-magnitude values for the several
parameters, an estimate for the condition of a virtual electronic
current equilibrium is that W+U' must exceed XL by a a,--cunt o =
{(1-p) loge (10) + 1/21k-T, where the critical value of Iii' is 10-p.
The criterion is therefore XLsW+U'+8. For T=4-00 OK, p=2, and U'=0.?2 eV,
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the criterion becam-es ; X.L-0.25 eV. Since	 eV for the uprer
solid curves in Fig. 2g, the criterion, for t'r_is case reduces to
ZIT>1.25 eV. Solid curve 5 in Fig. 29 for .-nich W?1.25 eV does i:.deed
correspond to the computed values of V for this situation, erhile theE
curves sho:m for smaller values of W deviate considerably from V
The dependence of the kinetic potential versus fi Ln thickness
on the oxide-oxygar_ :rork unction XL is shmn as dashed cur°,res in
ib. 2 . _ .e Se_ies is for j•;=1.25 eV	 X 0	 ;=1.25 eV -ith increasing
values of XL . _:.e v=hies X =1. 5, 2. 100 w.nd 2.=j ccrrespond to c-c---.'es
L
i
o, ?, ar.d .,, respectively. it can be noted	 V., Li the thin2
region initially bec=es more neoat :re Z•rlth increasinc- X 	 reachesJ
a 1= ; tirg curse re-,rase .lino X_ 2.100 ear (daa?.ed e .^^re ?)	 Ccr ^espond-
ing values of V, q 	illuare	 strated by the dot-dash curves. The c rf terion
ZI
developed above predicts that an electro_ic e quilibrium condition is
not erected f or X '-Wa-0.25 e`1 - this c a se; the cu=-Tes in Fig. 29 ver f y
L
this prediction. The fact that the Vh 'v'S. ''^) cur,;-es a pro.:ch S==_
limiting curve -itn increasinc- values of X.r, for small L(t), and also
Merle tobether for large values of L(t), can be ex-clained in terms of
tree reverse com ponent of the electrons C current. As l one as the reverse
component is appreciable trlth respec. to the ionic current, the expo-
nential dependence on X_ re quires significant shifts in V  in order
L
to maintain the kinetic co­ -on. Once X beeores quite large,
L
orre'rer, the reverse electronic current i s i _r_si - i f ic:.__-^ -with respect
,;o t .e ionic current, and f L: t er Changes im X_L = roduce no =	 ^r S ;^ ^
in VK. The reverse comporenit of i (r) beco=es even less important as
L(t) in.creases, because n
0-
decreases as the reciprocal of L(t) to a
first app ro.dma.tion. Alt"ro &n. a functional dependence of V on L(t1	 )
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similar to that illustrated in Fig. 29 exists in the case of an electron
tunnel current eauilibrium, the restricted range of fibs thickness
(L( ) `50 A
0 ) in the tunnel model reduces the effectiveness of this depen-
dence. The fact that the kinetic potential VK has very little cc-re-
spondence to V and depen ds quite markeLly on t:ie oxf-de f i 1'G th ickness
11
i s especially significant when atte, tins tc e;^ ploy i.0 V V T S second
Otheoni, or the;:Ott-Oa brera theory to inter] r e t experimental d ta.
The valves of the ion-_c currrents corresponds to tre curves in
Fi g. 29 are of i itereS t, since these detez=ine the growth rates. nt
O
10 A, the values of J, for the upper solid c.=es (T -0.25 volts)
for W=0.25, 0.;0, 0.75,1.00, anal 1.25 eV are ^:.9xi0^, 4.8x10,
0'1. Y10-^, 1.2x10"' , and 8.87.10 cm sec	 For the dasr:ed curves
(W=1 - 2 5 eV ) for X =1. 75 and for values -2.2 eV, the particle current-L
at L(t)=10 A are L.0x107 nd 1Oa.x 0^ em 2 sec -1, respectively. one
grog., iuh rates -represented by these currents a=we quite =-.a ; fur example,
12 -2the current of 4.9xl0 cm sec -1 requires a time of approximetely
5 m].r.utes to yield a:.2 increase in thic_mess of one moriolay er.
The small gro r;,h rate associated , ,rith the 400 oK curves in Fig. 29
can be increased sharply by a decrease in X from the 1.25 eV value
0
utilized for those computations. The sequence of solid curves in
Fig. 80 illustrates the marked increase in magnitude of V_, as X is
Y_	 O
decreased. The currents for L(t)=10 ^ as given by the solid curves for
X0 =1.;, 0.50, and 0 eV are 5. 4x108 , 1.2_1010 , and 2.5y-13 1-1 electrons/
cm 2-sec , respectively. These currents are still not appreciably
large. This is due to he fact that nonlinear effects are not large,
since the largest value of (Z ieaVK/k-.,TL) correspondi-, to the solid
curves in Fig. 30 is only 10.5, and this is for the extreme case Xo=0
k_4JLi
C.3
C% .-I
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ro,4
Fig,.	 U-atic -Dotential versus lorrarithn cry film thic'
for differert values of X end Z ia. Soli;:, cm-feZ, Z ia-2 ; cashed c'u—"Ves
Z4a-2.0 R.; cu:_-ves 	 XOZO, 0.^ an ­1.0 eV ., res-ecti-vely; dot-dashed
curves represent Eq.
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0
and L(t)=10 A. Some measure of nonlinear effects is given by the fact
that sinuh ;=10, sinl-, 0'=200, sinh 9=4000, and si ll 18=1.vx107.
The dashed cup-ves in Fig. 30 illustrate the effect of increasing
the product Z ,
1 
a f ror. the value 2 [ ap_rropri.:te for the solid cu:— es to
O
the value 20 A. This corresronds to an increased lattice -aara_etcr and
an increased effective charge for the diffusing ionic species. --"---e
larger value of Z i a increases breatly the nonlinear effects of 'V'.-.a
field on the ionic diffusion current. Although t .is leads to an even
greater deviation_ from VEC, (dot-dash curves), it sti11 results iT. a
L
0
great enhancement of the ionic current. The currents for L(t)=10 A
corresponding to the dashed curves for X o=1.00, 0.50, and 0 eV are
1.5x101 , 9.5x1017, and 5.Ox10^^ electrons/cm2 -sec, -respectively.
These currents are decreased by factors of 7.6x10 ', 2.3x10 -0 , and
0	 0
8.2x10 8 at L(t)=40 A; the corresponding decrease at 100 A is given by
the factors 4.7x10 -7 , 9.5x16 -9 , and 2.3 0-^. T^.erefcre th e C .=^re:1tS
corresponding to the dashed curves are increased enormously over those
cori-esponding to the solid curves, and furthermore decrease vez7 rapidly
with increasing L(t) due to large nonlinear effects. This characteristic
of nonlinear diffusion 1s, Of course, the property ,!hich accounts for
the limiting thickness behavior of the gro th. kinetics predicted by the
I4ott-Cabrera theory. he rresent calculations illustrate that this
liti_.o case is attained at a giver: temperature only zr'nen. t're pare peter
W is sufficiently large and the parameter X 0 is sufficiently small to
yiel,: a relatively large magnitude for V__; __ addit_0 , Z a must s
iar^,e enough for the factor (-Z ieVKa/k-TL) appearing as the a-r ;u:_ert of
the hylierbolic sine function to be much. greeter in magnitude than unity
in order to ;Meld appreciable enhancement of the current by nonlinear
14
effects. At 0)=10 AO , tiaz quantity has values of approxi ately 10,
23, and 75 for Xo=1.0, 0.5, and 0.0 eV, res pectively, for the cashed
curves in rig. 30.
Analytical Approximations
The ,rowth of an oxidc under a virtual ionic current equilibrium,
which produces a constant potential VD across the oxide, is referred to
as the Schottky-emission model; it may be formul ated anz ly ically. The
method for obtaining analytical expressions is that used for the elaciron
tunneling model, Eq. (3.17). There are two expressions for the thermal
emission of electrons and r a positive potential sufficiently large that
the dipolar image effects may be neglected. These are given by E s.
.7) and (4.8); the appropriate equation is determined by the value of
the film thickness for a given set of parameters. Each of these c::_ o!'oxi-
mate expressions must be treated separately, altho Q the application of
the results to a given physical system will in general require both
r	 _its.
Consider first the case T•rhere the potential barrier maximum occurz
at the x=L interface. Substitution of Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (3.17)
yields
L(t)	 2	 2	 -1
t =	 Re AT e_:o(-X^kLT)	 (e	 )expj - ^^cL' 	 eV ]^k	 ZtDT]) 	 ,
o
L(t) = L = e/LeVD ,
	
SO
where Re = R j /jZA is the volume of oxide formed per electron transported
through the film. By introducing the quantities
/S = ReAT2 exp(-X0%=),
	
(4.18)
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LS
 = e2/4cyB ,	 (4-19)
Eq. ( 1+.15) becomes
(t
t= 
jOL
 iS1 exo(-evD/kBT) exp(-LQ/L') dL'
	 (1x.20)
With a change in the integration variab_e,
(4.21)
the expression for the kinetics becomes
t - L(t) is- ex-p(-ev AT)	 ^	 ex^^ -{L /L(t)} ] d5	 .
D B	 S
= L(t)^S1 eke(-evD/kBT ) L`^LS/L(t)] ,	 (1x.22)
where E2 (x) is the second-order exponential integral liven Jar Eq.
(3.20).
When the film has thickened to the value L , the barrier
mayirum moves into the film, and the current is given by Eq. (4.7)
instead of Eq. (4.0). The oxidation kinetics are men given by
j( L(t) __L i ^
/-
t - t =
	 Lr	 7S exp[-2LS/(L'_L')] di-
	
(;•23)
x
where t is the time required to reach L , as computed from Eq. (=+.22),
t " = L;^Sl exp(-LS /L ) E2(LS/Z)	 (1x.2f:)
By dividing the ^rltegration -range of Eq. (4.23 ) into -L,-,-o rwr.
	 (0
and 0 --r L ) , and char ;incz the integration vL-.ri i blo t in each of the r st _ ,. -
inb integrals ( 2=L(t)/L' and C2 =L
	 the kinetics are given by
1;0
t (- t = 27S1 L(t)CE^{2LS/LL*L(t) j1/ 2 1L
- L* E_ (2LS A* )] 1	 (4.25)
where E 3 (x) is the exponential integral
( ,1) = J S -3 exp( - Ij^) d^ .	 ( 4.20)31
A universal tabulation of these kinetics may be generated. As
Was the case for the Universal Kott-Cabrera tabulation, the actual
kinetics for a physical system are obtained from the universal tabu-
lation by appropriately scaling the universal parameters. The present
case, however, differs from the Mott-Cabrera case since two different
expressions are required to describe accurately the gro„th for all film
thicknesses. Although this does not rc ui re any alterations i2: t =
approach, it does present complications in applying the universal tabula-
*
tions. The universal film thickness X and universal time: are de-
fined in the present case by
= L(t)/LS 	(4.27)
-1
where
X = Lh /LS = k T/ VD	 (4.29)
hen  from Eq. 4.22)
= XE2 ( 1/>) , (). = ),*)	 (4.10)
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and from Eq. (4.25)y
= T* + 2 exp(1/% i?, E_ [2/(% ?.)l/2]3
3 (2/^:h ) } , (^^ = ^^`)
	 (4.31)
where , is given by Ec. (4.-;r) :•,ith
The tabulation of Eq. (4.30) is straightfcrward and is given
in Appendix B . However, Eq. (4.31) caract be tabulated unless i, is
spccif ied, i.e. , t"he universal fi2.m ".:icknes s at which the potential
barrier maximum moves inside t . film. phis problem is ci_^cu:.verted by
tabulating
+
r
T t = (ate/2)(:_.) e1_(-1/n) 	 (i)2
_ Xx E3[2/(X:E?.)1/2i	 J	 (4.32)
as a function of %%*. Apper_^dix C gives suer. a tabulation.
The procedure for using the universal tabulation is as f oLows :
1. The constants 	 L and ^* are calculated from the
physical paramet-rs .vD , E, T, A, X o , and Ee.
2. For ), < n .le Values of )  and are obtained from Ampen'al% ^.
These values are converted to the real film thicknesses and
times according to Eqs. (4.2() and (4.28).
3. The value of T corresponding to % is obtained from Appendix B.
ter. For X > 7. the values of T' and ^^^,^ are obtained p rom Appendix
C. These values are converted to real film, thic::esses and
tires according to Eqs. (4.27),
	
and (4. - 2). :ote
that the gaant-it	 3y (%.x )^ E (2// * ) ncoded in Eq. (4.32) Car. be
*.2
obtained from thetabs i atior. of Appendix C "cy letting, %=(). j .
1J^
These universal k ine lc r_18.tions are sho^71 in
	
-, 1 and 2
The curves marked 1 are calculated from _2c.	 ile these marked
arG Or Eq. 	 ltiot^. the Si. ularlty G2 tS:eer: these C:.Z"dES and
the us:i^ •ersal 1•:ott-Cabrera curves of Fioc. 18 and In.
Ccn:r%rlson ;i--h TAuer- _. ntal rt'ta.
	
klt .ough there are many experi._, n ,al	 of oxida ;ion
ki11.?t1CS L2t qualltat- 	 :d	ively agree lt t:e	 ;redicted by the
thei-za.l model, it is d:. ffic •^  -.- tC O^ ^_:	 __. ^ t^.tiVC: 2^ r F'e:.,Cri`	 ^_eV.
_eason 'or this lies r^_ arily
	 ^h ,r^.;	 --c:_c
or electronic tra;.sport is li iiting the rate of oxidation. Tt would be
extremely hell -Ifullll-I t0 know which Sl?eCi05 i5 11::7 ti2:gthe 6 or th fore
co=al, irig the -predictions of the thermal =o: el -viuh cx er:j.ie ntal kinc:.ics.
	
Or e ? Pie, if t vere lknU=, th_:t the elec t_ o ns were rate-lLrai;,;
	 ^^"la an
that the ions were in a vi.r tuai cut : entegt:ilibriw^, tLen the th-armal
model reduce s to the	 model, and the analytical
e3:_ ressiGns may be used. The e} Serirental deti?TM„.'ir_atio^! Gi -'re
potential would indicate wrlich s_eciesitarc rate-l^Yitirg, b t
meaL -z-ements are rot yet routi_.:.Ly made. r'_:e few -z_ _ ^ed attetiptS t0
measure the kinetic roGen,;` al have not been Entirely sL'.:cess:;.<_L and are
not s •
.:='_iciently general to alio;•: any definitive co:.ciusions.
I.;,
rad.:u_rst, rr^i ey, and Van rrt_tlen'_r have measured the potential.-
across oxide films on zirconium and niCIAUM; ,he potentials were
o_cposite in sign and had a ^^^itudes of an-orcx l _ e-,	? 1,-	 _	 _.y l . l vc_ s 4 .
700 °C .or z ircon._L m and apprc.:i; ately 0. vc_^s :.:	 D oC._ -.for niobi
The Weasurem_ents were i2ite' :'"'° , d a;
_1_CtrOn t ° ^°p0^rnm
:Was rate-limiting for zirconium so that a virtu:.l
	 current equilibrium
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could possibly exist. Furthermore, the groorth curves have the
characteristic shape of the Schottky-emission model. An a
t
tempt to fit
these data on zirconium indicated that the film was muc: too thick for
the observed kinetic potential. It has been observed, ho,rever ; that
oxygen readily dissolves in m3tallic zirconium and when oxygen solution
is properly treated, the oxide film thickness is considerably smaller
than the apparent film thickness calculated from the total weight gain
divided by the density of the oxide. An extensive quantitative com-
parison of these interesting data has not been made because of the
difficulty of properly correcting for the oxygen solution. 85
The alternative to an exme r imental determination of the rate-
limiting species is to use the full thermal model to fit experimental
data. The disadvantage of this approach is that a large number of
parameters must be determined, and this in general is quite difficult.
One -remaining approach is to assume that either ionic or electronic
transport is limiting the growth rate and then to compare the resulting
kinetics with the experimental ones. This is the approach used in the
following treatment.
Consider first the region where the electrons are rate-limiting and
the ions are in a virtual current equilibrium. In this case, the
analytical expression given by Eqs. (4.22) and (4.25) may be used. The
method developed for fitting experimental data is based on a least
squares criterion in which the parameters 
7S 
and LS are adjusted to
achieve a fit. 61
 For fil:-as greater than 100 A., the potential barrier
maximum is inside the film and it is a good approximation to neglect
the term T* and the term involving %* alone in Eq. (4.2J).
Figure 33 illustrates the comparison of the Schottky-emission
TI ME
 ( S t C )
Fig. -Z%--Cosarparison of t e oxidation kinetics =e it cted oar the
$C	 SSiGn »OC -ei 'rllt ^; e ea^eri^en^?'_ ^:a^a of $lH^jl,^ for t---e
ofication of molten alizran=•
v
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model with experimental data assuming that a virtual ionic current
equilibrium exists. The data points in rig. 33 are the values published
by Slepp 
86
y for molten aluminum; the molten condition of the substrate
practically eliminates all influence on the kinetics from epitaxial and
other structural effects at the metal-oxide interface. A single value
(2.75 eV) for the metal-oxide work function X0 was deduced from the
illustrate! fit to the curves. she values deduced for the kinetic
potential Vk=-E02^ were found to increase with increasing temperature,
in qualitative agreement with Eq. (3.9). The potential corre:s^or_ding to
the 1078 0K curve assuming that E=8.8 is 1.69 volts. This is consistent
with a ratio of boundary concentrations C(0)/C(L)=8x10 7 and a macroscopic'
electric field in the oxide which decreases from 2x10 0 to 5x105 V/cm as
0
the film thickness increases from 90 to 320 A. The value deduced for y,
from the fit to the experimental data together i-e tih the value
0
R=2.27x10 -^3 cm  ;,yields an average value for A=5.0x10 9
electrons/cm 2-sec-0K2. This value is lower than the theoretical value 	 .
of 7.5x1020 , in general agreement with other experimental measurements
of this parameter. A measure o= the sensitivity of the fit to the
metal-oxide work function is given by the observation that a decrease
in X0 of 0.05 eV requires a decrease in A by 1 0o to maintain a good fit
to the experimental data. The agreement between theory and experiment
is not as good for the lowest curve in Fig. 33, since the thickness is
less than 50 A. :.iectron tunneling undoubtedly modifies the kinetics
8for this curve. A quoted 7 value for the activation energy f or t e
steady-state anodic oxidation of aluminum is 2.17 eV. :f tais energy
represents the rate-limiting barrier for ion transport through Al 0^,
2
they, this value can be considered to be W+L''. Although the value
3
3	 __
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Xo=2.75 eV deduced for Al-Al203 would at first appear to satisfy the
--	 criterion developed from Eq. (4.15) ^or anionic equilibrium, the large
ratio deduced for C(0)/C(L) -requires that U" be much larger than li' and
in fact the criterion is not met. In addition, much smaller values of
Xo for the parent aluminum-Al203 interface have been deduced by other
methods (e.g., from photoemission, 88 X 0=1.49 eV; from electron
tunneling, 89,90 Xo=1.58 to 1.64 eV; from Schott::y emission, 30 Xo=0.74 eV).
Finally, oxidation data for molten aluminum 86 in the range 973-1098 O.K.
and the data for polycrystalline aluminum 66 in. the range 727-778 0;: are
inconsistent through the virtu - ionic current-equilibriam model but are
reasonably consistent through an ion rate-limited model as is shorn
below.
For these reasons, it appears that the formation of oxide films
on aluminum at temperatures above 700 0  does not take place under con-
ditions of an ionic current equilibrium with the electronic species
providing the rate-limiting currents. The data of Dignam et al. 66
for the oxidation of polycrystalline aluminum in the temperature range
727-778 OK is consistent with this conclusion since these kinetics may
be described reasonably well by the Mott-Cabrera equation. for which the
ionic species limits the growth rate. Even with this result, it still
cannot be said whether growth occurs under an electronic equilibrium
condition, or whether it occurs simply under the condition of a negative
V  which has some value between zero and VE .
q
66
At least several other questions concerning Digpam's data on
the oxidation of aluminum remain to be answered. The first is the re-
lative importance of electron tunneling and therruonic emission. By
referring to the curves in Fig. 21, it car, be seen that for temperatures
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above 700 0K, thermionic emission predominates over electron tunneling
for thicknesses greater than 13, 17, and 21 R for X 0 
values of 0.52
1.0, and 1.5 eV, respectively. ,ince the initial thickness for the
0
experiments of Dignam et al. 6 was of the order of 25 A, it is concluded
that thermionic emission would predominate over electron tunneling
for the experimentally measured kineti^.s in that study. On the other
hand, at 300 
0
K the transition thickness (according to Fig. 21) is
vastly increased, ranging from 28 to 47 X for values of X in the
0
range 0.5 to 1.5 eV. Since the limiting oxide film thickness on
aluminum at 300 0K and atmospheric pressure is only of the order of
0 66,71,91-93
25 A,
	 it is concluded that the room temperature oxidation of
aluminum must be governed by electron tunneling instead of then—mionic
emission, and therefore must be treated according to the procedu •e out-
lined in the electron tunneling model.
The next question which must be answered concerning the kinetics
of formation under ionic rate-limited conditions is whether severe
deviations from the Mott-Cabrera growth law are expected because V 
departs considerably from V  and exhibits temperature and film thickness
dependences. Because of such dependences, any potential deduced by
fitting experimental data with the Mott-Cabrera growth law will not be
V
M
, but instead will represent some average kinetic potential which is
denoted by <V^
	 The value estimated 91 for this quantity from experi-
mental data for the oxidation of aluminum is 0.7 volts; electron_
tunneling measurements 9 on thinner oxides yield a value which is
i'
approximately 30% larger, as expected wher the tunneling current pre-
dominates over that due to thermal electron emission. The product
Ziea (VK	 66,91^ was deduced with somewhat greater certainty
	 by comparison
i
i
16o
as with the Mott-Cabrera expression to have the value
8.2 eV ^. Utilizing the value <VK^ =0.7 volts, then Za has the
0	 0
estimatea value 11.7 A, which leads to the fairly large value of 3.9 A
for the parameter a even when the valence of the aluminumm ion is as
large as 3.
0
Taking the estimates <V^=0.7 volts and Z ia=11.7 A for aluminum,
together with the values W+U'=1.6 el, and 4R,.•.,C(0) eh-p(-W/k T)
0	 663
5.0x106 exp{-(W+U')/T} A/sec deduced by Dignam et al., a series of
computations for V  vs. L were performed in which X 0 was varied in an
attempt to establish the value which .could yield <VK) =0.7 volts. In
all cases XL was held at a large fixed value (2.75 eV) to minimize the
reverse component of the electronic current so that the value of X
0 
de-
duced would represent an upper limit. (Smaller values of X0 are per-
missible whenever the reverse electron current becomes large; experimen-
tal measurements 9 indicate, however, that XT is of the order of
2.5 eV, so that this is not expected to be the case.) The result of the
computaticns is that X0 can be quite large and still maintain V  in the
range of 0.7 volts. The solid curves in Fig. 34 illustrate VK vs. L(t)
for X0=1.58 eV, which is the experimental value deduced for the parent
aluminum-Al 20- interface from the electron tunneling measurements of
3
Pollack and Morris. 94 It can be noted from the V  vs. L(t) curves for
the several temperatures between 727 and 803 OK (corresponding to the
experimental measurements of Dignam et al.) that V  lies between -0.45
a,ld -0.8 volts, with 0.7 volts constituting a reasonable average value
0
over the temperature range Lnd the film thickness range (25 -60 A) for
these measurements. Actually there is evidence91 that s,,,ster,atic
variations of V  do occur
 with temperature and film thickness, as
a7r
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deduced in the present work.
The L(t) vs. t curves shown. in Fig. 34 represent a comparison
between the exact kinetics (dashed curve) at 727 0  corresponding to
the VK vs. L(t) curve illustrated and the kinetics (solid curve) as
deduced from the Mott-Cabrera gro;rth law i-rith the constant value 0.67
volts used for VK. The value 11.7 A 4ras again used for the product
Zia, and Z. was chosen to be 3. The agre^ament between the two L(t) vs.
t curves shown in Fig. 34 is quite surprising, considering the fact
	 -
that a value of VK was simply estimated from the V vs. L(t) curves;
K
it was not arbitrarily adjusted to scale the relative position of the
two curves. The important aspect of tre comparison, ho-vever, is the
conclusion that the shape of the kinetic curve is not modified in any
essential way because of the -relatively larse variation in V with
K
L(t). This means that the choice of some <V_a to compute kinetics
using the Mott-Cabrera expression will at times yield an excellent
approximation to the actual share of the kinetic curve. Also the
integrated Mott-Cabrera expression, Eq. (3.2"), may be used. It must
be remembered, however, that /VK> cannot be readily interpreted
in terms of the microscopic parameters X and X .
O	 L
Utilizing the . same parameters as were used to compute the 727-
= 803 OK curves in Fig. 34, a curve of V  vs. L(t) uas computed for
300 OK corresponding to room temperature oxidation. The upper curve
in Fig. 34 illustretes the result that thermionic emission for this
case yields only a very small value of VK . ernen this is coupled with
the `_'ac. that the ionic diffusion coefficient decreases greacly in re-
0
ducing the temperature from 727 to 300 K, the conclusion is reached that
the growth rate must be negligible. This is verified by numerical
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' computations, which. give Q0.3 electron/cm--see for a 10 film. It
is concluded, therefore, that electron tunneling must be operative at
300 A to enable a larger potential to be established across the f41r1
with a correspondingly larger current.
to
There is other convincing evidence that tunneling is important
for very thin Al203 oxide films: Electron tunneling current-voltage
w,haracteristics are observed wherever an aluminam counte-relectrode is
affixed to the oxide and an external voltage applied. 	 fact,
the asymmetry in the characteristics has been into preted as indicating
a fixed value of VK=-0.92 volt Y across the film which is independent
of temperature and film thickness, as would le predicted to first order
in the pre-transition growth prase for the case of the electron.-	 '=
tunneling model for oxidation kinetics.
The 973 and 1098 0  V  vs. L(t) curves in rig. 34 illustrates
the prediction that the electrostatic potential becomes considerably
larger (030%) at these higher temperat,xes, which represent the
8 clowest and highest temperatures for the data of Sleppy for the
oxidation of molten aluminum. Computation of the corresponding L(t)
0
vs. t curve at 1098 K yields a result which agrees within 30 to 40p
with the corresponding experimental curve. This correlation between
the two different Experimental studies is considered to be good; however,
the film thida esses are as large as 400 e., so that nonlinear diffusion
is probably not a predominant factor for the kinetics at this temperature.
The temperature-transition of the predominant elel ro n current,
with the ccrresponaing change in the predicted oxi atio:+ kinetics, has
a bearing on the puzzle presented by the exnerimental data of Vermilyea
o_
for the oxidation of polycrystalline tantalum. The data at 323 and 373 .{
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0
(L(t) < 20 A) are direct-logarithmic, whereas the data at 423, 173, 523,
and 573 OK [L(t) < 14o A] are inverse logarithmic. The electron tunnel-
ing model predicts the possibility of both a direct-logarithmic and an
inverse logarithmic (Mott-Cabrera) growth region. however, the order
of the experimental observation of Verrilyea 69 with temperature is
inverse to that predicted by the electron tunneling model. Referring
to Fig. 21, it can be seen that even for X o as low as 0.5 eV, electron
tunneling predominates over thermionic emission imtil the thickness
exceeds 26 A and 23 A at 323 and 373 oK, respectively, with greater
values of thickness being appropriate f.;r a larger X
8 . 
The experimental
O
data, however, yield film thicknesses below 20 A, so these data clearly
appear to be in :he electron tunneling region. Again referring to
0
Fig. 21, however, it can be noted that at 573 K, the thickness at
which thermionic emission becomes more important than electron tunneling
O
ranges from 15 to 25 A for X  values ranging between 0.5 and 1.5 eV.
Since the data of Vermilyea 9 at this temperature correspond to films
0
which vary in thickness from 18 to 110 A, growth is expected to take
place primarily in accordance *with a model based on thermionic emission.
As in the case of the oxidation of alumim m, it is not possible
at the present time to deduce whether V
K
 for tantalum does or does not
have a value which is nearly equal to VEq. This would aso depend on
whether the electron tunnel current or the the.-Lionic current predominates
for the situation under consideration. The activation energy for ionic
transport is again large, which favors a virtual electron cu.:^ent-
equilibrium, but even less is known concerning experiz-!n`al values for
X  than is :mown in the case of aluminum. Bence the computation of a
set of VK
 vs. L(t) curr+es becomes more speculative. An upper limit on
165
X can be obtained by doing a sequence of computations utilizing the
0
parameters deduced by Vermilyea. 69 These values are VK 0.7 volts,
0
	
Ziea ^VK^ =5.2 eV A, W+U'=1.33 eV, and 4RiaviC	 exp(-WfkBT)=107 5.
max
It is found that the upper limit of X o is in the range of 1.0 to 1.21 eV,
which is reasonable. The results for VK vs. L(t) for the computation
at 523 0  with Xo=1.0 eV are shown as a dashed curve in Fig. 34.
It can be noted that the computed values of V are between. -0.74 and
	
K	 o
-0.73 volts for film thicknesses between 40 and 60 A, in good agreement
with the value 0.7 volts given by Vermilyea.69
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APPENDIX A
TABULATION OF THE UNIVERSAL MOTT--CABRERA KINETICS
TAU
LAMDA 0.000 00001 0x002 0o003 0.004
00050 4.702E-12 7.229E-12 1.094E-11 1.631E-11 20397E-I1
0.055 30476E-11 4.978E-11 70043E-11 9.852E-11 1e363E-10
0.060 10867E-10 2.532E-10 3.402E-10 4.530E-10 50981E-10
06065 7.833E-10 1.018E-09 1,313E-09 1.682E-09 2.140E-09
06070 2.704E-09 3.397E-09 4.241E-09 5.265E-09 6.500E-09
0.075 7• y 83E-09 9,754E-09 1,186E-08 Ie435E-08 1.729E-08
00080 2o014E-08 2.477E-03 2.946E-08 3.491E-08 4.121E-08
0085 4.846E-08 5.680E-08 6.634E-08 7.722£-08 8.961E-08
01090 1.037E-07 1.196E-07 1.375E-07 1.577E-07 1.804E-07'
00095 2.057E-07 2.341E-07 2.657E-07 3.008E-07 3.398E-07
00100 3,830E-07 4.308E-07 40834E-07 5.414E-07 6.050E-07
0.105 60749E-07 7.514E-07 8.350E-07 90262E-07 1.026E-06
0.110 1.134E-06 14251E-06 1.379E-06 10517E-06 10666E-06
06115 1.827E-06 2.001E-06 20188E-06 20389E-06 2,605E-06
00120 20838E-06 3.086E-06 3.353E-06 30638E-06 30942E-06•
00125 4.267E-06 4.614E-06 40982E-06 50375E-06 50792E-06
0.130 6,235E-06 6.705E-06 7.203E-06 70731E-06 8a289E-06
0.135 8.880E-06 9.503E-06 10016E-05 10086E-05 1®159E-05'
00140 10236E-05 1.317E-05 1.402E-05 14492E-05 1 0586E-05
00145 I J"5E-05 1.788E-05 1.897E-05 20010E-05 2o129E--05
00150 20254E-05 20384E-05 20520E-05 2.662E-05 20810E-05
00155 2.965E-05 3.126E-05 3.294E-05 30468E-05 3.650E-05
0.160 3.840E-05 4.037E-05 40241E-05 404544E-05 4.674E-05
0.165 40903E-05 5.141E-05 5e387E-05 50643E-05 5.907E-05
0.170 60181E-05 6.465E-05 6.759E-05 70062E-03 70376E-05
00175 7.701E-05 80036E-05 80382E-05 80740E-05 90109E-05
00180 90489E-05 9.882E-05 1029E-04 10070E-04 10113E-04
OeI85 Ia358E-04 1.203E-04 10250E-04 1.298E-04 1.348E-04
00190 10399E-04 1.452E-04 10506E-04 10561E-04 3.618E-04
0 0 95 10677E-04 1.737E-04 10798E-04 1.862E-04 10926E-04
0.200 10993E-04 20061E-04 2.131E-04 2,203E-04 20276E-04
0.205 2.351E-04 2.428E-04 2a507E-04 20588E-04 2,671E-04
0.210 2,755E-04 2.842E-04 2s930E -04 3.021E-04 34)113E-04
00215 3.208E-04 3.304E-04 30403E-04 30503E-04 30606E-04
00220 30711E-04 3.819E-04 3.928E-04 40040E-0 6 4054E-04
00225 4.27Ct-04 44?89E-04 4#510E-04 4$633=-04 4:7:3__04
0.230 40887E -04 5.013E-04 5,151E-04 5z ^'ea;_-C4 5042=f=_•y^;
0.235 50565E-04 5.708E-04 50C'5`^E-04 t5oe ,J2E-04 6-.-_,5-3E-04
00240 6,307E-04 6.464E-04 6.625E-04 b.'35E-04 6*949E-04
0.245 7.117E-0.4 70287E-04 7.45GE-0=T 70636E-04 70815E-04
^1:,
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TAU
LAMDA 00000 00001 00002 00003 OeUL4
0._?50 70997E-04 8.181E-04 8.369E-04 80560E-04 8.753E-04
00255 8.950E-04 9.150E-04 9.352E-04 90558E-04 90767E-04
0.260 90979E-04 1.019E-03 lot4-1E-03 10063E-03 10086E-03
00265 10109E-03 1.132E-03 10155E-03 10179E-03 10203E-03
00270 10228E-03 1.253E-03 Io278E-03 10303E-03 10329E-03
00275 10355E-03 1.382E-03 lo409E-03 10436E-03 10464E-03
0.230 10492E-03 1.520E-03 1o549E-03 10578E-03 10607E-03
00285 1.637E-03 3.667E-03 16697E-03 1072E-03 1.760E-03
00290 10791E-03 1.823E-03 16856E-03 108888-03 10922E-03
0o295 10955E-03 1.989E-03 2oO24E-03 2.058E-03 2.093E-03
00300 20129E-03 2.167E-03 26201E-03 26238E-03 20275E-03
00305 20312E-03 2.350E-03 20389E-03 29428E-03 20467E-03
0.310 20506E-03 2.546E-03 20587=-03 20627E-03 2.669E-03
00315 20710E-03 2.753E-03 2a795E-03 Co338G-03 20881E-03
00320 20925E-03 2.969E-03 3aO14 "E -03 30059E-73 30105E-03
00325 30151E-03 3.197E-03 3.244E-03 30291E-02 30339E-03
00330 36387E-03 3.436E-03 30485E-03 30534E-03 30584E-03
00335 30635E-03 3.686E-03 3.737E-03 30739E-03 30841E-03'
00340 30894E-03 3.947E-03 4a^vOlE-03 4ov55E-03 4a109E-03
00345 4.164E-03 4.220E-03 46276E-03 40332E-03 4o389E-03
00350 4a447E-03 4.505E-03 4s563E-03 40622E-03 4.681E-03
00355 40741E-03. 4.801E-03 40862E-03 40923E-03 4o985E-03
0o360 50047E-03 50109E-03 50173E-03 50236-03 50300E-03
00365. 50365E-03 5.430E-03 50496E-03 5.562E-03 50628E-03
0.370 50695E-03 5.763E-03 50831E-03 50900E-03 50969E-03
0.375 6.038E-03 . 6.108E-03 60179E -03 60250E-03 60322E-03
0.380 60394E-03 6.466E-03 66539E-03 60613E-03 6e687E-03
0 085 60762E-03 6.837E-03 6.912E-03 6e989E•-03 70065E-03
0.390 70143E-03 7.220-03 70298E-03 70377E-03 70456E-03
00395 7.536E-03 76616E-03 70697E-03 70779E-03 700861E-03
0o400 70943E-03 8.026E-03 8.109E-03 8.193E-03 8027SE-03
0.405 8.363E-03 8.448E-03 80534E-03 8.621E-03 80708E-03
0.410 80796E-03 8.884E-03 8.972E-03 90062E-03 903.52E-03
0o415 90242E-03 9.333E-03 96424E-03 90516E-03 90608E-03
06420 90701E-03 9.795E-03 96889E-03 9o904E-03 10008E-02
00425 10017E-02 1.027E-02 16037E-02 lo046E-02 10056E-02
00430 10066E-02 1.076E-02 I0ii85E-02 1oO96E-02 1a106E-02
00435 1o116E-02 16126E-02 16137E-02 10147E-02 10157E-02
0.440 10167E-02 1.178E-02 16188E-02 10199E-02 10210E-02
00445 10220E-02 1.231E-02 1.242E-02 10253E-02 10263E-02
0.450 10274E-02 10285E-02 10296E-02 1.308E-02 16319E-02
0.455 10330E-02 1.341E-02 10353E-02 1.364E-02 1o375E-02
00460 10387E-02 1.398E-02 10410E-02 10422E-02 10433E-02
00465 10445E-02 1.457E-02 1#469E-02 1.481E-02 1o493E-02
0.470 1o505E-02 1.517E-02 1.523E-02 Ia541E-02 10554£-v2
00475 1.566E-02' 1.578E-02 1.591E-802 1603E-02 lcblc'-v2
00480 1a628.-02 1.641E-02 16654E-02 10667E-02 1o680E.-02
0.485 lt6, , 22-- -02 1.705E-02 1r718E-v2 1.731E-02 107451--02
06494 1e7::cE-02 1.7714.-02 1#7841--02 1# 798E-02 108.L.L	 V---.
00495 10825E-02 1.838£-02 1.852E-02 1a865E-02 1.879E-02
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TAU
LAMDA 00000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004
00500 1,893E-02 1,907-02 1.920E-02 1.934E-02 1.948E-02
00505 1.962E-02. 1,977E-02 1a991E-02 2.005E-02 2.019E-02
00510 2.034E-02 2,048E-02 20062E-02 2o077E-02 2.091E-02
00515 2.106E-02 2,121E-02 2.135E-02 20150E-02 2o165E-02
0&520 26180E-02 2,195E-02 24210E-02 2&2251-02 2.240E-02
0.525 2,255E-02 2.271E-02 2o-'8%':"E-02 2.301E-02 2.317E-02
00530 2.332E-02 2.348E-02 2.363E-02 20379E-02 20395E-02
00535 2&411;-02 2,426--02 20442E-02 2.453E-02 2,474E-02
0,540 2o49CE-02 2.506E-02 2.523E-02 20539E-02 2e555E-02
0&545 2.571E-02 2.53SE--02 2,604E-02 2.621E-02 2,637E-02
00550 2.654E-02 2,67;E-02 20688E-02 2.704E-02 2,721E-02
00555 2,738E-02 2.755E-02 2o772E-02 2.739E-02 2.806E-02
0,560 2.824E-02 2.841E--:2 2,8500^E-02 2,876E-02 24393E-02
00565 2&911E-02 2.9237-02 2046E-0.2' 20964E-02 2&9SI.E-02
0&570 20999E-02 3.d 7--02 0035E-02 3.053E-02 3.071E-02
00575 3.089E-02 3.1G7E-•G2 3a;25E-0 3&144--02 3,162E-02
0,580 34180E-02 3.195---02 ?,4217E-02 3,236E-02 3,255E-02
00585 3.273E-02 3&292 7--02 3E1"1E-02 3.330E-02 30349E-02'
00590 3.367E-02 3.387E-02 S-. 06EF -02 3a425E-02 304444E-02
0&595 3.463E-02 3.483E-02 3,5 02E-02 30521E-02 30541E-02
0&600 3&^iOE-02 3.580E-02 34600 ,-
-02 3o619E-02 3.639E-02
0&605 3&659E-02 3.679E-02 3.699E-02 3o719E-02 3a739E-02
0.610 3.759E-02 3.779E-02 3,800E-02 3,820E-02 3.840E-02
0,615 30861E-02 3,881£-02 3090E-02 30922E-02 3.943E-02'
0&620 3.964E-02 3.985E-02 4oOO5E-02 .4.026E-02 4oO47 E-02
Oo625 4.068E-02 4,089E-02 4,111E-02 4,132E-02 40:53E-02
0,630 4&174E-02 4.196E-02 40217E-02 4&239'-02 46260E-02'
0&635 4&282E-02 4,303E-02 4.325E-02 4.347E-02 4.369E-02
0,640 4&391E-02 4,413E-02 4,435E-02 4&457£-02 4.479E-02
0&645 40501E-02 4.523E-02 4&546c-02 4,568E-02 4.590E-02
0,650 4.613E-02 40635E-02 4,65SE-02 4,681-02 4.703E-02
0,655 4.726E-02 4.749E-02 4.772E-02 4.795E-02 4.818E-02
0&660 4.841E-02 4.864E-02 40887E-02 40910E-02 4e934E-02
00665 4,957E-02 4.980E-02 50004E-02 50027E-02 5.051E-02
0&670 5.075E-02 5,098E-02 5,122E-02 5.146E-02 56170E-02
0,675 54194E-02 5.218E-02 50242E-02 50266E-02 56290E-02
0&680 5.314E-02 5.339E-02 5.363E-02 56387E-02 50412E-02
09685 54436E-02 5.461E-02 5.486E-02 5.510E-02 5.535E-02
0,690 5.560E-02 5,585E-02 5,610E-02 50635E-02 5.660E-02
00695 54685E-02 5.710E-02 5,735E-02 5.760E-02 5.786E-02
00700 5&811E-02 5,837E-02 5.862E-02 5.888E-02 5.913E-02
0&705 5.939E-02 5.965E-02 5.991E-02 6,016E-02 6.042E-02
00710 6.068E-02 6,094E-02 66120E-02 6.147E-02 6.173E-02
Go715 6.199E-02 6.225E-02 6&252E-02 602 7>E-2 60305E-02
0,720 6.331E-02 60358E-02 6,385E-02 6 44"'e.--	 2 6o438E-0
00725 64465E-02 6.492E-02 6,5 1 9E-02 60 = -	 =--^? 6 573-^?
0&730 6.600E-02 6.627E-02 60655E-02 6.6<:.E-02 6.709E-02
00735 6.737E-02 6.764E-02 6,792E-02 6s339Z':-02 6,847E-02
06740 6.875E-02 6,902E-02 60930E-02 6,95SE-02 60986E-02
0&745 70014E-02 7.042E-02 70070E-02 7.099E-02 7.127E-02
174
LAPMA 	 06000
	C1,150	 7.155E-02
	
06755	 70297E-02
	
0.760
	
7.441E-02
	
00765
	 7e586E-02
	
0.770
	
7.733E-02
	
00775	 7s881E-02
	
0.780
	
8.031E-02
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4#550 2.506E 00 2.514E 00 2o527 00 2.530E 00 2.538E 00
40600 20546E 00 29554-4 00 2o56e*_c 00 2#570E 00 2.578E 00
40650 2#587E 00 2.595E 00 2o6O3E 00 20611E 00 20619E 00'
4#700 '2#627E 00 2.635E 00 20643E 00 20651E 00 20659E 00
4#750 2 667E 00 29675E 00 2o6 4E 00 2.692E V 29700E 00
4#800 2.708E 00. 29716E 00 20724E 00 21732E 00 2.740E 00'
4#850 2.749E 00 2.757E 00 29765E 00 2.773E 00 20781E 00
4#900 29789E 00 2.797E 00 2#806E 00 2.814E 00 2#822E 00
4#950 20830E 00 2.838E 00 2 6546E 00 29855E 00 29863E 00
50000 2.871E 00 .879E 00 2.887E 00 29896E 00 2.904E 00
50070 2.912E 00 2.920E 00 20928E 00 2.937E 00 2.945E 00
56100 2.953E 00 2.961E 00 29969E 00 21978E 00 20986E 00
50150 2o99GE 00 39002E 00 3.011E 00 3.019E 00 3.027E 00
50200 3.035E 00 39044E 00 3.052E 00 3o06OE 00 3.068E 00
5#250 3.077E 00 3.085E 00 3.093E 00 3.101E 00 3.110E 00
50300 3#_18E 00 3.126E 00 3.135E 00 3o143E 00 30151E 00
50350 30159E 00 39168E 00 3.176E 00 30184E 00 3o193E 00
5o4OO 34201E 00 3.209E 00 3.218E 00 39226E 00 30234E 00
5#450 3.243E 00 39251E 00 3.2.59E 00 3.268E 00 39276E 00
5#500 3#284E 00 3.293E 00 3.301E 00 3.309E 00 30318E 00
5#550 39326E 00 39334E 00 3034.3E 00 ?;351` 00 39359E 00
5 ► 600 3.368E 00 3.376E 00 30384E 00 3o393E 00 3.401E 00
5#650 30410E 00 39418E 00 3.426E 00 5.435E 00 38443E 00
50700 3# Ls52E 00 3.460E 00 3i z;5^"E 00 3^477E 00 39485E OO
5#750 3.494E 00 3.502E 00 3#51k'E 00 34519- 00 395274 0v^
50800 3.536E 00 30544E 00 3o552 "7 00 3®56='c 00 39569E 30
5#850 3.578E 00 3.586E 00 3.595E 00 34VG` 00 3.611E 00
5#900 3.620E 00 3.628E 00 3.637E 00 3.645E 00 3.654E 00
5#950 3.662E 00 39671E 00 30679E 00 36687E 00 3#696 00
185
F(X)
X 00000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040
60000 3.704E 00 3.713E 00 3.721E 00 3.730E 00 39738E 00
6.05C 3.747E 00 3.755E 00 3.764E 00 3.772E 00 3.781E 00
60100 30789E 00 3.798E 00 3.806E OCR 3.815E 00 31823E 00
6.150 3.832E 00 3.840E 00 3.849E 00 30857E 00 3.866E 00
60200 3.874E 00 3.883E 00 3o891E 00 3.900E 00 3.908E 00
f,	 250 3.917E 00 3.925E 00 3.934E 00 3.942E 00 3.951E 00
60300 3.959E 00 3.968E 00 3.976E 00 3.985E 00 3,993E 00
60350 4.002E 00 4.011E 00 4.019E 00 4.028E 00 40036E 00
6.400 4.045E 00 4.053E 00 4,062E 00 40070E 00 4.079E 00
6.450 4oO88E 00 4.096E 00 4.105E 00 40113E 00 4.122E 00
60500 4.130E 00 4,139E 00 4o?4u'E 00 40156E 00 40165E 00
60550 4.173E 00 4.182E 00 =:,;190E 00 4.199E 00 40208E 00
6,600 4.216E 00 4.225E 00 4023,E 00 40242E 00 4o251E 00
6x650 40259E 00 4.2c^2 = 00 ^0 4,285E 00 4o294E 00
6.700 4.302E 00 4.311E 00 46320E 00 4.328E 00 40337E 00
60750 4o345E 00 4.354E 00 4o363E 00 1:-037 1-E 00 4.380E 00
69800 4.389E 00 4.397E 00 4,406E 00 4:,414E 00 4.423E 00
60850 4.432E 00 4.440E 00 4.=:4-9c 00. 48= 56E 00 4.466E 00
6,900 4.475E 00 4.484 00 Z--,,492E.00 4& 3' E 00 4.510E 00
609.50 4.518E 00 4.527E 00 40,35:: 00 4& 5,44E 00 4.553E 00
7..000 40562E 00 4.570E 00 46579E 00 4,583E 00 4.596E 00
70050 4.605E 00 4.614 00 4,622* 00 4.63-E 00 4.640E 00
70100 4.648 00 4.657E 00 4.666E 00 40674E 00 4.683E 00
7.150 4.692E 00 4.700E 00 4.709E 00 4.718E 00 4.727E 00'
70200 4.735E 00 4,744E 00 40753E 00 4.761E 00 4.770E 00
70250 4.779E 00 40788E 00 4.796E 00 4.805E 00 40814E 00
7.3')0 4.822E 00 4.831E 00 4,840E 00 4.849E 00 4.857E.00'
7.330 4*866E 00 4.875E 00 40883E 00 4.892E 00 40901E 00
7.400 4.910E 00 4.918E 00 4.927E 00 40936E 00 40945E 00
7.450 *	 4.953E 00 4.962E 00 4.971E 00 ' 4.980E 00 40988E 00
70500 4.997E 00 5.006E 00 5.07.5E 00 5.023E 00 5.02E 00
7.550 50041E 00 5.050E 00 5.058E 00 5.067E 00 5.076E 00
70600 5.085E 00 5,093E 00 5.102E 00 5.111E 00 120E 00
7.650 50129E 00 5.137E 00 5.146E 00 5.155E 00 -_164E 00
70700 5s172E 00 5,181E 00 50190E 00 5.199E 00 5.208E 00
70750 5.216E 00 5,225E 00 5o234E 00 5024' 00 59252E 00
70800 5.260E 00 5,269E 00 5.278E 00 5.287E 00 5,296E 00
7.850 5.30 1A E 00 5.313E 00 50322E 00 5.331E 00 5.340E 00
70900 5.348E 00 5.357E 00 5.366E 00 5.375E 00 50384E CO
7.950 5.392E 00 5.401E 00 50410E 00 5.419E 00 5..428E 00
80000 5.437E 00 5.445E 00 50454E 00 5,TEj3E 00 50472E 00
8.050 50481E 00 5.490E 00 5.498E 00 5.507E 00 5.516E 00
80100 5.525E 00 5.534E 00 59543E 00 50551E 00 50560E 00
80150 50569E 00 5.578E 00 59587E 00 5,596E 00 5.604E 00
8,200 5.613E 00 5.622E 00 5o	 317 U0 5.640E 00 51649E 00
8.250 5,658E 00 5.666E 00 5.:675= 00 5.634E 00 5,693E 0
80 5.702E 00 5.711E 00 51720` '0 5o7?;'E 00 51737 7- 00
81350 5,746E 00 5.755E 00 5764E G1 50773^ 010 5,7E2E CG
8,400 50791E 00 5,799E 00 5.808E 0v 5ovo''- OG 5a825E 01
8.450 5.835E 00 5.844E 00 5,853E 00 5,662E 00 5.871E 00
186
x 06000 00010
8.500 50279E 00 5.888E
8.550 5.924E 00 5.933E-
8.600 - 5.968E GO 5.9772
80650 600 713E OC 6.0224
80700 6.057E 00 6.066E
80750 6.102E GO 6.111E
8.SCO 6 147E 00 6.156E
80850 69191E GO 6.20Cc
o09 CIO 6.235E 00 6.245E
80950 - 6928iE OO 6.290E
96000 6.325E 00 6.334E
90050 = 6.370E GO 6.379E
99100 =_ 69415E 00 6a421,
9.150 60460E 00 69469E
90200 69505E 00 6.514E
99250 6.549E 00 6.558-7
90300 6&594E 00 6.603E
90350 5.639E 00 6.646E
90400 60684E 00 6.693E
90 ,1 50 6.729E 00 6.730E
965CO 6.774E 00 6.783E
90550 60819E 00 6.82E
906OO 60864E 00 6.373E
90650 69909E OO 6.91S_
9.700 69954E 00 6.963E
90750 7.000E GO 7.005E
90800 70045E 00 7.054E
90853 70090E 00 7.099E
90900 79135E 00 7.144E
9.950 79186E 00 7.189E
100000 70227E 00 7.234E
F(X)
0 020
C-;O 52697E CO
00 5.942E 00
GC :.986x_ 00
00 66031E 00
00 6,075E 00
00 6.120E 00
00 6.165E 00
CO 6aG09c 00
G0 64254E 00
co 6,299 E  CC
00 6445E 00
CO 49388E 00
00 69433E 00
00 6&4. 7LE 00
00 :,4523-E 00
O	 567E 00
CO 666124 00
00 6.057E 00
00 6. 7 02E 00
00 6.747E 00
00 60792E 00
00 So3`37," 00
00 6obE2E 00
v0 6o927E 00
00 64972E 00
00 7.01&E 00
00 7oO63E 00
00 79108E 00
00 76153E 00
00 7o198,' 00
00 7.244E 00
09030
5.906E 00
50951E 00
5.995E 00
6 040E 00
6;,084E 00
6.129E 00
64173E 00
6238E 00
6.263E OC
66303E 00
6.352E 00
6497E 00
6442 E 00
6487E 00
60532= 00
6.5 7.6E 00
6o621E 00
64666E 00
66711E 00
60756E 00
60801E OC
60846E 00
6089E 00
60936E 00
60981E 00
70027E 00
70072E CO
70117E OO
70162E 00
79207E 00
70253E 00
0.040
54915E 00
5.9,0E 00
60004E CO
50049E 00
6.093E 00
6.138=
6.132E 00
6.227E 00
6.272 00
b.316E OC
6.351E 00
6.406E 00
6o451E 00
6.496E 00
6.541E 00
69565E 00
6650E OC
6,675E 09
60720E 00
60765E 00
6.810E 00
6.855E 00
6.900E 00
6,945E 00'
6.990E 00
7.036E 00
79081E 00'
7o126E 00
70171E 00
70216E 00
70262E 00

3 ^- 0A
189
F(X)
X 0.000 0.001 O.Of:2 0.003 0.004
06500 5.482E-03 5.511E-03 50541E-03 50571E-03 5.601E-03
0.505 5.630E-03 5.E^^vE-03 5.691E-03 5.721E-03 5o751E-03
0.510 5.781E-03 5.812E-03 56842-C -03 5.873,E-03 5.904E-03
0.515 5.934E-03 5.905E-03 5.996E-03 6.02i'E-03 6.058E-03
0.520 6.089E-03 6.121E-03 6.152E-03 6.183E-03 6.215E-03
0.525 6.247E-03 6.278E-03 6.310E-03 6.342E-03 6.374E-C3
0.530 6.406E-03 6.438E-03 6.470E-03 6.502E-03 6.535E-03
0.535 6.567E-03 6.600E-03 6.632E-03 6.655E-03 6.698E-03
0.540 6.730E-03 6.763E-03 6.796E-03 6.829E-03 6.863E-03
0.545 6.896E-03 6.929E-03 6.963E-03 6.996E-03 7.030E-03
0.550 7.063E-03 7.097E-03 7.131E-03 7.165E-03 7.199E-03
0.555 7.233E-03 7.267E-03 7.301E-03 7.336E-03 7.370E-03
0.560 7.405E-03 7.439E-03 7.47 1,E-03 7.509E-03 7o°'=2E-03
0.565 7.578E-03 7.613E-03 7.648E.-03 7o684E-03 7.719E-03
09570 7.754E-03 7.790E-03 7.825E-03 7o851E-03 70896E-03
0.575 7.932E-03 7.968E-03 8,004E-03 8 040E-03 8.076E-03
0.580 8.112E-03 8&148'"-03 8.184E-03 8.221E-03 8.257E-03
0.585 8.294E-03 8.330E-03 8.367E-03 80404E-03 8,441E-03'
0.590 8.478E-03 8.515E-03 8.552E-03 8.589E-03 8.626E-03
0.595 8.664E-03 8.701E-03 80739E-03 8.776E-03 8.814E-03
0.600 8.852E-03 8.890E-03 8.928E-03 8.966E-03 9.004E-03
0.605 9.042E-03 9.080E-03 9.118E-03 9.157-03 9.195E-03
09610 9.234E-03 9.273E-03 9.311E-03 9.350E-03 9.389E-03
0.615 9.428E-03 9.467E-03 9.506E-03 9.546E-03 9.585E-03'
0.620 9.624E-03 9.664E-03 9.703E-03 9.743E-03 9.783E-03
0.625 9.822E-03 9.862E-03 9.902E-03 9.942£-03 9.982E-03
0.630 1.002E-02 1.006E-02 1.010E-02 1 * 014E-02 1.018E-02'
0.635 1.022E-02 1.027E-02 1.031E-02 1.035E-02 1.039E-02
0.640 1.043E-02 1.047E-02 1.051E-02 1.055E-02 1.059E-02
0.645 1.064E-02 1.068E-02 1.072E-02 1.076E-02 1.080E-02
0.650 1.084E-02 1.069E-02 1.093E-02 1.097E-02 1.101E-02
0.655 1.105E-02 1.11GE-02 1.114E-02 1.118E-02 1.122E-02
0.660 1.127E-02. 1.131E-02 1.135E-02 1.139E-02 1.144E-02
0.665 1.148E-02 1.152E-02 1.157E-02 1e161E-02 1e165E-02
0.670 1.170E-02 1.174E-02 1,178E-02 1.183E-02 1.187E-02
0.675 1.191E-02 1.196E-02 1.200E-02 1.205E-02 1.209E-02
0.650 10213E-02 1.218E-02 1.222E-02 1.227E-02 1.231E-02
0.685 1e236E-02 1.240E-02 1.245E-02 1.249E-02 1.254E-G2
Oo690 1:258E-02 1.263E-02 1.267E-02 1.272E-02 10276E-02
0.695 1o2v1E-02 1.285-02 in290E-02 1.294E-02 1.299E-02
00700 1.303E-02 1.308E-02 1.313E-02 1.317E-02 Is322E-02
0005 1.326E-02 1.331E-02 1.336E-02 1.34GE-02 1.345E-02
0.710 1.350E-02 1.354E-02 1.359E-02 1.364E-02 1.368E-02
0015 1.373E-02 1.378E-02 1o332E-02 1x387,-02 1.392E-02
06720 1.397E-02 1.401E-02 1.406E-02 1.411E-02 1.416E-02
0.725 1.420E-02 1.425E-02 1.430E-02 1.435E-02 1.440E-02
0.730 1.444E-02 1.449E-02 1.454E-02 1.459E-02 1.464E-02
0.735 1.469E-02 1.473E-02 1.478E-02 1.483E-02 1.488E-02
0040 1.493E-02 1.498E-02 1.5G -^:.-02 1.508E-02 1.512E-02
06745 1.517E-02 1.522E-02 1.527E-02 1.532E-02 1.537E-02
190
F(n)
X 0a0^j0 00001 06CO2 00003 00004
Oo750 10542E-02 1054 71E-02 1,552E-02 10557E-02 105627--02
00755 14567E-02 1.572`-02 1o577E-02 10502E-02 10787E-02
00760 10592E-02 1.597E-02 10602E-02 1.607:-02 10612;-11;2
0.765 10617E-02 10623E-02 0628E-02 1063SE-02 10638E-02
00770 10643E-02 1.648E-02 1.653E-02 10658E-02 106u4E-02
0.775 10669E-02 1.674E-02 10679E-02 10684E-02 10689E-02
00780 1.695E-02 1.70CE-02 10705E-02 10710E-02 10715E-02
00765 10721E-02 10726E-02 10731E-02 10736E-02 10742E-02
00790 10747E-02 10752E-02 10757E-02 1.763E-02 10768E-02
00795 10773E-02 1.77,9E-02 10784E-02 10789E-02 10795E-02
00800 10800E-02 1.805E-42 14611E-02 10816E-02 10821E-02
0,805 1.82'E-02 10832E-02 1.838'" -02 10843E-02 Io848E-02
00810 1o854E-02 1.859E-02 1,365E-02 10870E-02
O0o15 10881E-02 1.886E-C2 10892E-02 1.897E-02 20903E-02
00 820 1090CE-02 1.914E-02 1,919E-02 10925E-02 19930'--02
00825 1a936E-02 1.941E-02 1o947E-02 10952E-02 1o958E-02
00830 10964E-02 1.569E-02 1,975E-02 1o93CE-02 1o936E-02
00835 109927--02 1.997-7 -02 2.003E-02 20008E-02 20014E-02•
0.840 20020E-02 2.025E-0 -^ ?0031'"-02 20037E-02 24042E-02
0.845 20048E-02 2.054E-02 2.059E-02 2.065E-02 20071E-02
01850 20076E-02 2.082E-02 20088E-02 20094E-02 20099E-02
04855 24105E-02 20111E-02 2,117E-02 2.122E-02 20128E-02
0.860 2.134E-02 20140E-02 20145E-02 20151E-02 2.157E-02
00865 20163E-02 20165E-02 2.175E-02 201$CE-02 2418rr-02'
0,870 20192E-02 2.0198E-02 20204E-02 20210E-02 20216E-02
00875 24221E-02 2.227E-02 2.233E-02 20239E-02 20245;-02
0.880 2a251E-02 20257E-02 20263E-02 20269E-02 20275E^02'
00885 2.281E-02 20287E-02 20293E-02 2.299E-02 20305E-02
00890 2.311E-02 20317E-02 20323E-02 20329E-02 20335E-02
0.895 20341E-02 2.347E-02 20353E-02 2.359E-02 20365E-02
00900 20371E-02 2.377E-02 20383E-02 20389E-02 20395E-02
00905 20402E-02 20408E-02 20414E-02 20420E-02 20426E-02
00910 2.432E-02 2.438E-02 24444E-02 20451E-02 20457E-02
00915 2,463E-02 2.469E-02 2o475E-02 20482E-02 20488E-02
0 * 920 20494c-02 2<50CE-02 24506E-02 20513E-02 20519E-02
00925 20525E-02 2.531E-02 2053E-02 2a544E-02 20550E-02
0a930 28556E-02 2.563E-02 20569E-02 20575E-02 20532E-02
20588E-02 2.5S4E-O2 2.601E-02 2.607E-02 20613E-02
^.9-:D 20620E-02 2.626-c -02 2a632E-02 20639 "'-02 2o645E-02
Oo945 20651E-02 2.655E-02 2.664E-02 20671[-02 20677E-02
0.950 2.684E-02 2.69CE-02 2,696E-02 24703C-02 20709E-02
^^955 20716E-02 2.722E-02 20729-02 20735E-02 20742E-029f., 20748E-02 20755E-02 20761E-02 20768E-02 20774c-02
0,9^5 20781E-02 20787E-02 20794E-02 20800EE-02 20807E-02
0.970 20813E-02 2.820E-02 20827E-02 2.833E-02 24840L'-02
04975 20846E-02 20853E-02 20859E-02 20866E- -02 20373E-02
O,9cC 20879E-02 20886E-02 20893E-02 20899E-02 2,906E-02
0&935 2.913E-02 29919E•-02 2.926`-02 20933E-02 20939E-02
uOCSO 20946E-02 20953E-02 20959E-02 20966E-02 20973E-02
0.995 24980E-02 2.986E-02 2,993E-02 30000E-02 30007E-02
191
F(X)
X 00000 00010 0020 00030 0.040
L OCO 30013E-02 3.081E-02 3.150E-02 30219E-02 30289E -02
1.050 3a360E-02 3.431E-02 3.503E-02 30576E-02 30649E-02
10100 30723E-02 3.798E-02 3.873E-02 30949E-02 40025E-02
10150 40103E-02 4.180E-02 4.259E-02 4o338E-02 40417E-02
10200 4.498E-02 4.578E-C2 4.660E-02 40742E-02 40825E-02
1.250 40908E-02 40992E-02 50076E-02 50161E-02 50247E-02
1.300 50333E-02 50420E-02 50507E-02 5.595E-02 50684E-02
10350 50773E-02 5.863E-02 5.953E-02 60044E-02 50135E-02
10400 60227E-02 6.320E-02 60413E-02 60506E •-02 6,601E-02
10450 60695E-02 6.79!E-02 60886 -02 60933E-02 70080E-02
10500 70177E-02 7.275E-02 7.373E-02 70472E-02 70572E-02
10550 7.672E-02 7.773E-02 7070-02 70975E-02 80077E-02
1.600 8.18CE-02 8.283E-02 8.387E-02 8.491E-02 .05E-02
10650 80701E-02 8.806E-02 8o9l2E-02 90019E-02 90126E-02
10700 90234E-02 9.342E-02 9.450E-02 90559E-02 9.669E-02
lo750 90779E-02 9.889E-02 loOCOE-01 loOlIE-01 1.022E-01
1 800 10034E-01 1.045E-01 1 056E-01 1e068=-01 1.079E-01
10850 10090E-01 1.102E-01 1.11E-01 1.I25E-01 1.137E-01'
10900 1a149E-01 1.160E-01 10172E-01 101 4E-01 lolKE-01
10950 1.208E-01 1.220E-01 10232E-01 10244E-01 1.256c-01
20000 10268E-01 1.280E-01 1.292E-01 10305E-01 10317E-01
20050 10329E-01 1.342E-01 1.354E-01 10367E-01 10379E-01
20100 1a392E-01 1.404E-01 10417E-01 10429E-01 10442E--01
20150 '	 '` «-01 10468E-01 1.481E-01 10494E-01 10506E-01
2.200 10519-v= 10532E -01 1054 5 -01 10559E-01 10572E -01
20250 10585E-01 1.598E-01 7.611E -01 10625E-0' 7.0633E -01
20300 10651E-01 1.665E -01 1e678E-01 lo691E-01 10705E-01
20350 10719E-01 1.732E -01 10746E -01 10759E-01 10773E-01
20400 1.787E -01 1.801E-01 10814E -01 10828E-01 10842E -01
20450 10856E -01 10870E -01 lo884E-01 10898E-01 10912E-01
20500 10926E -01 1094CE-01 20954 -01 lo969E-01 10983E -01
20550 10997E -01 2.011E-01 20026E -01 2.040E -01 20055E-01
20600 20069E-01 2.084E -01 2.098E -01 20113E -01 20127E -01
2.650 20142E-01 2.156E-01 20171E -01 20186E -01 20201E -01
20700 2.215E -01 2.230E-01 2.245E -01 20260E-01 20275E -01
20750 20290E -01 2.305E -01 20320E -01 20335E-01 20350E -01
20800 2e365E-01 2.380E-01 20395E -01 20411E-01 20426E -01
26850 20441E -01 2.456E.-01 20472E -01 20487E -01 20503E-01
2.960 20518E -01 20533E-01 .549E-01 2.564E-01 20580E -01
24950 20596E-01 2.611E-01 20627E -01 20643E -01 20658E-01
31Gv0 20674E-01 2.490E-01 20706E -01 20721E-01 2.737E -01
30050 20753E -01 2.769E-01 20785E -01 20801E-01 20817E -01
SAGO 20833E-01 2.F49E-01 2.865E -01 2.881E -01 20898E -01
1.150 2.914E -01 2.930E-01 2.946E-01 20962E-01 2.979E-01
30200 20995E-01 3.011E-01 30028E-01 30044E-01 3061E-01
3,250 3.077E-01 3.094E-01 3.110E-01 30127E-01 30243E-01
3x300 30160E-01 3.177E-01 30193E-01 302100-01 302270-01
0350 30243E-01 3.260E-01 3.277E-01 30294E-01 3.31!E-01
3000 30328E-01 3.345E-01 3.362E-01 30378E-01 30395E-01
30450 30412E-01 3.430E-01 3.447E-01 30464E-01 30482E-01
192
F(X)
X 00000 00010 OsO20 00030 0.040
3.500 30498E-41 3.515E-01 3.532E-01 3.550E-01 30567E-01
30550 30584E-01 3.601E-01 30619E-01 30636E-01 3.654E-01
30600 30671E-01 3.688E-01 3.706E-01 3.723E-01 30741E-01
30650 30758E-01 3.776E-01 3.794E-01 3.811E-01 30829C-01
30700 3.846E-01 3.864E-01 3.882E-01 30900E-01 30917E-01
30750 30935E-01 3.953E-01 3.971E-01 30989E-01 40007E-01
3,800 40024E-01 4.042E-01 4.060E-01 4.078E-01 40096E-01
30850 40114E-01 4.132E-01 4.151E-01 4016SE-01 40187E-01
3.900 40205E-01 4.223E-01 4.241E-01 4.259E-01 40278E-01
30950 4.296E-01 4.314E-01 4.333E-01 4.351E-01 40369E-01
4o000 4o38SE-01 4.406E-01 40425E-01 4.443E-01 40461E-01
4,050 40480E-01 4.498E-01 40517E-01 4.536E-01 40554E-01
4.100 40573E-01 4.591E-01 4.610E-01 4.629E-01 40647E-01
40150 40666E-01 4.685E-01 4.704E-01 40722E-01 40741E-01
40200 40760E-01 4.779E-01 4.79SE-01 4.817E-01 40836C-01
4.250 4.855E-01 4.874E-01 4.893E-01 4o912E-01 4.931E-01
40300 40950E-01 4.969E-01 4098°E-01 5.007E-01 50026E-01
40350 50045E-01 5.064E-01 5.084E-01 50103E-01 50122E-01'
4.400 5.141E-01 5.161E-01 5.180E-01 50199E-01 5.218E-01
40450 50238E-01 5.257E-01 5.277E-01 5.296E-01 50316E-01
4500 50335E-01 5.354E-01 5.374E-01 5.393E-01 50413E-01
4.550 5.433E-01 5.452E-01 50472E-01 50491E-01 50511E-01
40600 50531E-01 5.550E-01 5.570E-01 50590E-01 5s610E-01
4.650 5.629E-01 5.649E-01 5.669E-01 5 . 689E-01 5.709E-01'
40700 5.729E-01 5.748E--01 5,768E-01 50788E-01 50800E-01
4,750 50828E-01 5.848E-01 50868E-01 5.888E-01 5.908E-01
40800 5.928E-01 5.948E-01 50968E-01 5.989E-01 6.009E-01'
4x850 6.029E-01 60049E-01 60069E-01 60089E-01 6oliOE-01
'0900 6.130E-01 6.150E-01 60170E-01 60191E-01 6.211E-01
40950 6.231E-01 6.252E-01 6.272E-01 6.293E-01 60313E-01
5.000 60333E-01 6.354E-01 6s374C-01 60395E-01 60415E-01
50050 60436E-01 6.456E-01 60477E-01 60498E-01 60518E-01
5,100 60539E-01 6.559E-01 6.580E-01 60601E-01 60621E-01
50150 6.642E-01 6.663E-01 60684E-01 60704E-01 60725E-01
50200 60746E-01 6.767E-01 60787E-01 60808E-01 6.829E-01
50250 6.850E-01 6.871E-01 6.892E-01 6.913E-01 60934E-01
WOO 60955E-01 6.976E-01 6.997E-01 70018E-01 7039C-01
5-350 70050E-01 7.081E-01 7.102E-01 70123E-01 7.144E-01
5.400 70165E-01 7.186E-C1 7o208E•-01 70229E-01 70250E-01
5040 7.271E-01 7.292E-01 7.314 -01 7.335E-01 70356E-01
50500 7o37E-01 7.399E-01 70420E-01 7.442E-01 70463E-01
50500 7.484E-01 7.506E-01 70527E-01 7,549E-01 70570E-01
5,600 70592E-01 7.613E-01 7.634E-01 70656C-01 70670-01
5,650 7.699E-01 7.721E-01 7.742E-01 7.764E-01 7,785E-01 
5.700 70807E-01 7.829 -01 7 MOE-01 7o872E-01 70894E-01
50750 70915E-01 7.937E-01 7.959E-01 70981E-01 80002E-01
5.800 80024E-01 8.046E-01 80068E-01 80090E-01 80111E-01
50850 80133E-01 8.155E-01 80177E-01 8.199E-01 80221E-01
50900 8.243E-01 8.265E-01 80287E-01 80309E-01 803312-01
50950 80353E-01 8.375E-01 8.397E-01 80419E-01 8*441E-01
193
FM
X 0.000 00010 0.020 00030 0.040
60000 84,463E-01 8.485E-01 80507E-01 80529E-01 84,552E-01
60050 8.574E-01 8.5961-01 8.618E-01 80040E-01 8.663E-01
60100 8.685E-01 8.707E-01 80729E-01 8.752E-:t1 8.7,74E-01
6x200 80908E-01 80930E-01 8.953E-01 80975E-01 3a998E-01
60150 80796E-01 80819£-01 4,841E-01 8o863E ,-01 Pe886E-01
6.250 90020E-01 9.043E-01 9oO65E-01 9.088E-01 9-110E-01
60300 9.133E-01 9.155E-01 90178E-01 94,200E-01 90223E-01
6.330 9.746E-01 9.268E-01 90291E-01 9.313E-01 90336E-01
6.400 9.359E-01 90382E-01 90404E-01 9.427E-01 9.450E-01
6.450 9.472E-01 9.495E-01 9.518E-01 9.541E-01 90564E-01
6.500 9.586E-01 9.609E-01 9.632E-01 9.655E-01 90678E-01
64,50 9.701E-01 9.723E-01 9&746E-01 9.769E-01 90792E-01
60600 90815E-01 90838E-01 90861E-01 90884E-01 9a907E-01
60650 9.930E-01 9.953E-01 90976E-01 90999E-01 1.002E 00
60700 1 000 5E 00 10007E 00 10009E 00 10011E 00 14,014CE 00
60750 10016E 00 10018E 00 1.021E 00 1.023E 00 1.025E 00
61800 1.028E 00 1.030E 00 1.032E 00 1.035E 00 1.037E 00
60850 14,039E 00 1.042E 00 10044E 00 1.046E 00 10049E 00'
6090) 10051LE 00 1.0 5E 00 ?0C^6E 00 10058E 00 1.060E 00
60950 1.063E CO 1.065E 00 "10067E 00 1007CE 00 1.072E 00
7.000 1.074E 00 1.077= 30 lo079E 00 1.081E 00 1.084E 00
7.050 1.086E 00 1.089E 00 100.1E 00 14,093E 00 1.096E 00
761CO 1.098E 00 10100E 00 1o1C3E 00 1.105E 00 1.107E 00
74,150 1.110E 00 1.112E 00 10114E 00 1.117E 00 1.119E 00'
74,200 14,122E 00 10124E 00 10126E 00 1129E 00 1.131E 00
7.250 14,133E 00 1.136E 00 14,138E 00 14,141E 00 14,143E 00
7 * 300 1.145E 00 14,148E 00 10150E 00 14,153E 00 14,155E 00'
74,.350 14,157E 00 14,160E 00 1.162E 00 14,165E 00 14,167E 00
74,400 14,169E 00 1.172E 00 14,174E 00 14,177E 00 14,179E 00
7,450 1.181E 00 1.184E 00 14,186E 00 14,189E 00 14,191E 00
70500 14,193E 00 1.196E 00 lol98E 00 1.201E 00 14,203E 00
74,550 14,205E 00 10208E 00 14,210E 00 14,213E 00 1.215E 00
70600 14,217E 00 1.220E 00 102227 00 14,225E 00 14,e27E 00
70650 14,230E 00 10232E 00 14,134E 00 1.237E 00 14,239E 00
70700 14,242E 00 1.244E 00 14,2.47E 00 14,249E 00 14,251E 00
1, 0750 14,254E 00 1.256E 00 14,259E 00 14,261E 00 1o264E 70
7o8C0 14,266E 00 1.269E 00 1.271E 00 10273E 00 14,276E 00
70850 1.278E 00 1.281E 00 10283E 00 14,286E 00 1.288E 00
490C 14,291 00 1.293E 00 14,296E 00 1.298E 00 10300E 00
1.303E 00 1.305E 00 1.308E 00 10310E 00 1.313E 00
0100 10315E 00 14,318E 00 1,320E 00 14,323E 00 1.325E 00
300 250 14,328E 00 1.330E 00 14,332E 00 14,335E 00 0337E 00
3010:- 14,340E 00 1.342E 00 1.345E 00 1.347E 00 14,350E 00
X01	 0 lo352E 00 1.355E 00 1a357E 00 10360E 00 10362E 00
80200 1.365E 00 1.367E 00 1.370E 00 14,372E 00 10375E 00
30250 14,377E 00 1.380E 00 1.382E 00 14,385E 00 14,387E 00
8,300 1.390E 00 1.392E 00 14,395E 00 10397E 00 1.400E 00
80350 14,402E 00 1.401E 00 10407' 00 14,410E 00 1.412E 00
80400 14,415E 00 10417E 00 1.420E 00 10422E 00 10425E 00
8,450 14,427E 00 1.430E 00 lo432E 00 1.455E 00 1.437E 00
194
X 06000 00010
8.500 1.440E 00 1.442E
86550 1.452E 00 1.455E
8.600 1.465E 00 1.468E
8.650 1.478E 00 1.480E
8.700 1,490E 00 1.493E
8.750 1.503E 00 1.506E
8.800 1.516E 00 1.518E
8.850 1.529E 00 1.`31E
8.900 1.541E 00 1.544E
8.950 1.554E 00 1.557E
96000 1.567E 00 1.570E
9.050 1.580E CO 1.582E
96100 1.593E 00 1.595E
9.150 1.606E 00 1.608E
9.200 1.618E 00 1.621E
90250 1.631E 00 1.634E
9.300 1.644E 00 1.647E
9.350 * 1 * 657E OU 1.660E
9.400 1.670E 00 1.673E
9.450 1.683E 00 1.686E
9.500 1.696E 00 1.699E
9.550 1.710E 00 1.712E
9.600 1.723E 00 1.725E
9.650 1.736E 00 1.738E
9.700 1.749E 00 1.752E
9.750 1.762E 00 1.765E
99800 1.775E 00 1.778E
9.850 1.788E 00 1.791E
90900 1.802E 00 1.804E
90950 1.815E 00 1.818E
100000 1.828E 00 1.831E
FM
0.020
00 1.445E 00
00 1.457E 00
00 1.470E 00
00 1.483E 00
00 1.495E 00
00 1.508E 00
00 10521E 00
00 1.534E 00
00 1.546E 00
00 1.559E 00
00 1.572E 00
00 1.585E 00
00 1.598E 00
00 1.611E 00
00 1s624E 00
00 1.637E 00
00 1.650E 00
00 1.663E 00
00 1.676E 00
00 1.689E 00
00 1.702E 00
00 1.715E 00
00 1.728E 00
00 1.741E 00
00 1.7":E 00
00 1476 71E 00
00 1.781E 00
00 1.794E 00
00 1.807E 00
00 1.820E 00
00 1.834E 00
0.030
1.447E 00
1.460E 00
1.473E 00
1.485E 00
1.498E 00
1.511E 00
1.523E 00
1.536E 00
1.549E 00
1.562E 00
1.575E 00
1.588E 00
1.600E 00
I.61 -	 C.:i
1+626E 00
1.639E 00
1.652E 00
1.665E 00
1.678E 00
1.691E 00
1.704E 00
1.717E 00
1.731E 00
1.744E 00
1.757E 00
1.77CE 00
1.783E 00
1.796E 00
1.810E 00
1.823E 00
1.836E 00
0.040
1.450E 00
1.463E 00
1.475E 00
1.488E 00
1.501E 00
1.513E 00
1.526E 00
1.539E 00
1.552E 00
1.564E 00
1.577E 00
1.590E 00
1.603E 00
1 s61: Z 00
1.629E 00
1.642E 00
1.655E 00
1.668E 00
10681= 00
1.694E 00
1.707E 00
1.720E 00
1.733E 00
1.746E 00'
1.759E 00
1.773E 00
1.786E 00'
1.799E 00
1.812E 00
1.826E 00
1.839E 00
APPENDIX D
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE THERMAL EMISSION CURRENT AS
A FUNCTION OF THE POTENTIAL
INPUT
A=RICHARDSON-S CONSTANT (NO/CM2-SEC-DEGK2)
NV=FREQUENCY FACTOR (1/SEC)
X(0)=METAL-OXIDE WORK FUNCTION (EV)
X(L)=OXIDE-OXYGEN L•.ORK FUNCTION (EV)
K=DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
T=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
GAMMA=MOLECULAR POLARIZABILITY OF ADSORBED OXYGENS (CM3)
NO=AREAL DENSITY OF ADSORBED OXYGENS (i/CM2)
FILM THICKNESS IN CM
OUTPUT
CURB=NET CURRENT FROM METAL TO OXYGEN (NO/CM2-SEC)
FORW=FOR:ARD CURRENT
BACK=6ACK CURRENT
XMAX=POSITION OF POTENTIAL MAXIMUM (CM)
CHIF=POTENTIAL BARRIER MAXIMUM REFERED TO FERMI LEVEL (EV)
CHIR=POTENTIAL BARRIER MAXIMUM REFERED TO OXYGEN LEVEL (EV)
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANN-S CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
EC=ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLT-CM)
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON LISTS RESULTS ON TYPEWRITER.
SENSE SWITCH 2 ON FOR NEW FILM THICKNESS* OFF FOR NEW DATA•
PI=3.1415920
BC=8.6164E-05
EC=1.440594E-07
1 PRINT 2
2 FORMAT(28HENTER A Q UtX(0)tX(L)tK AND T)
ACCEPT 31A
ACCEPT 3tRNU
ACCEPT 4tXO
ACCEPT 4tXL
ACCEPT 40C
ACCEPT 4tT
3 FORMAT(510.3)
4 FORMAT(F100)
PRINT 5
195
196
5 FORMAT(ISHENTER GAMMA AND NO)
ACCEPT 3+GAMMA
ACCEPT 3 +RNO
PRINT 6
6 FORMAT(29HENTER NUMBER OF OUTPUT POINTS)
ACCEPT 79N
7 FORMAT(I3)
PRINT 8
8 FORMAT(22H£NTER POTENTIAL L"I'TS)
ACCEPT 4+VI
ACCEPT 4,VF
RN=N
NP1=N+1
DV=(VF—VI)/RN
V=VI
PUNCH 50
50 FORhAT(34HSCHOTTKY CURRENT WITH SECOND IMAGE/)
PUNCH 51oA
51 FORMAT(2HA=)E10.3>1X,16HN0/CM2—SEC—DEGK2)
PUNCH 52,RNU
52 FORMAT(3HNU=,E10.3)1X,5H1/SEC)
PUNCH 53>XO
53 FORMAT(5HX(0)=,F5.2,IX,2HEV)
PUNCH 54%XL
54 FORMAT(5HX(L)=,F5.2+1X,2HEV)
PUNCH 55*DC
55 FORMAT(2HK=9F6.2)
PUNCH 56 9GAMMA
56 FORMAT(6HGAMMA=9E10.391X,3HCM3)
PUNCH 579RNO
57 FORMAT(3HNO=,E10.3+1X95H1/CM2)
PUNCH 589T
58 FORMAT(5HTL^MP=,F5.0.1X,14HDEGREES KELVIN)
PUNCH 61
61 FORMAT(27'-"NSI=NEGLECTING SECOND IMAGE)
35 PRINT 9
9 FORMAT(20HENTER FILM THICKNESS)
ACCEPT 3,THIC
PUNCH 599THIC
59 FORMAT(/10HTHICKNESS=,E10.3^1X92HCM)
PUNCH 60
60 FORTSAT(5X1HV6X4HCURR7X4HFORW7X4HBACK7X4HXMAX7X4HCHIF
X3X4HCHIR)
=AC=EC/(4.-:*-DC)
FAD=EC*GAMMA-X-RNO*PI/(DC+1.)
DO 100 I=1oNP1
X0XAX=THIC
IF(V) 10+11, 15
10 XMAX=THIC—(2•*FAD/(—V/THIC))**0.33333333
IF(XMAX)11911916
15 XMA),=0.5*SORT(EC/(DC*V/THIC))
XOMAX=XMAX
197
IF(THIC—XMAX)11,11,16
11 XMAX=THIC /2.
16 DELTA=O,
416 F=FAC/XMAX**2—V/THIC-2.*FAD/(THIC—XN.AX)**3
DF=-2.*FAC/XMAX**3-6.*FAD/(THIC—XMAX)**4
CCRR=F/DF
IF(CORR)17920#18
17 CORR=—CORR
18 IF(CORR-1.E-4*XMAX)20#20#21
21 XP=XMAX—F/DF
IF(XP;400t400*401
401 IF(THIC—XP)40094009402
400 DIR=+1.
IF(F)4039209404
403 DIR=—l.
404 DELTA=DELTA/2.
IF(DELTA)40594069405
406 DELTA=(THIC—XVAX)/2.
IF(DIR)407,405o405
407 DELTA=X.IAX/2.
405 XMAX=XMAX+DIR*DELTA
GO TO 416
402 XMAX=XMAX—F/DF
GO TO 416
20 CHIMF=XO—EC/(4.*DC*XMAX)—V*XMAX/THIC
CHIMF=CHIMF-2.*EC*GAMMA*RNO*PI/((DC+l•)**2*(THIC—XMAX)**2)
CHI P•1R= CH IMF+XL—XO+V
CHIMO=XO—`C /(4. #DC *XOt4AX) —V*XOMAX/THIC
CiiIRO=CHIMO+XL—XO+V
CF=A*T**2*EXP(—CHIMF/(BC*T))
CFO=A*T**2*EXP(—CHIFO/(BC*T))
IF(V)23,24o24
23 CR=—DC*RNU*V/(4.*PI*EC*THIC )*EXP(—CHIMR/(EC*T))
CRO= —DC*RNU*V /( 4.*PI*EC*THIC )*EXP(—CHIRO/(BC*T);
GO TO 25
24 CR=O.
CRO=O•
25 CT=CF—CR
CTO=Cr'O—CRO
:F(SENSE SWITCH 1)26e27
26 PRINT 2E,I,V,CTiCF,CRSXt•1AX,CHI;sF#CHIYR
PRINT 29,V,CTO,CFO, CRO,XO1IiAX,CHIFO,CHIRO
27 PUNCH 2E9I9V9CT,CF9,CR,XMAX,CHIMF,CHIMR
PUNCH 29,V,CT09CFO^CRO,XOMAX,CHIFO,CHIRO
26 FCR',rT(I391XF6.3,1XE1093,1XE10.3,1XE10.391XE10.3,
X 1XF6.3t1XF6.3)
29 = 0R ""AT(4HNSI , F6.391XE10.391XE10.3#1XE10.3r1XE10.3
X 1XF6.3#1XF6.3)
V=V+DV
10C CONTINUE
!F(SENSE SWITCH 2)3591
END
APPENDIX E
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE ELECTRON TUNNEL CURRENT FOR
METAL —OXIDE —OXYGEN STRUCTURE AS A
FUNCTION OF THE POTENTIAL
INPUT
EF-FERMI LEVEL REFERED TO SOTT014 OF CONDUCTION BAND (EV)
XO=METAL—OXI DE WORK FUNCT i O,% ( EV )
XL=OXIDE—GXYGE WORK FUNCTION (`_V)
GC=CicLECTRIC CONSTANT
RNU=FREO(,EN'CY FACTCR FOR ELECTRONS IN OXYGEN LEVELS (1/5EC)
T=TEXPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
THICK=EARRIER THICKNESS (CM)
VI=INITIAL POTENTIAL FOR OUTPUT DATA (VOLTS)
VF=FINAL POTENTIAL FOR OUTPUT DATA (VOLTS)
DV=POTENTIAL INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT DATA (VOLTS)
OUTPUT
V=POTENTIAL ACROSS OXIDE (VOLTS)
CURR=NET TUNNEL CURRENT (1/CM2—SEC)
J(1)=PART OF FORWARD CURRENT NOT INVOLVING INT=EGRAL (1/CM2—SECT
J(2)=PART OF FORWARD CURRENT INVOLVING INTEGRAL !1/rM2—SEC)
J(3)=REVERSE TUNNEL CURRENT (1/CM2—SEC)
J(SIMMONS) wTUNNEL CURRENT FROM SIMMONS EQUATION (1/CM2—SEC)
CONSTANTS
EC=ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLT—CM)
BC=90LTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREE KELVIN)
ALPHA=4*PI*SQRT(2*M)/H (!/CM—EV**1/2)
BETA=4*PI*M/H**3 (1/CM**2—SEC—EV**2)
ISFTC ;;AIN
., FNS I ON J (4 )
D.17
X =.010157E+29,.3.1415926 ti o4 :+C^ 9 —07/
1	 E: D 1000 o EF,XO+XL oDC #RNU ► T ► T = C;{
1000 FGR;•1AT(4F1u.3sE10.3tF10.3•E10.3)
GO TO 200
READ 10009VI ► VF,DV
N=(VF—VI)/DV+I.
PRINT 1001#EF*X0+XLpDCoRNU9T•THICK
1001 FORMAT(1H1r39HEXACi METAL
—
OXIDE--OXYGEN TUNNEL CURRENT/ /1X ►
198
199
X 3HEFuo7XoF6.395X92HEV/1Xr5HX(0)=#5X#F6.3+5Xo2HEV/1X9
X SHX(L)2+5X9F6.395X92HFV/1Xo2HK n 97X9F7.3/IX3HNU n o7X•
X 1PE10.3+1X5H1/SEC/1X, lTEMP=2Xs0PF7.1t7X10MOE6 KELVIN
X /1X6HTHICKa4X91PE10.391Xo2HCM//IX+9HPOTENTIAL96X#
X 7HCURRENT98Xt4HJ(1)*11X94MJ(21o11X94HJ(3)r11X
X 10HJ(SIMMONS)/)
V=VI
DO 100 I=1*N
EOX=EF+XO—XL—V
B=ALPHA*SQRT((2.*XO—V)/2•)*THICK
C=ALPHA*THICK/SQRT(2•*(2•*XO—V))
J(1)=BETA*EXP(—B)*TFAC(C#T)/C**2
J(2)=BETA*EXP(—B)*TUNINT(EOXoEFtC#T)
J(3)=0.
IF(V.LT.O.)J(3)=—DC*V*RNU/(4.*PI*THICK*EC)*P(BeCtEF#EOX)
X *(1.—FD(EF*EOXoT))
J(4)=PCE(XO#XL*VtTHICK)
CURR=J(1)—J(2)—J(3)
PRINT l002tVoCURR#(J(K)#Kul#4)
1002 FORMAT(1H+*6(IPE10.3o5X))
VuV+DV
100 CONTINUE
GO TO 1
200 STOP
END
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR EVALUATING INTEGRAL IN TUNNEL EXPRESSION
INTEGRAND IS A FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM F(EF#CtEtT^o
$18FTC TUN I NT
FUNCTION TUNINT(EOXvEFv%-b9T)
°	 DIMENSION C1(2)9C2(3)
DATA FAC9Cl9C2/.05*4•#2•#3•x3.#2•/
BCT-8.6164E-05*T
FMAX=0.
XM=EF
IF(EOX.LT•EF)XMsEOX
X=XM
101 IF(X.LT.O.)GO TO 100
FP=F(EF#CrX*T)
IF(FP•GT.FMAX)FMAX=FP
IF(FP.LT91E-2*FMAX)GO TO 102
X=X—XM/10.
GO TO 101
100 X=0.
102 XD=X
Nl=XD/(2.*FAC)
N2=(EOX—XD)/FAC
SUP=0•
IF(NI.LE.0)GO TO 120
RN=Nl
UX nXD/(2.*RN)
X*0.
200
SUP=F(EFtCPX#T)
DO 110 I=l*Nl
DO 110 J =1*2
X=X+DX
110 SUP=SUP+CI(J)*F(EF*C#X#T)
SUP=(SUP—F(EF*C *XD*T))*DX/3*
120 SUM=0.
IF(N2.LE.0)GO TO 130
RN=N2
DX=(EOX—XD)/(3•*RN)
X=XD
SUM=F(EF#C,X#T)
DO 125 I=1.N2
DO 125 J=1*3
X=X+DX
125 SUM=SUM+C2(J)*F(EFsCtX*T)
SUM=(SUM—F(EFtC#EOXtT))*3.*DX/8*
130 TUNINT=SUM+SUP
RETURN
END
INTEGRAND OF TUNNEL INTEGRAL.
SIBFTC F
FUNCTION F(EF*C,E #T)
BCT=8.6164E-05*T
IF((EF—E).GE*20**BCT)F=EF—E
IF((EF—E).LT* 20.*BCT.AND.(EF+E) *GTo-20 * *BCT)F=BCT*
X ALOG(1*+EXP((EF-E)/BCT))
IF((EF—E)*LE*-20.*BCT)F=0*
F=F*EXP(—C*(EF—E))
RETURN
END
TEMPERATURE FACTOR IN TUNNEL EXPRESSION
SIBFTC TFAC
FUNCTION TFAC(C,T)
AUG=3.1415?26*C*896164E-05*T
IF(AUG*LT*lE-4)TFAC=1•
IF(AUG.GE •lE-4)TFAC=AUG/SIN(AUG)
RETURN
END
EXPRESSION FOR PROBABILITY OF PENETRATING THE BARRIER
SIBFTC P
FUNCTION P(B#CoEF,EOX)
P=EXP(—B) *EXP(—C*(EF-EOX))
RETURN
END
201
FERMI-DIRAC FUNCTION
SIBFTC FD
FUNCTION FD(EFPEOX+T)
IF(T.NE.O.)GO TO 100
FD=0*
IF(EOX*LT.EF)FDsl.
RETURN
100 AUGu(EOX-EF)/(8:6164E-05*T)
IF(AUG*GT *80*)FDUO•
IF(AUG.LE.80..AND.AUG6GT*-80•)FD=l./(EXP(AUG)+1.)
IF(AUG*LE*-80.)FD=1*
RETURN
END
APPENDIX F
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR SIMMONS TUNNEL EXPRESSION
CALLING ARGUMENT
XO=METAL—OXIDE WORK FUNCTION (EV)
XL=OXIDE—OXYGEN WORK FUNCTION (EV)
V=POTENTIAL ACROSS THE OXIDE FILM (VOLTS)
THICK=OXIDE FILM THICKNESS (CM)
CONSTANTS
A=1/(4*PI*H) (1/EV—SEC)
B=4*PI*SQRT(M)/H (1/CM—EV**1/2)
RESULTS
PCE=TUNNEL CURRENT (NO/CM2—SEC)
SIBFTC PCE
FUNCTION PCE(XO.XLPV#THICK)
DATA ArB/1*9242192E+139792-t5472E+07/
E=—V/THICK
CHIOsXO
CHIL=XL
100 IF(E.GT.O..AND•E*THICK#GT.CHIO)GO TO 200
IF(E.LT.O..AND.( —E*THICK.GT&CHIL))GO TO 200
EP=E+(CHID—CHIL)/THICK
IF(ABS(EP*THICK/(CHIO+CHIL))•GT.lE-3)GO TO 150
AUG=B*EP*THICK**2/(2.*SQST(CHIO+CHIL))
IF(ABS(AUG).LT.lE-4)GO TO 140
PCE=2.*A/THICK**2*EXP(—B*THICK*SQRT(CHIO+CHIL))*(EP*
XTHICK*COSH(A.UG)—(CHID+CHIL)*SINH(AUG)) *EXP(AUG*AUG/8•)
RETURN '
140 PCE=2.*A /1.!TCK*EXP(—B*THICK*SQRT(CHIO+CHIL))
X *EP*(1.—SQRT(CHIO+CHIL)*B*THICK/2.)
RETURN
150 AUF=2•*CHIO+E*THICK
AUR=2.*CHIL-E*THICK
PCE=A/THICK**2*(AUF* EXP( —B*THICK*SQRT(AUF)) —AUR*EXP( -
X B*THICK*SQRT(AUR)))
RETURN
200 PRINT 1002
1002 FORMAT(1H0956HFIELD IS OUTSIDE REGION OF VALIDITY DF
XSIMMONS EQUATIONS)
RETURN
END
202
APPENDIX G
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE OXIDATION KINETICS FOR THE
ELECTRON TUNNELING MODEL
INPUT VARIABLES
RNLI=A CONTROL VARIABLE (100. TO 1000.1
TYPE=SIX CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION
THICKO=ESTIMATE OF INITIAL THICKNESS (CM)
RCON=VOLUME OF OXIDE FORMED PER ION (CM3)
TO=TIME OF FIRST OUTPUT POINT (SEC)
NDnRANGE OF INTEGRATIONS NUMBER OF POWERS OF TEN IN THE TIME
INITIAL THICKNESS IS CHOOSEN SO THAT THE ESTIMATED TIME ERROR'
IS LESS THAN TO/RNLI.
GROWTH—RATE EQUATION INTEGRATED USING RUNGE —KUTTA SCHEME*
ERROR CONTROL IS OBTAINED BY COMPARING SUCCESSIVE ORDERS OF
RUNGE—KUTTA• SURFACE CHARGE FIELD SATISFYING THE KINETIC
CONDITION IS OBTAINED FROM THE SUBROUTINE FLDEQ.
RESULTS ARE PLOTTED.
SIBFTC GROWTH DECK
DIMENSION STORE(351#4)*SMAX(4) +PT(101)#EXTRA(10)*F(2)#RKt5)
DATA STAR#DOT#PLUS98LANKPRLINE*DASH/1H*91H.91Ht91H •
X 1HIt1H—/
PRINT 1000
2 READ 1010tRNII
5 READ 100ltTYPEtTHICKOPRCON#TO+ND
IF(THICKO.EQ40 * 0)GO TO 2
PRINT 10029TYPE9RCON
CURR=O*0
DO 7 J=1 #4
DO 6 K=19351
6 STORE(K#J)=0.0
7 SMAX(J)=0*O
DO 8 J=1*10
8 EXTRA(J)=0.0
C READ CONSTANTS INTO SUBROUTINES I=0
I.0
CALL FLDEO(E sCURRoTHICK, I #EXTRA )
C CHOOSE INITIAL THICKNESS
THICKsTHICKO
DTsTO
11 CALL FLDEO(E#CURR*THICK#I#EXTRA)
RNIIP:RCON*CURR*DT/(IE-2*THICK)
203	 4
204
IF(RNIIP.GT•RNII)GO TO 10
THICK=THICK/1.5849
GO TO 11
10 ETIMEsTHICK/(CURR*RCON)
PRINT 10129THICK*CURRrETIMEoRNIIP
C INTEGRATE GROWTH EQUATIONS
DALOGT=2.302585/25.
NP=ND/2
RNP=NP
NDP=2•*RNP
IF(NDP.NE .ND)NP=NP+1
NINT=0
NDIV=0
T=0.
DO 550 JslsNP
IF(J•NE * 1)GO TO 400
PRINT 1003
V=—E*THICK
PRINT 1015,T+THICKoErV*CURR#EXTRA(l)rEXTRA(2)
GO TO 501
400 PRINT 1003
PRINT 1004oNDIV*T*THICKoErVoCURRoEXTRA(l)#EXTRA(2)
501 DO 500 K=1x51
IF(J.NE.I.AND.K.EQ * 51)GO TO 500
NI=0
TN=T*EXP(DALOGT)
IF(T.EQ.O.)TN=TO
502 DT=0.05*THICK/(CURR*RCON)
IF(T+DT.GE*TN)DTUTN—T
RK(1) nDT*CU RR*RCON
CALL FLDEO( EtCURRfTHICK+RK(1)/2.*I9EXTRA_)
RK(2)=DT*CURR*RCON
CALL FLDEQ(EsCURR#THICK-RK(1)+2•*RK(2)•I*EXTRAI
RK(3)=DT*CURR*RCON
THICK=THICK+RK(1)/6.+2.*RK(2)/3•+RK(3)/6•
T=T+DT
NI=NI+1
CALL FLDEQ(ErCURR*THICK*IPEXTRA)
IF(T•LT * TN)GO TO 502
NINT=NINT+NI
NDIV=NDIV+1
V=—E*THICK
PRINT 1005*NDIV*NIoT#THICK#E#VoCURRPEXTRA(I)#EXTRA(2)
STORE(NDIV*1)=T
STORE(NDIV ► 2)=THICK
STORE(NDIV93)=E
STORE(NDIV*4) nV	 Q
DO 16 IJ=2.4
IF(ABS(STORE( NDIV9IJ)).GT#SMPX(IJ))SMAX(IJ)•
X ABS(STORE(NDIV#IJ))
16 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
205
PRINT 10099NINT
NINT =0
550 CONTINUE
C PLOT RESULTS
C SET HEADINGS OF PLOT
PRINT 1006
NL=0
NPP =NP*50+1
DO 150 K=1 *NPP
IF(K * NE*(25*NL+1))GO TO 151
DO 140 J=1#101
140 PT(J)=DASH
NL=NL+1
GO TO 142
151 DO 141 J=1*101
141 PT(J) =BLANK
142 PT(1) =RLINE
DO 152 JJ=1*3
J=S—JJ
IF(SMAX(J).EQ.0.0)GO TO 152	 •
KK=ABS(STORE(K*J))*100.0 /SMAX(J)+1.0
IF(J.EQ.4)PT(KK) =DOT
IF(J*EQ.3)PT(KK) =PLUS
IF(J•EQ.2)PT(KK)=STAR
152 CONTINUE
153 PRINT 1007*K*(PT(J)+J=1o101) *STORE(Kt1)
150 CONTINUE
GO TO 5
12 PRINT 1011
20 PRINT 1008
GO TO 5
1000 FORMAT(10HA$NOHEADER)
1001 FORMAT(A593E10 *3 *I5)
1002 FORMAT(1H1#31HINTEGRATION OF GROWTH EQUATIONS / /6XoA5 //
1 6XP13HRATE CONSTANT91PE10.294HCM3 )
1003 FORMAT(1H195HPOINT9lOX,4HTIME+11X#9HTHICKNESS+6X*
1 14HELECTRIC FIELDslXt9HPOTENTIALt6X98HION CURR97Xt1H7*
2 14Xr1H8/16Xr3HSEC912X92HCMo13Xr4HV/CMr11Xr1HV#14Xt
3 1OHNO /CM2—SEC/)
1004 FORMAT(1H+9I4 #lOX97(1PE10.3t5X))
1005 FORMAT(1H+ti4tl6#4X97(1PE10.3+5X))
1006 FORMAT(1H1+55HPLOT OF ABOVE RESULTS#*—THICKNESSP
2 +—FIELD ► . —POTENTIAL//1X95HPOINT#43XP15HARBITRARY UNITS
2 4HTIME)
1007 FORMAT (1H+rI3+2X+101A1 r1PE10.3)
1008 FORMAT(1H0#22HCALCULATION TERMINATED)
1009 FORMAT(1H0940HTOTAL NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN INTEGRATION O S )
1010 FORMAT(F590)
1011 FORMAT(1H0929HCANNOT FIND INITIAL THICKNESS)
1012 FORMAT(1H0+32HTHE INITIAL THICKNESS CHOOSEN I5o1PE10#3
1 /1X924HTHIS YIELDS A CURRENT OF *E10.3 ► 1X#12410NS/CM2—SEC
X /1Xt35HTHE ESTIMATED MAXIMUM TIME ERROR IS*E10 *3#1X*
206
X 18HTHE FACTOR USED ISrE10.3)
1014 FORMAT(1H0o9HTHICKNESS91PE15*3/1Xo7HCURRENToE15.3)
1015 FORMAT(lH+#14HINITIAL VALLIES+7(1PE10.395X11
END
SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING THE SURFACE—CHARGE FIELD WHICH
SATISFIES THE KINETIC CONDITION
INPUT VARIABLES
RID=ONE FULL CARD (80 CHARACTERS) OF IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
TEMP=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
ZI=VALENCE OF IONIC SPECIES
ZE:VALENCE OF ELECTRONIC SPECIES
CALLING ARGUMENT
E=SURFACE CHARGE FIELD (V/CM)
CURR:IONIC CURRENT FOR KINETIC CONDITION (NO /CM2—SEC)
THICK=OXIDE FILM THICKNESS (CM)
I nCONTROL VARIABLE. 0 READ DATA• 1 CALCULATE CURRENT * 2 ERROR
EXTRA=NOT USED
METHOD OF FALSE POSITION USED TO DETERMINE SURFACE CHARGE FIELD.
SIBFTC FLDEQ
SUBROUTINE FLDEQ(E9CURRoTHICK9I9EXTRAI
DIMENSION VALUE(2)•EPRIME(2)
LOGICAL APPROX
DIMENSION EXTRA(10).RID(14)
EXTERNAL PCI +PCE
C READ ON I n 0
IF(I.EQ.2)RETURN
IF(I.NE.0)GO TO 150
READ 1000#(RID(J)9J=1+14)
1000 FORMAT(13A6pA2)
READ 10019TEMP,ZI•ZE
1001 FORMAT(F10*392F5.0)
PRINT 10029TEMP•ZI rZE
1002 FORMAT(1H0912HTEMPERATURE=+ F741s1X914HDEGREES KELVIN //
X 1X924HCHARGE ON MOBILE SPECIES /6X*10HSPECIES 1=rFDoOf1Xf
X 19H/ELECTRONIC CHARGE//61910HSPECIES 2• *F5.09199
X19H/ELECTRONIC CHARGE/)
XcPCI(ErTHICK*IPTEMP)
X=PCE(E*THICK919TEMP)
PRINT 1003t(RID(.J)rJ=1#14)
1003 F0RMAT(1H0913A6#A2)
APPROX=•FALSE.
I=1
RETURN
150 IF(APPROX)GO TO 200
Jul
E=0
F nZI*PCI(E*THICK919TEMP)+ZE*PCE(E#THICK919TEMP)
207
IF(I.E0.2)R.ETURN
E=—SIGN(1..F)
200 VALUE(1)=0•
VALUE(2)=0.
N=0
250 N=N+l
F=ZI*PCI(E.THICK.I ► TEMP)+ZE*PCE(EtTHICKPI*TEMP)
IF(I.EQ.2)RETURN
IF(F.E0.09)GO TO 260
IF(N.E0.40)PRINT1005
1005 FORMAT(1H0+27HFLDEQ HAS ITERATED 40 TIMES/1Xg5HFIELD9
X lOX ► 7HPCI—PCE#8X#4HF(1) ► 11Xt4HF(21/)
IF(N * GE•40)PRINT 1006vE#F9VALUE(1)+VALUE(2)
1006 FORMAT(1H+94(1PE1%Co.395X))
IF(N.E0.50)GO TO 10
INDEX=1
IF(F•GT.O.)INDEX n 2
VALUE(INDEX)=F
EPRIME(INDEX)=E
220 IF(`,/ ALUE(1).EG#O..OR.VALUE(2)•E0*0•)GO TO 230
CONST-VALUE(1)—VALUE(2)
E=(VALUE(1)/CONST)*EPRIME(2)—(VALUE(2)/CONST)*EPRIME(1)
IF(ASS(E—EPRIME(1)).LT. lE-5*ABS(E)•OR•ABS(E—EPRIME(2))
X .LT.lE-5*ABS(E))GO TO 260
CHECK=ABS(VALUE(1)/VALUE(2))
IF(CHECK.GT.10..OR.CHECK.LT.O.1)E=(EPRIMEII)+EPRIME(2)) /20
GO TO 250
230 IF(.NOT.APPROX)E=1.5849*E
IF(APPROX)E=E-0.1*ABS(E) *SIGN(1•*F)
N=N-1
GO TO 250
260 CURR=PCI(E#THICK*IPTEMP)
IF(I•EQ.2)RETURN
IF(I.EQ.3)CURR=PCE(EtTHICK#I*TEMP)
'	 i=1
APPROX=.TRUE.
RETURN
70 PRINT 1007
1007 FORMAT(1H0936HABANDONING FLDEQ AFTER 50 ITERATIONS /)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE IONIC CURRENT FOR
NONLINEAR DIFFUSION
INPUT
A-1/2 OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT POTENTIAL MINIMA (CM)
RNU=FREOUENCY FACTOR (1/SEC)
CO=CONCENTRATION AT X=0 INTERFACE (1/CM3)
CL=CONCENTRATION AT X-L INTERFACE (1/CM3)
W=ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR DIFFUSION (EV)
ZI =VALENCE
208
CALLING ARGUMENT
EsSURFACE—CHARGE FIELD (V/CM)
THICK=O,v IDE FILM THICKNESS (CM)
I=CONTROL VARIABLE. 0 READ DATA * 1 CALCULATE CURRENT* 2 ERROR*
TEMP=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
CONSTANTS
BCsBOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
SISFTC PCI	 DECK
FUNCTION PCIIE#THICK#IPTEMP)
REAL NO #NL
DATA BC/8*6164E-05/
C READ DATA ON IsO
IF(I*EO*2)RETURN
IF(I * NE * O)GO TO 100
READ 10009A#RNU9C0+CL#W#ZI
1000 FORMAT(4E10*3#2F10*3)
NO=2**A*CO
NLs2**A*CL
D=4**RNU*A*A*EXP(—W/(BC*TEMP))
DOs4.*RNU*A*A
UsD*ZI/IBC*TEMP ►
SPs2**A
PRINT 1001%SP#A,CO+CL#DO#RNU#W#ZI
1001 FORMAT(1H0+28HNON—LINEAR DIFFUSION OF IONS/6X#
X 37HANALYTICAL SOLUTION TO DISCRETE MODEL /6Xv
X 16HIONIC PARAMETERS/11Xt8HSPACING=t1PE10*3*1Xo2HCM/11X#
X 2HA=t6X,E10*3)1X,2HCM/11X95HC(0)s+3XtE10*3t1Xo4HCM-3 /11X•
X 5HC(L)=+3X9E10*3+1X94HCM-3/llXr3HDOuo5X+E10.3o1X9
X 7HCM2/ SEC/llX93HNU=t5X,E10*3t1Xo5HSEC-1/llXo2HWss6X9
X OPF7.4o1Xt2HEV/llX+2HZs96XtF3*0)
PRINT 1002#D•U
1002 FORMAT(1H+)71HIN THE LIMIT OF SMALL FIELDS THE DIFFUSI
XON COEFFICIENT AND MOBILITY ARE /11X•ZHDr*1PE10*3*1Xt
X 7HCM2/SEC/llXt2HU=tE10*3.'_Xt8HCM2/VSEC)
PCI=O.
RETURN
100 AUG-ZI*E*THICK/(BC*TEMP)
IF(ABS(AUG) * LT * 1E-3)GO TO 160
IF(AUG.GT*50*)FAD=l9
IF(AUG*LE*AO*•AND.AUG*GT*-50*)FADa(1*—(CL/CO) *EXP(—AU6))
X /(l.—EXP(—AUG))
IF(AUG*LE*-50*)FAD=CL/CO
X=ZI*A*E/(BC*TEMP)
IF((ALOG(
	 RNU*NO*ABS(FAD))—W/IBC*TEMP)+ABS(X))*GT•
X 88 * )GO TO 190
PCI=2.*RNU*EXPI—W/(BC*TEMP))*SINH(X)*NO*FAD
RETURN
160 PCIs2**A*RNU*EXP(—W/(BC*TEMP))/THICK*NO*tl*—CL/CO*(I*—AUG*
X (l.—AUG/2**(1*—AUG/3.)111/(1*—AUG/2**(1 *—AVG/3*1)
RETURN
209
190 Is2
PCI=04
RETURN
END
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE ELECTRONIC CURRENT FOR
TUNNELING USING SIMMONS EQUATION.
INPUT VARIABLES
CHI0 mMETAL-OXIDE WORK FUNCTION (EV)
CHIL=OXIDE-OXYGEN WORK FUNCTION (EV)
RATIO uRATIO OF EFFECTIVE MASS TO ELECTRON MASS
A=PREMULTIPLIER (1/EV-SEC)
IF A IS NOT AN INPUT PARAMETER. ASSUME THE THEORETICAL VALUE.
CALLING ARGUMENT
E=SURFACE-CHARGE FIELD (V/CM)
THICK nOXIDE FILM THICKNESS (CM)
I=CONTROL VARIABLE. 0 READ DATA. 1 CALCULATE CURRENT* 2 ERROR*
TEMP•TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
CONSTANTS
A=1 /(4*PI*H) (1/EV-SEC)
B n4*PI*SORT(M)/H (1/(CM-EV**1/2)
$IBFTC PCE	 DECK
FUNCTION PCE(EtTHICK919TEMP)
C SIMMONS TUNNEL EQUATION
C READ DATA ON I=0
IF(I.NE.0)GO TO 100
READ 10009CHI09CHIL+RATI09A
1000 FORMAT(3F10.3#E10.3)
IF(A*EQ90*)A=1*9242192E+13
PRINT 1001#CHI0+CHIL*RATIO#A
B=79245472E+07*SQRT(RATI^)
1001 FORMAT(1H0918HELECTRON TUNNELING/6X#
X 21HELECTRONIC PARAMETERS/l1X•7HCHI(0) =PF7*3#1X92HEV
X /llXr7HCHI(L)=,F7.3r1Xr2HEV/IlXo5HM*/MN92X#F7*3/11Xt
X 2HAm#6Xt1PE10*391X#8H1/EV-SEC)
PCE=0.
RETURN
100 IF(E.GT.O * .AND•E*THICK•GT.CHIO)GO TO 200
IF(E.LT.O..AND.(-E*THICK.GT•CHIL))GO TO 200
EP=E+(CHIO-CHIL)/THICK
IF(ABS(EP*THICK/(CHID+CHIL)) * GT.lE-3)GO TO 150
AUG=B*EP*THICK**2/(2**SQRT(CHIO+CHIL))
IF(ASS(AUG)•LT.lE-4)GO TO 140
PCE*2.*A/THICK**2*EXP(-B*THICK*SORT(CHIO+CHIL))*(EP*
X THICK*COSH(AUG)-(CHID+CHIL)*SINH(AUG)) *EXP(AUG*AUG/8•)
RETURN
140 PCE=2. *A/THICK*EXP( -B*THICK*SQRT(CHIO+CHIL))
X *EP*(1.-SQRT(CHIO+CHIL)*B*THICK/2#)
210
RETURN
150 AUFc2.*CHIO+E*THICK
AUR=2.*CHIL—E*THICK
PCE•A/THICK**2*IAUF*EXP1-r8*THICK*SQRT(AUF))-AUR*EXP
X (-8*THICK*SQRT(AUR)))
RETURN
200 PRINT 1002
1002 FORMATIlH0 * 56HFIELD IS OUTSIDE REGION OF VALIDITY OF
XSIMMONS EQUATIONS/)
I.2
RETURN
ENO
APPENDIX H
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR FITTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO
ION RATE LIMITING REGION OF ELECTRON
TUNNELING MODEL
SQUARE DEVIATION IN THE TIME REQUIRED TO BE A MINIMUM•
T(0)t LO AND GAMMA ARE THE ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS.
T(0) AND GAMMA CALCULATED FOR EACH VALUE OF L0.
PROGRAM EITHER STEPS LO OR USES METHOD OF BISECTION TO FIND THE
MINIMUM DEVIATION.
INPUT
NPT=NUMBER OF EX
TEMP:TEMPERATURE
DICON=DIELECTRIC
OT=OBSERVED TIME
FT zOBSERVED FILM
PERIMENTAL POINTS
(DEGREES KELVIN)
CONSTANT
(SEC)
THICKNESS (CM)
OUTPUT
LO=ADJUSTED PARAMETER (CM)
GAMMA=CALCULATED PARAMETER (1/SEC)
T(0) •CALCULATED PARAMETE ; (SEC)
RMS=ROOT MEAN SOUARE DEVIATION OF THE TIME
DRMS/DLO=DERIVATIVE OF RMS WITH RESPECT TO LO WCM)
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
A(1)-C(4)=CONSTANTS USED IN GENERATION OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL
SENSE SWITCH 2 ON SUPRESSES T(0) FIT* I•E. T(0)=0
SENSE SWITCH 3 OFF STEPS LO LOOKING FOR APPROXIMATE MINIMUM*
SENSE SWITCH 3 ON SEARCHES FOR MINIMUM WITH METHOD OF BISECTION .
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF SOLUTIOM MUST BE KNOWN WHEN SSW 3 ON*
E2(X)=EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL. SEE HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL
FUNCTIONS9 NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 19646
DIMENSION OT( 30)*FT( 30)tA(6)#B(6)+C(6)#COEF(2r2)9
X PROD(2)+S(3)
PRINT 37
37 FORMAT(39HSW1 ON FOR NEW DATA#OFF FOR NEW LO SCAN)
PRINT 36
36 FORMAT(23HSW2 ON SUPRESSES TO FIT)
211
212
PRINT 211
211 FORMAT(38HSW3 ON SEARCHES FOR MINIMUM IN RMS DEV)
PAUSE
BC=8.6164E-5
A(1) =-0.57721566
A(2)=0.99999193
A(3)=-0.24991055
A(4)s0.05519968
/.(5)=-0.00976004
A(6)=0.00107857
B(1)=8.5733287
B(2)=18.059017
B(3)=8.6347608
8(4)=0.26777373
C(1)=9.5733223
C(2)s25.632956
C(3)a21.099653
C(4)=3.9584969
1 READ 109NPT9TEMP#DICON
10 FORMAT( I59F10.3•F10.3)
RNPT-NPT
DO 13 I =1,NPT
13 READ 9*OTiI)oFT(I)
9 FORMAT(E10.3+E10.3)
17 FORMAT(E10.3)
2 IF(SENSE SWITCH 3)2009212
200 PRINT 201
201 FORMAT(37HENTER STARTING LO AND FIRST STEP SIZE)
ACCEPT 179RLO
ACCEPT 179H
N=1
DLAST=-1.
GO TO 202
212 PRINT 31
31 FORMAT(33HENTER LO LIMITS AND NUMBER POINTS)
ACCEPT 17+RL1
ACCEPT 179RL2
ACCEPT 329N
32 FORMAT(I2)
RN=N
H=(RL2—RL1)/RN
RLC=RL1
202 NPl=N+l
PRINT 709TEMP
70 FORMAT(12HTEMPERATURE • rF7.1#15H DEGREES KELVIN	 )
PRINT 719DICON
`'71 FORMAT (2HK= o F7.3 )
PRINT 34
34 FORMAT(/2HL0,7X.	 3X5HGAMMA9X2HT07X7HRMS DEV5X7HDRMS/DV)
DO 100 JaloNPl
203 S(1)s0.
S(2)=0.
213
S(3) n0.
COEF(191)=0.
COEF(192)=0.
COEF(291)=0.
COEF(292)=0•
PROD(2)=0.
PROD(1)=0.
DEV=0•
DO 50 I=19NPT
THICK=FT(I)
X nRLO/THICK
53 IF(X-1.0)12091209125
120 SUM=O.0
DO 110 I1=196
110 SUM=SUM+A(I1)*X**(1I-1)
Gl=lo-X*EXP(X) *(SUM-LOG(X))
GO TO 130
1. 25 SUM1=X**4
SUM2=X**4
DO 127 II=194
SUM1=SUM1 +B(II)*X**(4—II)
127 SUM2=SUM2+C(II) *X**(4—II)
G1=1•—SUM1/SUM2
130 TAU=THICK*EXP(—X)*G1
DTAU=EXP(—X)*(G1-1.)/X
56 DEV=DEV+OT(I)*OT(I)
COEF(191)=COEF(191)+TAU
COEF(192)=COEF(192)+1.
COEF(291)=COEF(291)+TAU*TAU
COEF( 292)=COEF(292)+TAU
PROD(1)=PROD(1)+OT(I)
PROD(2)=PROD(2)+OT(I)*TAU
	
..
S(1)=S(1)+OT(I)*DTAU
S(2)=S(2)+TAU*DTAU
S(3)=S(3)+DTAU
50 CONTINUE
IF(SENSE SWITCH 2)60961
60 TO=0.
GAMMA=COEF(291)/PROD(2)
GO TO 62
61 DETeCOEF(191)*COEF(292)—COEF(192)*COEF(291)
GAMMA=DET/(PROD(1)*COEF(292)—PROD(2)*COEF(192))
TO=(COEF(191)*PROD(2)—COEF(291)*PROD(I))/DET
'2 DEV=DEV+COEF(291)/GAMMA**2+COEF(192)*TO*TO
DEV=DEV-2* *TO*PROD(1)- 2• *PROD(2)/GAMMA+2•*TO*COEF(191)
X /GAMMA
DDEV=2.*(-S(1)+S(2)/GAMMA+S(3)*TO)/GAMMA
DEV-SORT(DEV/RNPT)
PRINT 359RLO9GAMMA9T09DEV9DDEV
35 FORMAT(E10.391X9E109391XPE10.392Xt E10.392X9E10.3)
IF(SENSE SWITCH 3)204.205
204 DTHISe1.
214
IF(DDEV)20691009207
206 DTHIS=-1.
207 IF(DLAST+DTHIS)208#209#208
208 H=H/2.
GO TO 210
209 Hs-H/2.
210 DLAST=DTHIS
RL0=RLO+H
GO TO 203
205 RLO=RLO+H
IF(N-1)100*101s100
100 CONTINUE
101 PRINT 73
73 FORMAT(//,f23HSET SWITCHES#PUSH START)
PAUSE
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)1+2
END
APPENDIX I
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE KINETIC POTENTIAL AS
•	 A FUNCTION OF FILM THICKNESS FOR THE
THERMAL EMISSION MODEL
INPUT
A=RICHARDSON-S CONSTANT (NO /CM2-SEC-DEGK2)
RNU=ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY FACTOR (1/SEC)
XO=METAL-OXIDE WORK FUNCTION (EV)
XL=OXIDE-OXYGEN WORK FUNCTION (EV)
DK=DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
T=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
N=NUMBER OF POINTS
THIC=INITIAL THICKNESS (CM)
THICF=FINAL THICKNESS (CM)
CO=IONIC CONCENTRATION AT X=0 BOUNDARY (1/CM3)
CL=IONIC CONCENTRATION AT X =L BOUNDARY (1/CM3)
GAMMA=MOLECULAR POLARIZABILITY OF ADSORBED OXYGENS (CM3)
RNO=AREAL DENSITY OF ADSORBED OXYGENS (1/CM2)
ASPAC=1/2 OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT POTENTIAL MINIMA (CM)
RNUI:IONIC FREQUENCY FACTOR (1/SEC)
W • ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR DIFFUSION (EV)
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
EC=ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLTS-CM)
OUTPUT DATA MUST BE PROCESSED WITH PART 2
POSITION OF POTENTIAL BARRIER MAXIMUM DETERMINED BY NEWTON-S
METHOD. KINETIC POTENTIAL DETERMINED BY NEWTON-S METHOD*
PART 1
PI=3.1415926
BC=8.6164E-5
EC=1.440894E-7
1 ACCEPT 39A
ACCEPT 39RNU
ACCEPT 49XO
ACCEPT 49XL
ACCEPT 4*DK
ACCEPT 49T
ACCEPT 79N
215	 0
216
ACCEPT3#THIC
ACCEPT 3 +TH I CF
ACCEPT 39CO
ACCEPT 39CL
ACCEPT 3 *GAMMA
ACCEPT 39RNO
ACCEPT 3+ASPAC
ACCEPT 3 #RNU I
ACCEPT 4*W
3 FORMAT(E10.3)
	 0
4 FORMAT(F10.3)
7 FORMAT(I4)
RN=N
NP1=N+l
BCT=BC*T
D=4.*ASPAC**2*RNUI*EXP(—W/BCT)
U=D/BCT
0	 FAC=EC/(4.*DK)
FAD=EC*GAMMA*RNO*PI/(DK+19)
FAE=A*T**2
FAF=-DK*RNU/(4.*PI*EC)
DTHIC=(LOG(THICF)-LOG(THIC))/RN
IP=1
PUNCH 509IP,A#RNU*XOtXL#DK#TPD
PUNCH 509IP #UgCO9CLvGAMMAvRN0vASPAC
PUNCH 50tlPtW ► RNUI
V=0.
o DO 100 I=19NP1
CONS=BCT*LOG(-FAE*THIC/FAF)
IF(V)10#11915
10 XMAX=THIC-(2•*FAD/(-V /THIC))**0.33333333
IF(XMAX)11*11916
15 XMAX =0.5*SQRT(EC/(DK*V/THIC))
IF(THIC-XMAX)11911#16
11 XMAX=THIC/2.
16 DELTA=0.
416 F=FAC/XMAX**2-V/THIC-29*FAD/(THIC-XMAX) **3
DF=-2.*FAC/XMAX**3-69*FAD/(THIC-XMAX) **4
,CORR=F/DF
IF(CORR)17920+18
17 CORR=-CORR
18 IF(CORR-1.E-4*XMAX)20o20t21
21 XP=XMAX-F/DF
IF(XP)400+4009401
401 IF(THIC-XP)400+4009402
400 DIR=+1.
IF(F)4039209404
403 DIR=-1•
404 DELTA:DELTA/2•
IF(DELTA)405r4069405
406 DELTA n (THIC-XMAX)/2.
IF(DIR)4079405+405
217
407 DELTA=XMAX/2.
405 XMAX=XMAX+DIR*DELTA
GO TO 416
402 XMAX=XMAX—F/DF
GO TO 416
20 CHIFs(XO—FAC/XMAX—V*XMAX/THIC—FAD/(THIC—XMAX) **2)/BCT
DCHIFs(—XMAX/THIC)/BCT
PCE=FAE*EXP(—CHIF)
DPCEsFAE*EXP(—CHIF)*(—DCHIF)
IF(V)24t24925	 0
24 CHIR=CHIF+(XL—XO+V)/BCT
DCHIR=DCHIF+1./BCT
PCE=PCE—FAF*V/THIC*EXP(—CHIR)
DPCE=DPCE—FAF/THIC*EXP(—CHIR)*(1•—V*DCHIR)
25 AUG=—V/BCT
DAUG=-1./BCT
ARG=—V*ASPAC/THIC/BCT
Z.	 DARG=—ASPAC/THIC/BCT
IF(ARG-1.E-2)500+500#501
500 IF(ARG+1.E-02)501+502#502
501 SIKH=0.5*(EXP(ARG)—EXP(—ARG))
DSINH=0.5*(EXP(ARG)+EXP(—ARG))*DARG
GO TO 503
502 SINN=ARG*(1.+ARG*ARG/69)
DSINH=(1.+ARG*ARG/2.)*DARG
503 IF(AUG=1.E-2)505x505#510
505 IF(AUG+1.E-2)515*5209520
5AO PCI=SINN*(CL*EXP(—AUG)—CO)/:EXP(—AUG) -19)
DPCI=PCI*DSINH/SINN—SINH*CL*EXP(—AUG)*DAUG/(EXP(—AUG)-1•)
DPCI n DPCI+PCI/(EXP(-AUG)-1•)*EXP(-AUG)*DAUG
GO TO 550
515 PCI=SINH*(CL—CO*EXP(AUG))/(1•—EXP(AUG))
DPCI=PCI*DSINH/SINH—SINH*CO*EXP(AUG)*DAUG/(1•—EXP(AUG))
DPCI=DPCI+PCI*EXP(AUG)*DAUG/(1•—EXP(AUG))
GO TO 550
520 PCI=—ASPAC*(CL—CO*EXP(AUG))/THIC
PCI=PCI/(l.+AUG/2.*(1•+AUG/36*(1•+AUG/4.)))
DPCI=(ASPAC*CO*EXP(AUG)—PCI*(095+AUG*(19/3.+0.125*AUG)))
:DPCI=DPCI/(1.+AUG/2.*(1.+AUG/3.*(1•+AUG/4.)))
550 PCI=PCI*D/ASPAC
DPCIsDPCI*D/ASPAC
130 F=PCI—PCE
DFsDPCI—DPCE
CORR=F/DF
I F (CORR )150.164 t 160
150 CORR*—CORR
160 VP•V
IF(VP)161#162#162
161 VPs—VP
162 IF(VP-1.E+5*CORR)168#1649164
168 IF(CORR-1•E-6)164#167#167
167 V•V—F/DF
218
GO TO 16
164 IP=2.
PUNCH 50 ► IP#THIC ► PCI ► PCE*V
'50 FORMAT(I297E10.3)
THIC=THIC*EXP(DTHIC)
100 CONTINUE
GO TO 1
END
PART 2
OUTPUTS DATA OF PART 1
IC=1
1 READ 40 ► IP ► A ► B ►C*D#E#F ► G
40 FORMAT(I2 ►7E10.3)
GO TO(1009200) ► IP
100 GO TO (101 ► 102 ► 103) ► IC
101 IC=2
PUNCH 50
50 FORMAT(36H9KINETIC POTENTIAL VS FILM THICKNESS)
PUNCH 503
503 FORMAT(25H2NON—LINEAR IONIC CURRENT)
PUNCH 51 ► A
51 FORMAT(3H A=f8X ► E10#3 ► 1X ► 16HNO/CM2—SEC—DEGK2)
PUNCH 520
52 FORMAT(11H NU(ELECT)= ► E10.3 ► 1X ► 5H1/SEC)
PUNCH 53:C
53 FORMAT(6H X(0)=95X9F5.2#6X#2HEV)
PUNCH 54 ► D
54 FORMATi6H X(L)= ► 5X ► F5.2 ►6X92HEV)
PUNCH 55#E
55 FORMAT(3H K= ► 7X ►F5.1)
PUNCH 56#F
56 FORMAT(3H Ts ► 5X9F6.0 ► 8X914HDEGREES KELVIN)
PUNCH 57 ►G
57 FORMAT(3H D= ► 8X ► E10.3 ► 1X97HCM2/SEC)
GO TO 1
102 IC=3
PUNCH 58#A
58 FORMAT(3H U= ►8X9ElOo3 ► 1X ► 9HCM20V—SEC)
PUNCH 5998
59 FORMAT(6H C(0)= ► 5X ► E10.3 ► 1X ►4HCM-3)
PUNCH 609C
60 FORMAT(6H C(L)= ► 5X ► E10.391X ►4HCM-3)
PUNCH 63 ►D
63 FORMAT(7H GAMMA= ►4X+E10.3 ► 1X ► 3HCM3)
PUNCH 64 ► E
64 FORMAT(4H NOs97X ► E10.391X ► 5H1/CM2)
PUNCH 500 ► F
500 FORMAT(11H A SPACINGu ► E10.3 ► 1X ► 2HCM)
GO TO 1
103 IC=l
PUNCH 504 ►A
Q,
219
504 FORMAT (3H W n #8X,F5.2 #6X #2HEV)
PUNCH 50598
505 FORMAT(11H NU(IONJC) n vEl0•3o1X#5H1/SEC)
PUNCH 502
502 FORMAT(47H21ONIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIL POTS SAME AS BEFORE)
PUNCH 61
61 FORMAT(lOH1THICKNESSt8X98HCURRENTS914X#10HPOTENTIALS)
PUNCH 62
62 FORMAT(14Xo5HIONICr6Xt5HELECT ► 5X#21HKINETIC ELECT
	
IONIC)
GO TO 1
.200 PUNCH 30*AoB#C*D
30 FORMAT(1H •E10.3o1XE10.3o1XE10.3o1XF7.4o1XF7.4o1XF7.4)
GO TO 1
END
4
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VAPPENDIX J
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE OXIDATION KINETICS FOR THE
THERMAL EMISSION MODEL
INPUT
REQUIRES THE RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM GIVEN IN APPENDIX I
R-VOLUME OF OXIDE FORMED PER ION (CM3)
DTsTIME INTERVAL (SEC)
NOUT-NUMBER OF OUTPUT POINTS DESIRED
NIN=NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS
CONVERGENCE FACTOR IS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE ORDERS
OF RUNGE—KUTTA INTEGRATION SCHEMES SHOULD BE ABOUT 0#01
NEWTON—S INTERPOLATION SCHEME IS USED * THE INTERPOLATION IS
PERFORMED ON LOG(J) VS. LOG(L)•
RUNGE—KUTTA INTERGRATION SCHEME IS USED*
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON READS NEW TABLE
DIMENSION X (50)#Y(50)•XN(5)#YN(5)PPIVOT(5)
2 PRINT 9
9 FORMAT(23HENTER R#DTfNOUT AND NIN)
ACCEPT l l sR
ACCEPT 119DTIME
11 FORMAT(E10.3)
ACCEPT 12#NOUT
ACCEPT 129NTAB
12 FORMAT(I4)
PRINT 19
19 FORMAT(20HENTER CONVERG FACTOR)
ACCEPT 11#DIFFL
1 READ 5
5 FORMAT(1X)
PUNCH 6
6 FORMAT(15H9KINETIC CURVES)
DO '10 I-1#17
READ 7
7 FORMAT(40H	 )
10 PUNCH 7
PUNCH 179R
17 FORMAT(6H RATE- t5XtE10.3+1X#3HCM3)
PUNCH 39DIFFL
3 FORMAT(9H CONVERG= ► IX#E10.3)
PUNCH 8
8 FORMAT(5HITIME7X9HTHICKNE553X7HCURRENT /4H SEC$X2HCM
J
220
221
X lOX#9H1/CM2-SEC)
READ 18
18 FORMAT(//1X)
DO 500 I=1 ►NTAB
500 READ 139X(I)#Y(I)
13 FORMAT(IX ► E10*3912X#E10*3)
NPT=5
XMAX=0•
XMIN:O•
T-0•
THICK=X(1)
YP-Y(1)
PUNCH 149T#THICK#YP
14 FORMAT(lX9E10.392X ► E10.3 ► 2X9E10.3 ► 2XI5)
DO 200 LP=I#NOUT
NINT=0
TIMEN=T+DTIME
DT-DTIME
350 Rl-DT*R*YP
XP-THICK+Rl/2.
IRET-2
GO TO 50
202 R2-DT*R*YP
XP=THICK+R2/2.
IRET-3
GO TO 50
203 R3-DT*R*YP
XP=THICK+R3
IRET=4
GO TO 50
204 R42DT*R*YP
DIFF-(2.*R3+R4-2.*R1—R2)/(6a*THICK)
IF(DIFF)305 ► 325 ► 310
305 DIFF--DIFF
310 IF(DIFF—DIFFL)325 ► 325#320
320 DT-DT/2.
GO TO 350
325 THICK-THICK+R1/69+R2/3.+R3/3.+R4/6.
T=T+DT
NINT=NINT+l
XP=THICK
IRET=l
GO TO 50
201 !F(T—TIMEN)300#2009200
30C DT=TIMEN—T
GO TO 350
200 PUNCH 149T97HICK9YP ► NINT
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)291
50 IF(XP—X(NTAB))139#139#100
139 IF(XP—XMIN)140#1509150
150 IF(XMAX—XP)140 ► 160#160
140 DO 130 J=1 ► NTAS
222
IF(XP—X(J))13591359130
130 CONTINUE
135 IF(J-2)1250125#121
121 IF(J—NTA6+4)122.1229123
122 XMIN nX(J-1)
XMAX=X(J+1)
J nJ-2
GO TO 120
125 XMINsX(1)
XMAX nX(4)
Jul
GO TO 120
123 XMIN nX(NTAB-4)
XMAXsX(NTAB)
JsNTAB-4
120 N=NPT—1
DO 51 K=l*5
KP•J+K-1
XN(K)uLOG(X(KP))
51 YN(K) nLOG(Y(KP))
DO 55 L=l ►N
MnNPT—L
PIVOT(L) nYN(1)
DO 52 Jsl#MJ	
K=J+L
52 YN(J)=(YN(J)—YN(J♦1) ",'iXN(.i)—XN(K))
55 CONTINUE
PIVOT(NPT)=YN(1)
160 YP-PIVOT(NPT)
XP•LOG(XP)
DO 65 J*19N
K=NPT—J
65 YPsPIVOT(K)+(XP—XN(K))*YP
YPsEXP(YP)
XP=EXP(XP)
GO TO (201 ► 2029203.204) #IRET
100 PUNCH 15
15 FORMAT(34H OUTSIDE RANGE OF TABULATED VALUES)
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)291
END
APPENDIX K
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR FITTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO
THE SCHOTTKY EMISSION MODEL.
SQUARE DEVIATION IN THE TIME REQUIRED TO BE A MINIMUM•
T(0)+ GAMMA• AND POTENTIAL ARE THE ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS.
T(0) AND GAMMA CALCULATED FOR EACH ESTIMATE OF THE POTENTIAL•
PROGRAM STEPS THE POTENTIAL UNTIL APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF THE
MINIMUM IS FOUND, THEN THE METHOD OF BISECTION IS USED TO
PRECISELY FIND THE SOLUTION.
r
INPUT
NPT=NUMBER OF EXI
TEMPaTEMPERATURE
DICON=DIELECTRIC
RID=50 CHARACTER
OTsOBSERVED TIME
FT=OBSERVED FILM
aERIMENTAL POINTS
(DEGREES KELVIN)
CONSTANT
IDENTIFICATION
(SEC)
THICKNESS (CM)
CONSTANTS
BC nBOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
EC:ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLTS—CM)
SIBFTC FIT
	
DECK
DIMENSION OT(50)oFT(50)•w(50)gRIDIIO1+PT(101)
COMMON COEF(2v2)+PROD(2) ► S(3)
LOGICAL BRACK
DATA BCoEC#RLINEtBLANK,STAR*EXPT/8.6164E-591.44089FE-07•
X 1HIr1H +1H-91H*91HO/
PRINT 102
102 FORMAT(10HASNOHEADER)
1 READ lO+NPT#TEMPtDICON9(RID(I)9Is299)
RNPT=NPT
10 FORMAT(I592F10.398A6#A3)
READ 11s(OT(II9FT(I)9lsltNPT)
11 FORMAT(2E10 0 )
J=0
100 IF(J.E0.2)60 TO 1
J=J+1
BRACK=*FALSE.
REDFAC=lE-12
PRINT 10lt(RID(1)pI•1+9)oTEMPvDICON
101 FORMAT(1H1+21HFIT TO SCHOTTKY MODEL //1Xr8A6.A3//
X 1X912HTEMPERATURE • +F7.1s1Xt14HDEGREES KELVIN/1X92HK n oF7.1)
`'	 223
c224
CALL WEIGHT(OT:W9NPY)
PRINT 105*(OT(I)9FT(I)9W(I) ► I-l9NPT)
305 FORMAT(1HOt17HEXPERIMENTAL DATA/1X ► 5HTIMtt7X*
X 9HTHICKNESS ► 3Xt6HWEIGHT/lX ► 5H(SEC1t9Xt4H(CM)/50(iX93(
X IPE10.392X)/) )
PRINT 106
106 FORMAT(1HOt9HPOTENTiALt3Xt5HGAMMA97Xr4HT(0)t8Xt
X 7HRMS DEVt5Xt7HDRMS/DV/1Xe7H(VOLTS)tSX99Hl/CM2—SEC93X
X 5H(SEC)97Xt5H(SEC) /)
POTrO.1
H=.1
N-1
Ill IF(N.LY.10)GO TO 116
N-1
H=10. *H
110 CALL ZERO(COEF(191)tS(3))
DFV-Ot
DO 50 I-. *NPT
THICK-FT(I)
IF(POT.GE.EC/(4.*DICON*THICK))GO
 TO 51
RETAuF,C/(4t*DICON*BC*TEMP)
X=BETA/THICK
TAU=(THICK*EXP(—X)—BETA*EltXl)*EXP( —POT/(BC*TEMP))
DTAU=—TAU/(BC*TEMP)
GO TO 56
51 ALPHP=SQRT(EC*POT/DICON)/(BC*TEMP)
X=ALPHP/SQRT(THICK)
TAU=(THICK*(l. —X) *EXP( —X)+ALPHP **2*El(X))
DTAU=—THICK*EXP(—X)/POT
!6 DEV- DEV+OT(I)*OT(I)*W(I)
COEF(ltl)=COEF(191)+W(I)*(TAU/REDFAC)
COEF(192)=COEF(1t2)+W(I)/REDFAC
COEF(291)=COEF(291)+W(I)*TAU*(TAU/REDFAC)
COEF(2*2)=COEF(292)+W(I)*(TAU/REDFAC)
PROD(1)=PROD(1)+W(I)*OT(I)/REDFAC
PROD(2)=PROD(2)+W(I)*OT(I)*(TAU/REDFAC)
S(i)=S(1)+W(I)*OT(I)*(DTAU/REDFAC)
S(2)=S(2)+W(I)*DTAU*(TAU/REDFAC)
S(3)=S(3)+W(I)*(DTAU/REDFAC)
50 CONTINUE
DET=COEF(1*1)*COEF(292)—COEF(192)*COEF(2t1)
GO TO (62961)iJ
61 TO= (COEF(191)*PROD(2)—COEF(291)*PROD()))/DET
GAMMA	 =DET/(PROD(1)*COEF(292)—PROD(2)*COEF(192))
GO TO 63
62 TO=O•
GAMMA	 =COEF(291)/PROD(2)
63 RMS=((DEV/REDFAC+(COEF(192)*TO-2t*PROD())) *TO)*GAMMA
X +COEF(2t1)/GAMMA-2. *PROD(2) +2. *TO*COEF(ltl))*REDFAC/
X GAMMA
DRMS- 2.*(—.S(1)+S(2)/GAMMA+S(3)*TO)*REDFAC/GAMMA
DRMS=0.5*DRMS/SORT(RMS*RNPT)
225
RMS=SORT(RMS/RNPT)
REDFAC =GAIAMA
PRINT 359POT9GAMMA9T09RMS#DRMS
^5 FORMAT(1H+95(1PE10*392X))
IF(DFMS*GT*0*)BRACK-*TRUE4
IF( * NOT * BRACK)GO TO 104
H=ABS(H/2*)
IF(DRMS*GT*0*)H =-H
IF (ASS(2 * *H) *LT*lE-5*ABS(POT))GO TO 151
POT=POT+H
GO TO 110
104 POT=POT+H
N=N+1
GO TO 111
151 THICKM=1.10*FT(NPT)
DTHICK=THICKM/50*
TMAX=OT(NPT)
PRINT 103
103 FORMAT(1H1940HPLOT OF RESULTS *-FITTED 90-EXPERIMENTAL//
X 1X99HTHICKNESS93X911HFITTED TIME/3X94H(CM)910k95H(SEC)/)
THICK=THICKM
DO 150 K=1951
TIME-TO
IF(THICK.GE*0*)TIME=T(THICK#GAMMAtPOT9DICON9TEMP)+TO
KT=TIME/TMAX*100•+1*
DO 140 KK=1#101
PT(KK)=BLANK
IF(K*EO*51)PT(KK)=DASH
140 CONTINUE
PT(1)=RLINE
IF(KT*LE*101*AND*KT*GE*1)PT(KT)=STAR
DO 145 KK=I9NPT
IF(FT(KK) * LE * (THICK-DTHICK) *OR * FT(KK) * GT*THICKIGO TO 145
KT=OT(KK)/Tt1AX*100*+1*
IF(KT*LE*101*AND*KT*GE*1)PT(KT)=EXPT
145 CONTINUE
PRINT 1469THICK#TIME#(PT(KK)#KK=19101)
146 FORMAT(1Ht,1PE10*392X9E10*393X ► 101Al)
THICK=THICK-DTHICK
150 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
END
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL*
SEE BOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS# NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS# 1964*
SIBFTC E1
	
DECK	 4
FUNCTION E1(X)
DIMENSION A(6)#B(4)#C(4)
DATA A/-0*57721566 # 0*999991939 -0*24991055 # 0*05519968
X 9-0*0097600490*00107857/
DATA 8/8*5733287918*05901798.634760890*26777373/
226
DATA C/9.5733223925.632956921.09966313.9584969/
IF(X.GT.1.0)GO TO 25
SUM=0.0
DO 10 I =196
10 SUM=SUM+A(I)*X**(I -1)
E1=SUM-ALOG(X)
RETURN
25 SUM1 n X**4
SUM2=X**4
DO 30 I=194
SUM1=SUM1+B(I)*X**(4-I)
30 SUM2sSUM2 +C(I)*X**(4-I)
E1=SUM1/SUM2 *EXP(-X)/X
RETURN
END
0-119PROGRAM FOR ASSIGNING WEIGHTS TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA•
EXAMPLE*..LINEAR
SIBFT-C WEIGHT DECK
SUBROUTINE WEIGHT(OT9W9NPT)
DIMENSION OT(50)9W(50)
DO 100 I =19NPT
100 W(I)=OT(I)/OT(NPT)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE PREDICTED OXIDATION
KINETICS FROM THE VALUES OF THE PARAMET; , OBTAINED FROM
LEAST SQUARES FITTING.
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREE KELVIN)
EC;ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLT-CM)
SIBFTC T
	 DECK9FULIST
FUNCTION T(THICK9GAMMA9POT9DICON9TEMP)
DATA BC9EC/8.6164E-0591.44089E-07/
IF(POT.LT.ROOTS**2/(4*0*DICON*THICK))GO TO 150
C BARRIER MAXIMUM IS INSIDE THE FILM
ALPHA=SQRT(EC*POT/DICON)/(BC*TEMP)
X=ALPHA/SQRT(THICK)
IF(X.GT.10 * )GO TO 140
T=( THICK*(1.0-X)*EXP(-X)+ALPHA **2*E1(X) )/GAMMA
RETURN
140 T= THICK*(1.-1. /X)/X
XP=ALOG(T)-X-ALOG(GAMMA)
IF(ABS(XP).GT.88.)RETURN
T- EXP(XP)
RETURN
C BARRIER MAXIMUM IS OUTRIDE THE FILM
150 BETA=EC/(4* *DICON*3C*TEMP)
X=BETA/THICK
227
IF(X.GT * 10.)GO TO 160
T=(THICK*EXP(-X)-BETA*E1 (X))/(GAMMA*EXP(POT/(8C*TEMP)))
RETURN
160 T=THICK*(1.-1./X+1./X**2)/X
XP=ALOG(T)-X-POT/(BC*TEMP)-ALOG(GAMMA)
T=0.
IF(ASS(XP)*GT *88•)RETURN
T=EXP(XP)
RETURN
ENO
4
0
c
APPENDIX L
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE OXIDATION KINETICS FOR THE
DISCRETE MULTIDIFFUSION MODEL WITH SPACE CHARGE
METHOD USED INTEGRATES THE TIME DEPENDENT EQUATIONS FOR THE
SURFACE—CHARGE FIELD E(0) AND THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN THE
MONOLAYER. THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES ARE ASSUMED TO BE IN
THE STEADY STATE*
PROGRAM PERFORMS OUTPUT AND CONTROLS THE CALCULATION•
SIBFTC MAIN	 DECK
COMMON NWELLS*N(2+51)*NLAY#E(51)oBARJ(2)PZ(21#RHO(2)t
X W(2)•NU(2)oN6MONOoBETAr ALPHA,AtBCT#TEMP•TMAX*DCoSPACE•
X TtTMONO+H#DER(2)
DIMENSION V(51)tJP(2951)
REAL NOMON09N*JPtNLAY
LOGICAL SPACE,SET,NEAR
DATA SET/•FALSE•/
DATA SCCONS/1.8106758E-06/
CALL EXTIME(TOTALvELAPSE)
CALL RESET
IF(SET)PRINT 2
2 FORMAT(1H0#26H***** FLOATING POINT TRAPS)
SET=.TRUE.
1 CALL NEW
3 E(NWELLS+1)=E(NWELLS)
IF(SPACE)E(NWELLS+1)=E(NWELLS+1)+BETA*(Z(1)
X N(l+NWELLS)+Z(2)*N(2.NWELLS))
CALL DERIVS
EPRI=E(l)
IF(E(1).E0.0.)EPRI= ABS(BCT/(2•*A)*ALOG(N(1#2)/N(lol)))
H=0.001*ABS(EPRI/OER(2))
TMONO=O.
NLAY=0.
MONO=NWELLS+1
PRINT 169MONOtH
•16 FORMAT(1H0+9HGROWTH OFrI4912HTH MONOLAYER /lXv
X 18HINITIAL STEP SIZEw#lPE10.3#1X#7HSECONDS/2X•
Xf 4(4HTIME96X•8HFRACTION92Xo4HE(0)o8X))
CALL DIFFEO
ADJUST=(NOMONO—NLAY)/DER(1)
TMONO=TMONO+ADJUST
NLAY*NOMONO
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CALL OUT
T=T+TMONO
C CALCULATE FIELDS9 CURRENTS AND POTENTIALS
V(1)-0.
NEAR=.FALSE.
DO 10 I-1oNWELLS
E(I+1)=E(I)
IF(SPACE)E(I+1)=E(I+1)+BETA*(Z(1)*N(19I) +Z(2)*N(2#I))
V(I+1)=V(I)-2.*A*E(I+1)
DO 10 J n 1.2
FAC=EXP(Z(J)*ALPHA*E(I+1))
TERM=1.—N(JoI+1)/N(JrI)/(FAC*FAC)
IF(ASS(TERM).GT.0.1)G0 TO 10
AUG=-2•*Z(J)*ALPHA*E(I+1)+ALOG(N(JtI+l)/N(JtI))
TERM=—AUG*(1.+AUG/2.*(19+AUG/3.*(l.+AUG/4•*(1•
X +AUG/5**(1*+AUG/6*)))))
	
4
10 JP(Jtl+1)=RHO(J)*N(JoI)*FAC*TERM
DO 15 I=1#2
15 JP(I.1)=JP(I+2)
C OUTPUT SECTION
RMONO=MONO
THICK-2.*A*RilONO
PRINT 209MONOtT•THICKoMONO
0 20 FORMAT(IHO9I3•21HTH MONOLAYER COMPLETE/1X*5HTIME-9
X 1PE10.391Xt7HSECONDS/ 1Xr 10HTHICKNESS- oE10.3#1Xo2HCM / /1X
X 39HCONCENTRATION PROFILES DURING GROWTH OF914v
X 14HTH MONOLAYER*//3X.1HI92Xt6HN(1+I)o5Xo6HJ(19I)95Xo
X 6HN(29I).5Xt6HJ(2 ► I)95Xo4HV(I)97X#4HE(I))
NP1=NWELLS+1
DO 25 I=19NP1
25 PRINT 26#I,(N(Jol)tJP(JoI)#J=1 ► 2)oV(I)#E(I)
26 FORMAT(1H+gI3r1X#6(1PE10.3#1X))
SIGMAO=E(1)/(SCCONS/DC)L	 SIGMAL=—E(NWELLS+1)/(SCCONS/DC)
TOTAL=SIGMAO+SIGMAL
SUM=O.
DO 200 I=1#NWELLS
200 SUM=SUM+(Z(1)*N(19I)+Z(2)*N(29I))
PRINT 2059SIGMA09SIGMAL#SUMoTOTAL
205 FORMAT(1H0 * 47HSURFACE—CHARGE DENSITY AT METAL—OXIDE
X INTERFACE92X91PE12.5r1Xt5H1/CM2/lXt
2 48HSURFACE—CHARGE DENSITY AT OXIDE —OXYGEN INTERFACE*
3 1X.E12.5t1Xi5H1/CM2/1X#
4 18HTOTAL SPACE CHARGE93X#E12.591X#5H1/CM2/1X#
5 20HTOTAL SURFACE CHARGEplXoE12.5t1X#5H1/CM2)
CALL EXTIME(TOTALPELAPSE)
PRINT 219TOTALrELAPSE
21 FORMAT(1H0912HEXECU. TIME-#1PE10#391X93MSEC/1X
X 12HELAPSE TIME=E10.391X#3HSEC)
IF(T.GT.TMAX)PRINT 35
35 FORMAT(1H0921HMAXIMUM TIME OBTAINED)
DO 50 Jalp2
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IF(ABS(V(NWELLS+1)+BCT/Z(J)*ALOG(N(J9NWELLS+1)/N(Jtl)
X )).GT.0.05*ABS(V(NWELLS +l)))G0 TO 54
PRINT 539J
53 FORMAT(1H0913H***** SPECIES9I2#20H IS NEAR EQUILIBRIUM)
GO TO 50
54 CONTINUE
DO 55 I=29NP1
IF(ASS(JP(J9I)/BARJ(J)-19).LT.O.1)GO TO 50
PRINT 519J
51 FORMAT(1H0941H***** INSTABILITIES DEVELOPING IN SPECIES#I3)
GO TO 1
55 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
IF(NWELLS.EQ•50.OR*T•GT•TMAX)GO TO 1
C ADD ANOTHER WELL
NWELLS=NWELLS+1
N (1 +NWELLS+1 )=N (19NWELLS )
N(29NWELLS+I)=N(2+NWELLS)
GO TO 3
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR READING DATA FOR THE DISCRETE MODEL*
INPUT
A=1/2 OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT POTENTIAL MINIMA (CM)
TEMP=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
DC=DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
NOMONO=NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN A MONOLAYER (1/CM2)
TMAX=UPPER LIMIT ON THE TIME (SEC)
TITLE=25 CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION
Z(I)=VALENCE OF THE ITH SPECIES
N(191)'=CONCENTRATION OF THE ITN SPECIES AT X=0 (1/CM2)
N(192)=CONCENTRATION OF THE ITH SPECIES AT X-L (1/CM2)
NU(I)=FREQUENCY FACTOR OF THE ITH SPECIES (SEC)
W(I)=ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR DIFFUSION FOR THE ITH SPECIES (EV)
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
EC=ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLT—CM)
$IBFTC NEW
	 LIST9DECK
SUBROUTINE NEW
COMMON NWELLS9N(2951) 9NLAY9E(51)#BARJ(2)9Z(2)PRHO(2)o
X W(2)9NU( 2)9NOMONOPBETA9ALPHA9AtBCT.9TEMPPTMAXoDC#SPACE9
X T9TMONO9H#DER(2)
DATA PI#EC9BC/3. 141592691.44089E-07#8.6164E-05/
REAL N9NOMON09NU
LOGICAL SPACE
DIMENSION TITLE(5)
READ 59A9TEMP#DC9NOMONO ►TMAX9(TITLE(J)9J=195)
5 FORMAT(E10.392F10.392E10.3o 5X94A69A1 )
IF(TEMP.EO.O•)STOP
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PRINT 99(TITLE(J) ► J=195)
9 FORMAT(1H1933HDISCRETE MODEL• TIME DEVELOPMENT.99X9
X 4A6 ► A1 ► 40X ► 7HPAGE 1)
READ 69(Z( I) 9N (I ► 1) ► N(192) ► NU(I)9W(I)9Ia192)
6 FORMAT(2(F5.0 ► 3E10.39F590))
DO 7 I=1 ► 2
7 RHO(I)=NU(I)*EXP(—W(I)/(BC*TEMP))
BETA=4.*PI*EC/DC
ALPHA=A/%BL*TEMP)
BCT=B-*TEMP
RATE=2.*A/NOMONO
PRINT 109TEMP ► DC9A ► NOMON09RATE ► (I ► Z(I) ►NU(I)9W:I19I=192)
10 FORMAT(1H0 ► 44HNON—STEADY STATE GROWTH . . s DISCRETE
X MODEL//1X912HTEMPERATURE= ► P7.191X ► 14HDEGREES KELVIN
X / lX ► 2HK= ► 12X ► F5.1/1X ► 2HA= ► 13X91PE10.391X9
X 2HCM/1Xt13HNO/MONOLAYER=92X ► E10s391X95H1/CM2
X /1X910HRATE CONS=95X ► E10.391X ► 3HCM3//1X
X 2(7HSPECIES9I2/1X92HZ=913X ► OPF4.19 /1X93HNU2912X ►
X IPE10.3+1X95H1/SEC/1X92HWs913X90PF7.4)1X92HEV//1X))
NWELLS=1
T=O.
E(1)=0.	 0
RETURN
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING...
1. ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE FILM (VOLT/CM)
29 POTENTIALS IN THE FILM (VOLTS)
39 HOMOGENEOUS CURRENTS (NO/CM2—SEC)
4. CONCENTRATIONS OF DIFFUSING SPECIES IN THE FILM (1/CM2)
5`. DERIVATIVES OF THE TIME DEPENDENT EQUATIONS
SIBFTC DERIVS f'ECK
SUBROUTINE DERIVS
COMMON NWELLS ► N( 2951) ► NLAY9E(51)9BARJ(2)9Z(2)9RHO(2)9
X W(2) ► NU(2) ► NOMONO ► BETA9ALPHA9A9BCT9TEMP9TMAX9DC9SPACE9
X T9TMON09H ► DER(2)
DIMENSION V(51)95UM(2 ► 51) ► SUMBAC(2951.)
REAL N
INTEGER RLSPEC
V(1)=0•
CONS =-2. *A
DO 5 I =1 ►NWELLS
E(I+1)=E(I)+BETA*tZ(1) *N(19I)+Z(2)*N(29I))
5 V(I+1)=V(I)+CONS*E(1+1)
DO 15 I=192
SUM(191) n0.
SUMBAC(I ►NWELLS+1)=0•
CONS=Z(I)/(2.*BCT)
DO 10 J=19NWELLS
JBAC=NWELLS+1—J
SUMBAC(I9JBAC) nSUMBAC(19JBAC+1)+EXP(CONS*(V(JBAC+1)
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X V(JBAC)))
10 SUM(19J+l)=SUM (I*J) +EXP(CONS*(V(J+1)+V(J)))
FAC=1•—N(IoNWELLS+1)/N(191) *EXP(Z(I)*V(NWELLS+1)/BCT)
IF(ABS(FAC).GT.0.1)GO TO 15
AUG=Z(I)*V(NWELLS+1)/BCT—ALOG(N(191)/N(I*NWELLS+1))
FAC=—AUG*(1.+AUG/2.*(l. +AUG/3.*(l. +AUG/4.*(1•+AUG /5 **
X (I.+AUG/6.))))1
15 BARJ(I)=N(191)*FAC/SUM(I*NWELLS+1)
IF(NWELLS * E0.1)GO TO 30
DO 20 I=1s2
CONS=Z(I)/BCT
DO 20 J=2sNWELLS
N( Ir J)=(N(I91)*SUMBAC(I#J)*EXP(—CONS*V(J))+N(19NWELLS+l)
X*SUM(I#J)*EXP(CONS*(V(NWELLS+1)—V(.1))))/SUM(IPNWELLS+11
20 CONTINUE
30 DO 25 I=Ir2
25 BARJ(I)=RHO(I)*BARJ(I)
RLSPEC=2
IF(Z(1)*V(NWELLS+1).LT•O.)RLSPEC=1
DER(1)=BARJ(RLSPEC)
DER(2)=—BETA*(Z(1)*BARJ(1)+Z(2)*BARJ(2))
RETURN
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR INTEGRATING THE TIME DEPENDENT EQUATIONS
PREDICTOR CORRECTOR METHOD USED.
SIBFTC DIFFEQ
SUBROUTINE DIFFEQ
COMMON NWELLSPBLOCK(102)+Y(2)+BLOCK2(60)#NOMONO#BLOCK3(81
X rT,TMONO.HoDER(2)
DIMENSION F(5r2) +YC(2).YP(2)
DIMENSION PREDIC(4)#CORREC(5)
REAL NOMONO
DATA PREDIC/-0.375#1.54166667,-2.4583333 #2.2916667/
DATA CORREC/0.o4. 1666667E-02 *-0.20833333#0.79166667tOo375/
15 CALL DERIVS
F(1+1)=H*DER(1)
F(192)=H*DER(2)
DO 20 I=294
CALL RUNKUT
CALL OUT
CALL DERIVS
F(191)=H*DER(1)
20 F(192)=H*DER(2)
100 DO 35 I=1o2
YP(I)=Y(I)
DO 35 J=1#4
35 Y(I) =Y(I)+PREDIC(J)*F(Jol)
CALL DERIVS
IF(AES(H*DER(2))•LT.lE-6*ABS(YP(2)1)RETURN
F(591)=H*DER(1)
F(592) =H*DER(2)
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DO 40 I =1 * 2
YC(I)=YP(I)
DO 40 J=20
40 YC(I)=YC(I)+CORREC(J) *F(Jol)
ERRMAX=0•
DO 45 I =192
ERR=ABS(Y(I))
IF(YC(I).NE.O*)ERR=ABS((YC(I)—Y(I)) /YC(I))
IF(ERR*GT.ERRMAX)ERRMAX=ERR
45 CONTINUE
IF(ERRMAX * LE.lE-4)GO TO 60
H=H/2.
Y(1)=YP(1)
Y(2)=YP(2)
GO TO 15
60 TMONO=TMONO+H
Y(1)=YC(1)
Y(2)=YC(2)
DO 50 I=194
F(I.1)=F(I+1#1)
50 F(I.2)=F(I+1#2)
CALL OUT
IF(ABS(Y(1)).GE.ABS(NOMONO))RETURN
I F ( ERR ?,AAX.GT.lE-6) GO TO 100
H=2 • *k1
GO TO 15
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR INTEGRATING TIME DEPENDENT EQUATIONS.
RUNGE—KUTTA METHOD USED FOR STARTING PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR.
SIBFTC RUNKUT
SUBROUTINE RUNKUT
COMMON NWELLSoBLOCKI(102)+Y(2)#BLOCK2(69)PT*TMONOiH#DER(2)
DIMENSION YP(2)tK(492)#RKCONS(4)*RKSUM(4)
REAL K
DATA RKCONS/0•+0.5r0.5r1*/
DATA RKSUM/0* 16666667#0.33333333#0.3333333390.16666667 /
YP(1)=Y(1)
YP(2)=Y(2)
DO 5 10194
IF(I.EOol)GO TO 7
Y(1)=YP(1)+RKCONS(I)*K(I—1+1)
Y(2)oYP(2)+RKCONS(I)*K(1-192)
7 CALL DERIVS
K(19i)=H*DER(1)
K(I+2)=H*DER(2)
5 CONTINUE
DO 15 I=1;2
Y(I)=YP(I)
DO 15 J =1o4
15 Y(I)=Y(I)+RKSUM(J)*K(Jol)
TMONO=TMONO+H
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RETURN
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR OUTPUT OF TIME DEPENDENT EQJATION INTEGRATION•
SIBFTC OUT
SUBROUTINE OUT
COMMON NWELLS•N(2.51)+NLAY.E(51) ►BARJ(2)#1(2)#RHO(2)t
X W(2)tNU(2)•NOMONOPBETAtALPHAtAtBCT ► TEMP ► TMAXoDC#SPACE#
X T,TMONO•H*DER(2)
DIMENSION SAVE(12)
REAL NOMON09NLAY
DATA I/0/
SAVE(I+1)=TMONO
SAVE(I+2)=NLAY/NOMONO
SAVE(I+3)=F(1)
I=I+3
IF(I*LT.12.AND.ABS(NLAY)*LT.ASS(NOMONO))RETURN
PRINT 4#(SAVE(J)#J=1rI)
4 FORMAT(1H++4(3(1PE9.2+1X).2X))
I=0
RETURN
END
MAP SUBPROGRAM
SIBMAP EXTIME
ENTRY
AXT
EXTIME TRA
SXA
LAC
CLA
SUB
BNCH	 TXL
SUB
ORA
FAD
FDP
LLS
STO*
FSB
STO*
CLA*
STO
TRA
FIRST STO
MSP
TRA
TIMEO BSS
TOTAL DEC
END
FOR TIMING EXECUTION.
EXTIME
**^1
*-2 r 1
EXTIMEo1
5
S.SCIS
FIRST 9090
TIMEO
=0233000000000
=0•
=60.
35
2#1
TOTAL
391
2s1
TOTAL
EXTIME-1
TIMEO
BNCH
BNCH
1
0.
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MAP SUBPROGRAM FOR RESETTING FLOATING POINT TRAPS*
4 $IBMAP RESET
ENTRY RESET
RESET TRA	 *+^
CLA	 RESET
SXA	 *+394
TSX	 S.SCCR,4
STO	 8
AXT	 **#4
TRA*	 RESET
END
S.
0
APPENDIX M
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE OXIDATION KINETICS FOR THE
DISCRETE MULTIDIFFUSION MODEL WITHOUT SPACE CHARGE
SIBFTC MAIN
COMMON NWELLStN(2951)•E(51)#Z(2)#W12)#NU(2)*NOMONO9
X TEMP#TMAX*DC%T,A+BC
DIMENSION V(51),JP(2*51)
REAL NOMONO*NtJPtNU
CALL EXTIME(TOTAL+ELAPSE)
BC=8.6164E-05
1 CALL NEW
3 MONO=NWELLS+1
CALL BALNSC
T=T+NOMONO/AMIN1(CURNSC(1)+CURNSC(2))
C CALCULATE FIELDS• CURRENTS AND POTENTIALS
V(1)=0.
ALPHA=A/(BC*TEMP)
DO 10 I-lsNWELLS
V(I+1)=V(I)-2.*A*E(I+1)
DO 10 J=1t2
FAC=EXP(Z(J)*ALPHA*E(I+1))
10 JP(Jtl+1)=NU(J)*EXP(—W(J)/(BC*TEMP))*(N(JtI)*FAC—N(J
X tI+l)/FAC)
DO 15 I=1#2
15 JP(It1)=JP(192)
C OUTPUT SECTION
RMONO=MONO
THICK=2.*A*RMONO
PRINT 20+MONOgTtTHICK#MON0
20 FORMAT(1HO9I3921HTH MONOLAYER COMPLETE/1X95HTIME=t
X 1PE10.3+1X#7HSECONDS/1Xo10HTHICKNES5=9E10.3t1Xt2HCM//1X
X 39HCONCENTRATION PROFILES DURING GROWTH OFtI49
X 14HTH MONOLAYERs//3X•1HIt2Xs6HN(19I)r5Xt6HJ(1*I)+5X#
X 6HN(2oI)95X+6HJ(2sI),5Xt4HV(I)t7X#4HE(I))
NPI=NWELLS+l
DO 25 I=19NP1
2', ''R:NT 26rIt(N(J*I)*JP(Jtl)*J=1 ► 2)*V(I)rE(I)
rORMAT(1H+•I3.1Xt6(1PE10*3#1X))
CALL EXTIME(TOTALrELAPSE)
PRINT 21+TOTAL•ELAPSE
21 FORMAT(1H0.12HEXECU. TIME=t1PE10.3tlX#3HSEC/lX
X 12HELAPSE TIME=E10.391X#3HSEC)
IF(T•GT.TMAX)PRINT 35
V
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35 FORMAT(1H0921HMAXLMUM TIME OBTAINED)
IF(NWELLS.EQ.50.OR.T.CT.TMAX)GO TO 1
C ADD ANOTHER WELL
NWELLS=NWELLS+1
N(1#NWELLS+1)-N(1#NWELLS)
N(2tNWELLS+l)=N(29NWELLS)
GO TO 3
END
SUBPROGRAM FOR READING DATA FOR THE DISCRETE MODEL•
INPUT
A = 1/2 OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT POTENTIAL MINIMA (CM)
TEMP=TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
DC=DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
NOMONO=NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN A MONOLAYER (1/CM2)
TMAX=UPPER LIMIT ON THE TIME (SEC)
TITLE=25 CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION
Z(I)=VALENCE OF THE ITH SPECIES
N(I+1)=CONCENTRATION OF THE ITH SPECIES AT X=0 (1/CM2)
N(Is2)=CONCENTRATION OF THE ITH SPECIES AT X=L (1/CM2)
NU(I)=FREQUENCY FACTOR OF THE ITH SPECIES (SEC)
W(I)=ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR DIFFUSION FOR THE ITH SPECIES (EV)
CONSTANTS
BC=BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT (EV/DEGREES KELVIN)
EC=ELECTRONIC CHARGE (VOLT—CM)
SIBFTC NEW
SUBROUTINE NEW
COMMON NWELLS+ N(2s51)tE(51) ► Z(2)+W(2)•NU(2)+NOMONO ►
X TEMP,TMAX ► DC,T,A ► BC
DIMENSION TITLE(5)
REAL N•NOMONO.NU
READ 5•AfTEMPfDC1NOMONO#TMAX!(TITLE(J)*J -1+5)
5 FORMAT(E10.3+2F10.3#2E10.3. 5X94A69A1)
IF (TE14P.EQ.O. )STOP
PRINT 7#(TITLE(J)tJ-1q5)
7 FORMAT(1H1932HDISCRETE MODEL, NO SPACE— CHARGE•slOX9
X 4A6#A1940X97HPAGE 1)
READ 69(Z(I)tN(I.1)+N(192)#NU(I)*W(I)+I=192)
6 FORMAT(2(F560g3E10.3,F5.0))
RATE=2,*A/NOMONO
PRINT lOsTEMPPDC,A,NOMONOPRATE9 (I,Z(I)tNU(I)rW(I)tI=192)
10 FORMAT(iH0#44HNON —STEADY STATE GROWTH . . . DISCRETE
X M,ODEL//1X * 12HTEMPERATURE = ,F7.191Xt14HDEGREES KELVIN
X / lX+ 2HK= ► 12X•F5.1/1X-r2HA=#13X#1PE1093 ► 1Xr
X 2HCM/lX,13HNO/MONOLAYER=.2X+E10.3t1X95H1/CM2
X /1X#10HRATE CONS=+5XrE10.3t1X,3HCM3//1X
X 2(7HSPECIES, I2/1X92HZ=913X #OPF4.1+ /1Xt3HNU=#12Xr
X 1PE10.3.1X95H1/SEC/lX92HW-,13X ► OPF7.4t1X•2HEV//1X))
NWELLS=1
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T =0.
E(1)=0.
RETURN
END
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES IN THE
HONOGENEOUS FIELD APPROXIMATION.
SIBFTC EXSPAC DECK
SUBROUTINE EXSPAC
COMMON NW	 #N(2#51)PE(51)#Z(2)+W(2)tNU(2)#NOMONOs
X TEMPtTMAX*DC,T,AsBC
REAL N
RN=NW
DO 50 I=1o2
AUG=2.*Z(I)*A*E(1)/(BC*TEMP)
Y=RN*AUG
CONS=N(19NW+1)—N(Io1)
DO 100 J=1#NW
RJ=J
IF(ABS(RJ*AUG).LE.lE-2)GO TO 15
IF(AUG.GT .O.)FAC=EXP((RJ—RN)*AUG)*(1.—EXP(—RJ*AUG))/
X (1.— EXP(—RN*AUG))
IF(AUG.LT .O•)FACz(1.—EXP(RJ#AUG))/(1.—EXP(RN*AUG))
GO TO 20
15 X=RJ*AUG
IF(RN*AUG.GT.lE-2)FAC=EXP(—RN*AUG) *X*(1.+X /2.*(1. +X/3.
X *(1.+X /4.)))/(1.—EXP(—RN*AUG))
IF(ABS(RN*AUG).LE.lE-2)FAC=(RJ/RN)*(l. +X/2.*(l.+X/3•*
X (1.+X/4.)))/(1.+Y/2.*(19+Y/3.*(l.+Y/4.)))
IF(RN*AUG.LT.—lE-2)FAC=X*(1•+X/2.*(1.+X/39*(1•+X/4.)))/
X (EXP(RN*AUG)-1.)
20 N(IsJ+1)=N(It1) +CONS*FAC
100 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
DO 75 I=1,NW
75 E(I+1)=E(1)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE STEADY—STATE CURRENT IN THE
HOMOGENEOUS FIELD APPROXIMATION
SIBFTC CURNSC DECK
FUNCTION CURNSC(I)
COMMON NW	 9N(2951)•E(51)tZ(2)*W(2)#NU(2)PNOMONOo
X TEMP*TMAX#DC*TtA*BC
REAL NfNU
RN=NW
AUG=2.*RN*Z(I)*A*E(1)/(BC*TEMP)
AUGP=Z(I)*A*E(1)/(BC*FEMP)
IF(N(I*NW+1)•EQ.N(Irl))GO TO 15
IF(AB5(AUG).LT.lE-2)GO TO 20
IF(AUG.GT .O.)CURNSC n SINH(AUGP)*(N(I+NW+I)*EXP(—AUG)—
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X N(I+1))/(EXP(—AUG)-1.)
IF(AUG.LT.O.)CURNSC=SINH:.4UGP)*(N(IoNW+1)—N(I ► 1)*
X EXP(AUG))/(1.—EXP(AUG))
GO TO 10
20 CURNSC=0.5/RN*(N(Io1)*EXP(AUG)—N(IoNW+1))/(1.+AUG/2.*
X (1.+AUG/3.*(1.+AUG/4.)))
GO TO 10
15 CURNSC=SINH(AUGP)*N(1o1)
10 CURNSC= 2.*NU(I)*EXP(—W(I)/(BC*TEMP))*CURNSC
RETURN
END
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE SURFACE CHARGE FIELD WHICH
SATISIFIES THE KINETIC CONDITION.
METHOD OF FALSE POSITION IS USED*
$IBFTC BALNSC DECK
SUBROUTINE BALNSC
COMMON NW	 sN(2+51)tE(51)9Z(2)rW(2)tNU(2)•NOMON09
X TEMP,TMAX,DC,T#A,BC
DIMENSION F(2)rFIELD(2)
EQUIVALENCE (EO#E(1))
REAL N # NU
LOGICAL QUAD
RN=NW
F(1)=0.
F(2)=0•
QUAD=.FALSE.
NTRY=O
1 CURENT=Z(1)*CURNSC(1)+Z(2)*CURNSC(2)
IF(CURENT.EQ.O.)GO TO 55
IF(.NOT.QUAD)GO TO 40
DET=(FIELD(2)—FIELD(1))*(EO—FIELD(2))*(EO—FIELD(1))
CO=F(1)
C1=((F(2)—F(1))*(EO—FIELD(1))**2—(CURENT—F(1))*
X (FIELD(2)—FIELD(1))**2)/DET
C2=((CURENT—F(1))*(FIELD(2)—FIELD(1))—(F(2)—F(1))*
X (EO—FIELD(1)))/DET
FAC=SQRT((C1/C2)**2-4.*CO/C2)
EOP=FIELD(1) +0.5*(—Cl/C2+FAC)
IF(EOP.GT .AMIN1(FIELD(1)+FIELD(2)).AND.EOP.LT•AMAX1
X (FIELD(1)sFIELD(2)))GO TO 40
EOP=FIELD(1)+0.5*(—C1/C2—FAC)
40 IF(CURENT.GT.O•)GO TO 10
IF(F(1).NE.O•.AND.CURENT.LT.F(1))GO TO 15
F(1)=CURENT
FIELD(1)=EO
GO TO 15
10 IF(F;2).N^.O..AND.CURENT.GT*F(2))GO TO 15
F(2)=CURENT
FIELD(2)=EO
1; IF(F(1).EQ.O••OR.F(2).EQ.O.)GO TO 20
IF(.NOT.OUAD)EOP=(F(2)*FIELD(1)—F(1)*FIELD(2))/(F(2)—F;l))
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QUAD=•TRUE.
IF(ABS(EOP—EO).LT.lE-5*ABS(EO))GO TO 50
E0=E0P
GO TO 1
20 IF(NTRY.EQ.0)EP=BC*TEMP/(2•*RN*A*Z(1))*ALOG(N(19NW+1)
X /N(lol))
IF(NTRY.EQ.1)EP=BC*TEMP/(2R*RN*A*Z(2))*ALOG(N(2#NW+I)
X /N(291))
IF(EP6EQ.E0.OR•NTRY.EQ.2)GO TO 21
EO=EP
NTRY=NTRY+1
GO TO 1
21 PRINT 229EP
22 FORMAT(1H0923H***** BALANCING PROBLEM
X /1Xo11HNEXT FIELD=91PE10.3)
IF(F(1).NE.O.)PRINT 239F(1)9FiELD(1)
IF(F(2).NE.O•)PRINT 23,F(^)*FIELD(2)
23 FORMAT (1H+,8HCURRENT=1PE10.391Xt8HAT E(0)=1PE10.3//
X 1X * 22HCALCULATION TERMINATED)
STOP
50 EO=EOP
55 CALL EXSPAC
RETURN
END
JAPPENDIX N
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE UNIVERSAL MOTT —CABRERA KINETICS
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM 'CSR CALCULATING THE UNIVERSAL TIME FOR
A GIVEN UNIVERSAL Fli.M THICKNESS
SIBFTC TAU
FUNCTION TAU(LAMDA)
REAL LAMDA
DIMENSION A(6)tB(4)*C(4)
DATA A/-0.5772156610.999991931-0.2499105500.05519968#
X —0.00976004#0.00107857/
DATA B/8.5733287,18.05901798.6347608#0.26777373/
DATA C/9.5733223s25.632956,21.0996539399584969/
TAU=O.
IF(LAMDA.EQ*O•)RETURN
RI=O.
1 X=(2.*RI+1.)/LAMD4
IF(X.GT.I.0)GO TO 25
SUM=0.0
DO 10 I=1#6
10 SUM=SUM+A(I)*X**(I-1)
E1=SUM—ALOG(X)
GO TO 50
25 SUM1=X**4
SUM2=X**4
DO 30 I=114
SUMI=SUMI+B(I)*X**(4—I)
30 SUM2=SUM2+C(I)*X**(4—I)
E1=SUM1/SUM2*EXP( —X)/X
50 E2=EXP(—X)—X*E1
TERM=LAMDA*E2
TAU=TAU+TERM
IF(TERM•LT.lE-6*TAU)RETURN
RI=RI+1.
GO TO 1
END
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APPENDIX 0
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL
FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE NTH ORDER EXPONENTIAL
INTEGRAL• THIS FUNCTION IS REQUIRED IN THE UNIVERSAL
FORMULATION OF THE THERMAL MODEL.
HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS *
 NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS• 1964.
SIBFTC EN
FUNCTION EN(N#X)
DIMENSION A(6)PB(4)•C(4)
DATA A/-0.57721566.0.999991?39-0.24991055P0.05519968t
X —0.00976004#0.00107857/
DATA B/8.5733287918*059017 *8 *6347608+0.26777373/
DATA C/995733223925*632956#21909965393.9584969/
IF(X.GT.1.0)GO TO 25
SUM=0$O
DO 10 I =1.6
10 SUM=SUM+A(1)*X* *(I -1)
EN=SUM—ALOG(X)
GO TO 50
25 SUM1=X**4
SUM2 =X**4
DO 30 I =1.4
SUMI=SUMI+B(I)*X**(4—I)
30 SUM2=SUM2+C(I)*X**(4—I)
EN=SUMI /SUM2 *EXP( —X)/X
50 IF(N.EQ.1)RETURN
DO 75 I=2sN
RI=I
75 EN=(EXP(—X)—X*EN)/(RI-1.)
RETURN
END
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